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Abstract 
In any profession, it can be argued that internship experience is an important aspect of your 
learning experience in the field . When it comes to the sport industry, the amount of 
internships, the quality of those internships, and the people you get to know during those 
internships are the most important thing you can have. 
It was only fitting that I decided to incorporate my internship into my thesis. To take an 
incredible internship, and turn it into something even more is something that someone who is 
as driven and dedicated as I am only dreams of. This thesis is a way that I can expand on my 
time at Northern Illinois University, and display what a learning experience it was . 
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Author's Statement 
Going back to my senior year in high school, I remember getting admitted to the Ball State 
University Honors College, and reading that in order to graduate from the Honors College, I was 
required to complete a thesis. Being an 18-year-old, hearing the word "thesis" sounded like a 
lot, and like something I would never be ready for. My mother told me that it may seem like a 
lot, but by senior year, I would be ready to complete it. Senior year rolled around, and I seemed 
less prepared than I was as a freshman. 
When I was finally told that I could use my required internship to my advantage and use it as a 
dual course, I decided that was what I was going to do. I spent hours talking to different people 
in the Honors College, and I finally settled on creating a portfolio of the projects that I 
completed during my internship by the end of the semester as my thesis. This at first seemed 
very broad, but it turned into something I am proud of, and will be proud to show off. 
My Northern Illinois University (NIU) internship was an incredible experience. Throughout my 
time working in the Huskie Athletic Compliance Office (HACO), I spent my time performing a 
variety of tasks that I believe will be useful in my upcoming ventures as a professional in the 
sport industry. Some tasks, I became proficient in very quickly, and in others it took a little bit of 
time. 
I grew quite a bit, both as a professional and a person, in my four months in the HACO, and my 
focus as the semester went on was to create a portfolio that showed not only the amount that I 
learned, but the amount of fun that I had while learning it. Each week I was required to write a 
weekly evaluation of my learning experience, and ways that I could improve that experience 
week-in and week-out. While I was less than excited about writing them, I found in answering 
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the questions how much I really was enjoying work. There are always going to be times when 
you're learning things that may not be the most exciting, but I was excited to tell Dr. 
Giannoulakis about those things anyway. 
The projects that I included into this thesis were of a wide variety. I have quite a few 
PowerPoints that I made for end of the year meetings with teams and coaches. I included a few 
newsletters that collaborated with other interns and full-t ime staff to develop for our monthly 
Coaches Education Sessions. I worked with a former intern, Scott Foelske, on a project that was 
given to us by our Deputy Director of Athletics, Christian Spears, where we put together a 
proposal to amend a l'lational Collegiate Athletics Association (NCAA) Bylaw. I found that to be 
a rewarding first task given to me, and I thought it was an important piece of the puzzle that 
was my internship. 
I really believed that this internship would be first and foremost a compliance internship . While 
my title is Compliance Intern, I learned a lot in the Life Skills portion of our office - a unique 
feature of the HACO. I contemplated whether or not I should include all of my work with the 
Victors - an ESPYs-esque awards show put on by the HACO. 
I started in January working on small portions of the Victors, and by April 28 th - The Victors 
showing date - I was the go-to person when it came to dealing with the script. I would have 
been a fool not to include all of my workings in the Victors. 
I cannot definitely say that it was my choice for many of these projects, but it was my choice to 
include each and everyone of them . I could have chosen to leave out the PowerPoints that I 
created, because it is not the most difficult thing in the world to create, but those were a few of 
my first projects, and because of those projects, I learned the rules that not only does the 
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compliance need to understand, but the student-athletes need to understand as well. Some of 
my tasks were menial at first, but I learned from them, and pretty soon, my tasks were not so 
menial. I chose to include all of my projects because without each and everyone of them, I 
would not have come as far as I have in such a short amount of time. 
Because of the Victors, my internship at NIU became even more invaluable. I not only was able 
to say that I learned about the inner workings of a compliance office, but I can also boast that I 
have experience planning and executing an event while working on other facets that go into the 
everyday operations of a collegiate athletic compliance office. 
Had I left this internship realizing that collegiate athletics compliance was not where I wanted 
to end up, I still would have left NIU better off than I was coming in. My internship supervisor, 
Kiera Miller, made sure to give me tasks that touched on many different areas of collegiate 
athletics so that I would be skilled in more areas than just compliance. I now have more 
experience in events and facilities. I have learned from Hazing Prevention meetings. I have 
honed in on my networking skills by attending site visits of other compliance offices, such as 
Purdue University in West Lafayette, Indiana and Eastern Michigan University in Ypsilanti, 
Michigan. 
So, while some of my projects do not deal directly with athletics compliance, I included them all 
to be able to display the talents that I learned in all different areas of collegiate athletics. And 
more so than learning about all of these different areas, I learned how to prioritize my time and 
plan an event of the magnitude of the Victors while working on several different projects. I 
could not think of a better way to end my Sport Administration and Honors career than 
displaying this portfolio as my thesis. 
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Northern Illinois University Huskies 
Intercollegiate Athletics 1525 West Uncoln Highway DeKalb, L 60115 www.niu.edu/athletics 
Phone 815 -753-1295 Fax 815-753-7700 
ADMINISTRATION 
June 26, 2013 
Dear Marianne: 
Congratulations! The Department of Intercollegiate Athletics has approved your internship within 
Huskie Athletics. Your internship will begin this spring and you will serve as an intern for the Huskie 
Athletic Compliance Office. 
It is our goal to provide meaningful internship experiences to qualified candidates as well as enhance the 
educational mission of Northern Illinois University. Our recent interns have served as a tremendous 
resource for Huskie Athletics and have contributed greatly to our overall success. It is our hope you will 
serve the department in a similar capacity, while you gain familiarity with athletic administration and 
fulfill the requirements of Ball State University's School of Physical Education,Sport, and Exercise Science. 
Additionally, many career opportunities in the industry have developed for our interns, as a result, 
ofthe valuable experiences they gain while here. If you have any questions or concerns about your 
internship or your assignment to the Huskie Athletic Compliance Office, please do not hesitate to 
contact me directly. I can be reached at kmiller4@niu.edu or by phone at 815.753.8339. Again, 
congratulations on your placement, I look forward to working with you as we both serve Huskie 
Athletics. 
Sincerely, 
Kiera Miller 
Assistant Athletic Director, Compliance and Student Services 
cc: Christian Spears,Acting Director of Athletics, Administration 
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TIMESHEETS 

Ball State University 

Sport Administration Internship Program 

INTERN TIMESHEET 
Intern Name Marianne Kroening Semester/Y ear : __ŸŐŸŮĦËĦĦĦËŲÙȘËĦËŪŸŦĤĒÎHĤHHHÕŸÍĦĦĦËĦÏŚĚ
Intern Site ĤĤĤHĤÔĦĦĦJĦĦĴŬĶŲȘĦJĦĴWUĶŤĶŲŪĤHĤĒĤĤĒŅĶŨŨĶÙŪĶŬĶÙVŸǾĤHĤHŪĒHĤÙẂHĤĤHŤJĦĦJĦĦŲĶVÙHHHĤWXHĤĤ___Ci ty, State: ŚĤĶMŸŤJÕËĦOËJHËŠĒĤHĤŨHHHĤŞHHĤHŅŸÒHHĤĤ___ 
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This Sheet Total = 19 hrs 
19 hrs 
Sighature of Site Supervisor 
Date: \ \ \5 l 'LO! L\ 
NOTE: The Timesheet is due on the Monday following the period being reported. Timesheets are to be submitted 
along with your evaluations. These reports will be used to keep track of the number of hours worked by the student. 
It is recommended that the student retain copies of their Timesheets and monitor the number of hours worked. 
Students will not receive credit for hours that are not included in the signed Timesheet and submitted incorrectly. 
Ball State University 

Sport Administration Internship Program 

INTERN TIMESHEET 
Intern Name Marianne Kroening Sem es terIYear: __ĤĤĤĒŐJĦWJŮŸŲÙGŚGĦGŪGŌŦĤĶÎĶŚŚÕGŚĒÍŚŚGÏŚĚ
Intern Site ĤĶĤÔĦĦĦĦJĦĦŬĒGĤGŨGĤĒGWUJĦĦJĦĴŤĶŲĤGĤGŪĦĦĦĦJŅĦËĦËŅŨĦJĦĦJĦÙŪŸŬJĦJJÙVĒĤĤĤGĶGǾGĤGĤGŪGĤGĤÙv.:...:e::.:.r=si'-".tYI---___C i ty, State: _=D:..;:e=K=a=l=b,'--'I=L=--___ 
This Sheet Total = 71 hrs 
90 hrs 
1/2- t1/11Signature of SIte Supervisor Date: 
I 
Date: I (29 ŅIŸ
i I 
NOTE: The Timesheet is due on the Monday following the period being reported. Timesheets are to be submitted 
along with your evaluations. These reports will be used to keep track of the number of hours worked by the student. 
It is recommended that the student retain copies of their Timesheets and monitor the number of hours worked. 
Students will not receive credit for hours that are not included in the signed Timesheet and submitted incorrectly. 
Ball State University 
Sport Administration Internship Program 
INTERN TIMESHEET 
Intern Name Marianne Kroening SemesterlYear: Spring 2014 
Intern Site Northern Illinois University City, State: DeKalb, IL 
This Sheet Total = 63 hrs 
153 hrs 
2-}1 0 I /+ 
Signature of Student 
Signature of Site Supervisor Date: 
Date: ZII 01 1ŸĚ
NOTE: The Timesheet is due on the Monday following the period being rep0l1ed. Timesheets are to be submitted 
along wi th your evaluations. These reports will be used to keep track of the number of hours worked by the student. 
It is recommended that the student retain cories of their Timesheets and monitor the number of hours worked. 
Students will not receive credit for hours that are not included in the signed Timesheet and submitted incorrectly. 
Ball State University 

Sport Administration Internship Program 

INTERN TIMESHEET 
Intern Name Marianne Kroening SemesterlY ear: Spring 2014 
Intern Site 
---'.N Ci ty, State: ŚĤĶMŸŤĶOĶŠĶŨĶĤŞHGŚGŅÒŸ___...:..;o=rt,-"h=e=.:.m.:.!....!.I!..'lI-,-"iŪĶŬĶÙVHHĤĤĶǾŸŪŸÙv:-:e:..:..rs""'i"'-ty'--___ Ķ
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This Sheet Total = 51 hrs 
204 hrs 
Signature of Site Supervisor Date: '1---12L\) Iif 
Date: zl2 Ÿ IdSignature of Student 
NOTE: The Timesheet is due on the Monday following the period being rep0l1ed. Timesheets are to be submitted 
along with your evaluations. These reports will be used to keep track of the number of hours worked by the student. 
It is recommended that the student retain copies of their Timesheets and monitor the number of hours worked. 
Students will not receive credit for hours that are not included in the signed Timesheet and ŸẀŞÜÙWWŤTĚincorrectly. 
Ball State University 

Sport Administration Internship Program 

INTERN TIMESHEET 
Intern Name Marianne Kroening SemesterlY ear: Spring 2014 

Intern Site ĤĤĤĤGÔĤĤGĤŬĶŲWJĦĦJĴUĶŤĶŲŪĤĶĤĶŅĶŅŨĶÙŪŸŬKĦĦJĦÙĒŚV-,=Uc.:..n:..:-iv-'--'e=r=si'-",tYI--___City, S tate: MŸŤGŚGĦOŸŠŸŨĒĒŞHGŚŚGŅŸÒŸ___
ŚĤĶ
Date : 2z (101 4 
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This Sheet Total = 48 hrs 
252 hrs 
Signature of Stude Date: ŸŨŨĚ0 I I vi 

NOTE: The Timesheet is due on the Monday following the period being reported. Timesheets are to be submitted 
along with your evaluations. These reports wi II be used to keep track of the number of hours worked by the student. 
It is recommended that the student retain copies of their Timesheets and monitor the number of hours worked . 
Students will not receive credit for hours that are not included in the signed Timesheet and submitted incorrectly. 
Ball State University 

Sport Administration Internship Program 

INTERN TIMESHEET 
Intern Name Marianne Kroening SemesterlY ear: Spring 20 l4 
Intern Site ĤĤHĤÔĤĤHĤĤŬĶŲWHĤĒUĶŤJJĦĦJĦŲĶŪĤĤĒŅĶŨŨĶÙŪĤHĤĒŬĶÙVŸǾȘĦJȘŪHĤHĤÙv,-,c=r=si"'-.ty'--___City, S tatc: ŚĤĶMŸŤJKĦËĦOËJĦËŠHHĤHĤŨŸŞHHĤHŅŸÒŬËĦĤ___ 
Sign ture of SIte SupervIsor Date; p tJ) 1f 
This Sheet Total = 31 hrs 
283 hrs 
Date: '2>11 c\ II L\ 
NOTE: The Timesheet is due on the Monday following the period being repol1ed . Timesheets are to be submitted 
along with your evaluations. These reports will be used to keep track of the number of hours worked by the student. 
It is recommended that the student retain copies 01' their Timesheets and mon itor the number of hours worked. 
Students will not receive credit for hours that are not included in the signed Timesheet and submitted incorrectly. 
Ball State University 

Sport Administration Internship Program 

INTERN TIMESHEET 
Intern Name Marianne Kroening SemesterNear: Spring 2014 
Intern Site 
-----=.N...:..;o=rt-=-:h=e:..:.rn=-=-I1=h:..:.·ŪĶŬĶÙVHĤĤǾĶŪŸÙv'-"e""rs""i.;.,ty'--_ __City, S tate: ŚĦJĦMŸŤJKËĦOĦËŬËŠJJĦËĦŨĦJJJĦŞGŚGŊIo.::L"---___ 
Week One Date Hours Worked 
Monda 3/24 8 
Tuesday 3/25 9 
Wednesday 3 26 
Thursda 3/27 8 
Frida 3/28 8 
3/29 
3/30 
Week Two Date Hours Worked 
Monday 3/31 8 
Tuesda 4/1 8 
Wednesday 4/2 8 
Thursday 4/3 8 
Friday 4/4 8 
Saturda 4/5 
Sunda 4/6 
This Sheet Total = 73 hrs 
Overall Total = 356 hrs 
Signature of Site Supervisor MŠWŤŸIWĚ
Date: ŸĚ\ '1 }20r ŸĚ
NOTE: The Timesheet is due on the Monday following the period being reported. Timesheets are to be submitted 
along with yOllr evaluations. These reports will be used to keep track of the number of hours worked by the student. 
It is recommended that the student retain copies of their Timesheets and monitor the number of hours worked. 
Students will not receive credit for hours that are not included in the signed Timesheet and submitted incorret:tly. 
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Sport Administration Internship Program 
INTERN TIMESHEET 
Intern Name Marianne Kroening SemesterlYear: Spring 2014 
Intern Site ĤĤĤĤGÔĤĒŬĒGĤGŲWGĤËȘUŸŤĒĤËŲŪĦËĦËĦĦĦĦËŅĦËĦËŨŨĦËĦËÙŪĦËĦJJŬGŚËĦÙVŸǾGŚĒŪŸÙẂĤGĦĦJŤJȘËĦŲŸVÙŸWQŨĤĤ___City, State: ŚĤĶMHHĤHŤJJĦĦJĦOŸŠHHĤHŨĒHHĤŞHHĤHŅJĦĦJJÒHHĤĤ___ 
Signature of Site Supervisor Date: 
Date: ŸIÎỲIÙÒIĚ
Week One 
Monday 
Tuesday 
Wednesday 
Thursday 
Friday 
Saturday 
Sunday 
Week Two 
Monday 
Tuesday 
Wednesday 
Thursday 
Friday 
Saturday 
Sunday 
Date 
4/7 
4/8 
4/9 
4/10 
4/11 
4/12 
4/13 
Date 
4/14 
4/15 
4/16 
4/17 
4/18 
4/19 
4/20 
Hours Worked 
8 
8 
11 
8 
4 
Hours Worked 
5 
8 
8 
5 
This Sheet Total = 65 hrs 
Overall Total = 421 hrs 
NOTE: The Timesheet is due on the Monday following the period being reported. Timesheets are to be submitted 
al ong with your evaluations. These reports will be used to keep track of the number of hours worked by the student. 
It is recommended that the student retain copies of their Timesheets and monitor thc number of hours worked . 
Students will not receive credit for hours that are no! included in the signed Timesheet and suhmitted incolTectly. 
WEEKLY 

EVALUATIONS 

Weekly Evaluation 1/20/14 
1. 	 What were your new duties/learning experiences this week? 
In my first week at Northern Illinois, everything I did was new and exciting, as was expected. My 
duties included filling out paperwork for a medical hardship waiver. I also was assigned an 
extensive project to help with an awards night, based on the ESPY's called the Victors, which will 
be happening at the end of April. I will be working on scripts and awards for the remainder of 
my time here. It is also going to be my duty to attend any conference calls, as well as weekly 
meetings to update on any issues we've had throughout the week. My site supervisor delegates 
projects to myself and the other interns, and it is our job to figure out how to do it. 
2. 	 What was the most difficult task/experience you had this week? 
None of my tasks have been too difficult this week, because I have had a lot of help from the 
other interns who have been here for quite some time, and are familiar with the database that 
we are using. I would say it is taking some getting used to figuring out our "J" (athletics) drive, 
however, the drive is so organized and everything is filed in a very specific way, that it becomes 
easier as the days go on . I found it hard to speak up initially, because I didn't want to come off 
as the pushy new intern, however, everyone has welcomed me, and really appreciates any input 
that I bring. 
3. 	 What was the most rewarding task/experience you had this week? 
While sitting in on the MAC conference call, the Deputy Director of Athletics, Christian Spears, 
called myself and one of the other interns out to work on a special project for him. We will be 
proposing an amendment to the NCAA Division I Manual, proposing a change Awards, Benefits, 
and Expenses for Enrolled Student-Athletes bylaw. The two of us have been working on ways to 
piece together the proposal so that it sounds like a feasible amendment. This particular 
amendment will allow for student-athletes to be awarded cash equivalents at the end of the 
season, as a reward, and not a stipend. 
4. 	 What is your evaluation of the learning experiences that you had this week? 
I was only able to work for three days because of the weather, and I already feel as if I have 
learned so much, and have gained valuable knowledge in the compliance area of sport. My first 
day on the job, my site supervisor, Kiera Miller, told me that she was biased, but this is the best 
place to intern, because as an intern I will be as valuable as a full-time employee, and because of 
that, I will learn so much faster than in any other office . I will also be learning a lot in the life 
Skills section of the office, and as I mentioned before, I will be helping to plan the Victors. So, 
not only willi have a compliance background, but I will also have Event Planning, and other 
background knowledge which will make me a valuable candidate for upcoming jobs. 
5. 	 What are suggestions for ways to improve/enhance your experience? 
I think once I learn more thoroughly the J Drive, I will be able to do a lot more, and be more 
productive throughout the day because I will not be asking so many questions of the other 
interns and/or Kiera. Other than that I have found this internship experience to be enlightening. 
As the weeks go on, I'm sure that I will find things that could be changed in order to make this 
semester more productive . 
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Weekly Evaluation 1/27/14 
1. 	 What were your new duties/learning experiences this week? 
This week, I have taken on a bigger role in the Compliance Office. Having been here for two 
weeks, it is expected of me to figure out what I am doing and how to get it done. This is helpful 
and also a little stressful, as it feels a little bit like taking the training wheels off of a bike. I was 
tasked over the first week to come up with a goal that I want to accomplish while I am here. I 
have chosen to dive deeper into the world of Initial Eligibility, because that is a subject that 
interests me. I have been working on essentially all of the Initial Eligibility Calculators, with a 
little bit of supervision by our Compliance Analyst here. I have also been assigned smaller tasks 
like updating fo rms that we use. 
2. 	 What was the most difficult task/experience you had this week? 
As I mentioned before, I'm starting to get the hang of things around the office, so the people I 
work with and for are expecting me to do everything that comes my way with little to no 
questions. For example, today (Friday) I was tasked with a Local Sports Club Permission Form 
and told to figure out if it's okay, and come back, and then they would tell me if I was missing 
anything or if I had done it right. For this form, I was required to read the bylaw in the NCAA 
Manual, and look through a list of Prospective Student-Athletes and see if they coincided with 
what the bylaw said . The bylaw is not written in layman's terms, so I had to really sit there and 
focus on what was being said, which can prove to be difficult when you have people walking in 
and out of your office all day. Eventually I figured everything out, and I did it correctly, but it was 
a little stressful. 
3. 	 What was the most rewarding task/experience you had this week? 
The most rewarding experience I had this week was not something that you would initially think 
of. I was invited to my first "Family Dinner" with the office. This is a weekly dinner that one 
person in the athletic office hosts, and everyone is invited. This was rewarding to me because I 
felt like I was really becoming part of the team, and that I was fitting in. I realize that this is not a 
task, but being included is a very nice thing to feel, especially when you are so far outside of 
your comfort zone. 
4. 	 What is your evaluation of the learning experiences that you had this week? 
I would say that this week has been a week full of new experiences. I have had new things to do, 
new forms to fill out, and new people to meet. In this office, no two days are the same, and it is 
a nice way to spend your time. Many people get burnt out by doing the same menial task day-in 
and day-out, and I don't have that problem. Every form I fill out, every person I talk to is 
essential to the success of the Huskie Athletic Compliance Office. So far, this internship has been 
great for me, because I feel like I'm doing something that is meaningful. 
5. 	 What are suggestions for ways to improve/enhance your experience? 
This is definitely an office that can get side tracked pretty easily. I like that, because it can break 
up the monotony of the day. However, if it continues on for too long, it can screw up the 
productivity for the day, and that is never a good thing. I am an advocate for having a good time, 
and getting to know my co-workers, but it might be a good idea to settle that part of my brain 
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down, especially in the coming months while I am looking for jobs. I have so far been getting my 
work done on time, and that is the important thing, but if my productivity starts to decline, I will 
really have to think about buckling down a little. It's important to know and get along with your 
co-workers, but there is a time and place, and it would be more helpful for that time and place 
to be outside of the office. 
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Weekly Evaluation2/3/14 
1. 	 What were your new duties/learning experiences this week? 
This week I was required to attend and help run a professional development meeting for the 
fourth and fifth year student-athletes called Huskie How To. Unfortunately, upon arrival, I felt 
flu-like symptoms, and my supervisor sent me home. Other than that, having set my goal to 
learn more about eligibility, I was tasked to more Initial Eligibility Calculators for prospective 
student-athletes. I also was told this week that I had gotten through the initial look through of 
the applicants for the NCAA, and I scheduled a phone interview with them. Much of my work 
this past week dealt with preparing me for this interview. I was given a mock phone interview 
everyday leading up to the interview so that I could get feedback, and learn what my strengths 
and weaknesses are in the interview process. In this office, they pride themselves on placing 
their interns, so it's important to them that I get a job. 
2. 	 What was the most difficult task/experience you had this week? 
Sometimes I find it hard to take criticism, even if it is constructive. So listening to what I'm doing 
wrong in interviews was a little bit stressful to me. It was helpful in so many ways, but I really 
had to focus in on the fact that they are just trying to help me, not put me down. I suppose one 
thing in the actual compliance office that was difficult was approving a camp brochure to make 
sure that everything on the brochure is legal to print by the NCAA Bylaws. I had to really think 
about what was on the brochures, and look at it in a compliance standpoint and see what was 
allowed. Since our program doesn't have a class that explains NCAA Bylaws, I had to really think 
outside of the box, and even then I missed some pretty big things on the brochure. In some 
ways, I like that they just throw me into things, but others, I don't want to mess something up, 
so it is a little stressful. 
3. 	 What was the most rewarding task/experience you had this week? 
I was very excited to hear that all my hard work paid off in my NCAA Internship application. 
When I got the phone call and was told that I was chosen to have a phone interview with them, I 
got shivers down my spine. So even though the mock phone interviews were stressful to me, it 
was rewarding learning what I did well in interviews. And it will become rewarding when it 
comes down to me having the interviews. Everything that these people are doing in preparation 
for my interview is helping me become better at being a professional, and putting me in the 
position to be successful after college. And when the time for the interview comes and goes, I 
will feel more prepared than I ever thought that I would be. 
4. 	 What is your evaluation of the learning experiences that you had this week? 
My learning experience each week is more and more helpful. Even if I'm doing something that I 
have done over and over again, each situation has something different going on. Each student­
athlete has something different in his or her experience in high school or college. I'm learning 
how to use my best judgment on how to interpret things from eligibility calculators to whether 
or not something is considered an extra benefit. It's always going to be Lindsey or Kiera's call as 
to whether I'm right or not, but they value the opinions of their interns, and they take into 
account everything that I say. When I walked into the office three weeks ago, Kiera told me that 
coaches would be asking me questions because I would be as valuable as a full-time employee, 
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and I'm finding that to definitely be true. I'm asked questions everyday that I don' t know the 
answer to, but I'm given the resources to figure it out. 
5. 	 What are suggestions for ways to improve/enhance your experience? 
I am extremely interested in initial eligibility of prospective student-athletes, so I really like to 
take on the task of looking into them, and there are other things that people ask me to do that 
I'm not as enthusiastic about dOing. However, I need to take on projects of all kinds of natures if 
I want to become a more valuable asset, so I need to be as excited about one project as I am 
about the next one that comes along. The more excited that I am, the better I am going to do at 
each of the projects, and it is important, especially in compliance, to do good work. I want to 
make projects that I'm proud of, and that my office will be proud of in the years to come. So to 
improve my experience, I need to be just as excited for work as I was the day that I stepped into 
the office. 
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Weekly Evaluation 2/10/14 
1. 	 What were your new duties/learning experiences this week? 
This week, I was able to sit in on an interview of a potential summer intern in the NIU 
Compliance Office. I got to listen to the full-time employees and graduate assistants ask the 
different types of questions you would hear in an interview, while I asked him a few of my own 
questions. It was last second that I heard about it, but I was able to take notes on the different 
questions that I will be seeing in the future. I also was tasked with a more Life Skills based 
project. I will be dealing heavily with the Victors' script. When different people come in with 
their script for a specific award, I will be inputting that into the main script for us to use in two 
months. I will be figuring out the microphone situation, and also helping to determine the 
nominees and winners of each award. 
2. 	 What was the most difficult task/experience you had this week? 
This week, campus was closed again for two days, so I'm finding it difficult to learn when I'm out 
of the office so much. Regardless of how many days we are in the office, our deadlines stay the 
same, so we're cramming five days of work into three days, and five days of learning into three 
days. This is good news and bad news as I'm learning how to work in high pressure situations, 
but I think I learn more effectively when I have time to think things through and really analyze 
the situation. We also don't have access to many of our databases on personal computers, so 
we can't work at home. As nice as it is to have a day off here and there, I would prefer to stay on 
the job. Our weekly meetings are shorter because we don't have much time to work through 
our assignments when we aren't here. 
3. 	 What was the most rewarding task/experience you had this week? 
The most rewarding experience for me this week was being assigned the script for the Victors, 
and finding out that I will be helping to put together the end of the year educational efforts for 
the student-athletes in April. I have had to come up with questions for a game to be played at 
the student-athlete's end of the year meeting to educate them on what they need to know over 
the summer, as well as what to expect over their four years at NIU, or any institution. The 
Victors is what I am especially proud of because I'm excited to see the outcome of the event, 
and see how the work that I have put into this will turn into something great. The Victors is in its 
fifth year, and we're expecting it to be bigger than ever before, so everything that goes into the 
planning of the event, the awards, etc. is a big deal, and should be handled as such . The Victors 
is a little over two months away, but we continue to chug along, everyday finding something 
new to deal with. 
4. 	 What is your evaluation of the learning experiences that you had this week? 
I had a pretty good week this past week, even given that we had two days off. Because campus 
was closed on Monday, I was able to focus completely on my phone interview early in the day, 
and write down notes of what I was asked when the interview was over. After the interview, I 
was contacted by Kiera, and we talked briefly about my interview and how I felt initially. I 
learned a lot in my first phone interview, and then I came in on Wednesday, and Kiera and I 
focused more on the questions, how I answered them, and what she thought of my answers . 
We both agreed that most of my answers were good, and some I could work on for the potential 
second round of interviews. Many of the other interns were missing this past week, so I had to 
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direct my questions to Kiera or Brett directly. This was helpful because I don't want to bother 
them if I don't have to, so I was forcing myself to exhaust all efforts before turning in the towel 
and asking what I should be dOing, or where I could find the Bylaw that I was looking for. 
5. 	 What are suggestions for ways to improve/enhance your experience? 
This will not be as much of an issue once my sister's wedding is done, but I have needed to leave 
early on certain Fridays to get home before weather hits. The few Friday evenings that I have 
been here, I have found that we are the last of the people to leave the Convocation Center. We 
stay and finish our work, regardless of how late that keeps us, and in return, our office is seen as 
the hardest workers. The coaches love our office because we are willing to stay late to figure out 
a problem for them if they need it. Because I have taken half days on some Fridays, I am missing 
that work experience, and I really think that I need to be here for some of the late nights. In two 
weeks, my sister's wedding will be over, and I will be able to be in DeKalb a lot more, and that 
will be helpful to my overall experience as an intern. 
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Weekly Evaluation 2/17/14 
1. What were your new duties/learning experiences this week? 
On Tuesday of this past week, I was told by my supervisor that it would be beneficial for me to 
arrive to work early at 6 am. Everyone was in the office early for the National Signing Day, so I 
came in, and we worked on the women's soccer National Letters of Intent (NLI). Prospective 
student-athletes are able to sign their NLI at 7:00 am on their respective signing date. We were 
expecting to get some NLis in around 6, because of the time difference between Eastern 
Standard Time, but nothing came in until after 7. We all joked about how we could've come in 
an hour later, but the reality of the business is that we are never going to know for sure what is 
happening, so we have to make sure that we are prepared to take care of business at any time. 
It was a good experience for me to work for 11 hours that day, because it gave me an idea of 
what I should expect when big days like that come my way in the future. 
2. 	 What was the most difficult task/experience you had this week? 
Waking up at 5 in the morning did prove to be extremely difficult. I found myself occasionally 
sleeping with my eyes open, but once my normal awake time hit (9 am), all my drowsiness went 
away, and I was able to get to work in a more efficient manner. Aside from that, I didn't believe 
that any of my work was terribly difficult. Over the next month, I will be updating the print-copy 
of the Student-Athlete Handbook and Planner. This will be less difficult and more time 
consuming than anything else, but this is going to put my attention to detail to the test. 
Everything has to be exact and perfect or it reflects poorly on the Compliance Office and me. 
3. 	 What was the most rewarding task/experience you had this week? 
I really did enjoy being here for the National Signing Day. 6 am is not my definition of an ideal 
time to be awake, but I was very interested in what was going on, so even given how tired I was 
by the end of the day, it was a great thing to experience. I was able to get on twitter and watch 
Coach Carey's announcements of who they were signing, and when Kiera, Brett, and Lindsey 
came back to the Convocation Center from the Yordon, I got to input the data into our database. 
Scott, Pete, and I were dealing with Men's and Women's Soccer and Track and Field. Early in the 
morning we only got about 5 or 6, but randomly throughout the day, we got the rest of the 
recruits Letters of Intent and Athletic Financial-Aid forms. 
4. 	 What is your evaluation of the learning experiences that you had this week? 
Being around the office this week was really good, because it has been the first week where I've 
been available to work all 40 hours. The other weeks I've wanted to be in for 40 hours, but 
we've had campus closings or I've had to be home, so this week I was able to really see how the 
office handles things day in and day out. There have been times when I didn't have anything to 
do, but when Brett, Lindsey, or Kiera came out and said they had a project, I would volunteer to 
do it. Even given how many interns and graduate assistants we have, all of us seem to be busy, 
so if I can take a load off of someone else's shoulders, then I not only am seen as a good and 
helpful worker, but other people are more likely going to help me if I need it later on. 
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5. 	 What are suggestions for ways to improve/enhance your experience'? 
I'm finding that when we get weather and it's particularly cold outside or there is a lot of snow, 
it is harder for me to want to go into work. I am lucky enough to be in a job where they have 
heat and air conditioning, so I need to focus my efforts in being thankful for where I am. 
Thursday I was having car trouble, and I had relayed that message onto my supervisor, and it 
would have been so easy to just say, I can't come in today, I have to have my car taken care of. 
Instead I tried everything I could to get my car working, and it turned out to be something very 
minor. I could have missed out on a whole day of learning just because I thought I needed to get 
my car towed. To improve my experience, I need to be thankful to go into work. As all new jobs, 
I was excited the first week or two, but then it really turned into a job, and my excitement 
dwindled. I need to get back to being excited to go into work, because when I'm here, I really do 
love what I'm doing. 
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Weekly Evaluation 2/24/14 
1. 	 What were your new duties/learning experiences this week? 
This week was a short week for me - only 19 hours - but I made my time in the office count. On 
Monday, I had a phone interview with NACDA (National Association for Collegiate Directors of 
Athletics) which went very well, and I hope to hear back within the next couple of weeks. I also 
attended a CPR and First Aid Certification class per the request of my site supervisor. In many 
institutions, CPR and First Aid is required, and the certification lasts for two years. It is also a 
useful skill to have, so I believe that it can and will be helpful for me to have. In the office, I have 
been working diligently on the Student-Athlete Handbook. I have found it frustrating, because 
working on it in a Word document is not the easiest format, and many of the updates are not 
online, so I'm finding it difficult to find what I am looking for. 
2. 	 What was the most difficult task/experience you had this week? 
Most of my difficulties this week have been dealing with finding pictures for and formatting the 
Student-Athlete Handbook. The pictures in the handbook need to be current student-athletes or 
pictures taken in this academic year. The spring sports especially don't have many, if any, 2013­
14 pictures on the NIU Athletics website or on our J Drive, so finding pictures isn't easy, and 
many of the pictures I have found, I haven't been able to download to the computer, so I have 
to find other means. This whole project is just proving to be a pain, so I'm sure I will be spending 
a lot of time on it. 
3. 	 What was the most rewarding task/experience you had this week? 
I enjoyed every second of my phone interview with NACDA. It wouldn't have been quite so easy 
without the path that was set up for me by Christian Spears when he spoke to the two 
interviewers, Pat Manak and Ryan Virtue, so I cannot thank him enough . Even without 
Christian's help, the interview was enjoyable, and Pat and Ryan were down to earth, and helpful 
with all the questions I threw their way. The more interviews I sit through the more 
comfortable I feel about entering the real world . Kiera was out of the office for the past couple 
of days, but she texted me everyday asking different questions she thought I should be ready to 
answer, so when the time for the interview came, I was prepared . Missing as much time in the 
office that day as I did wasn't ideal, but I think that it was still time well spent. Unfortunately, I 
missed all of Thursday and Friday preparing for my sister's wedding as well, so I really was out of 
the office quite a bit . 
4. 	 What is your evaluation of the learning experiences that you had this week? 
My learning experience in the office was not high, but that was more for the lack of hours in the 
office. Outside of the office, I learned a lot of valuable things. The interview was a great learning 
experience, and the CPR and First Aid training is something that I will look to renew every couple 
of years to make sure that I'm up-to-date on procedures and I know about all of the new studies 
that have come out that can possibly save someone's life . 
5. 	 What are suggestions for ways to improve/enhance your experience? 
As I've said from day one, the most important part of this internship is being in the office . I am 
lucky enough to have planned on having so many extra hours given that we have had snow days, 
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and I have had to take time off for interviews, because I would be in a bind if I hadn't. I am 
already almost a whole week's worth of hours down due to unforeseeable time off, so I have to 
be very careful about getting sick, because I really can't afford to take any more time off, 
especially if I am called back for an on-site interview with NACDA in Cleveland. It also would be 
helpful for me to get a list of the things that need to be done on Monday, that way I don' t have 
to continue going back to Kiera and asking what she needs to have done. If I finish one thing, 
then I can just move on to the next project, and if one of the projects is a big one, then I have 
other smaller projects that can help break up the monotony of doing the same project all day 
everyday for two weeks. 
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Weekly Evaluation 3/3/14 
1. 	 What were your new duties/learning experiences this week? 
This week in the HACO has been slow. We've had as few as two people in the office working at 
one time. There hasn't been a whole lot going on, but I've been trying to keep myself busy. I was 
given feedback on Wednesday about my Monthly Coaches Education Session page of our 
newsletter, so I made the changes that needed to be made. I also have been working hard on 
the Victors script, so Kiera has been looking over things on the script and giving me changes to 
the format and I've been adding scripts for each award as they come in. On Thursday, Brett 
asked me if I would write the bit about Team Travel Rosters for the Huskie Athletic Policies and 
Procedures Manual. I worked on that for a couple of days, and when I was done, I told Brett 
where to find it, and he told me he would overlook it for me. 
2. 	 What was the most difficult task/experience you had this week? 
My page of the newsletter is a difficult and trying experience, because I have only seen one 
newsletter and how they do things. I have been going into the Drive and trying to see if I can get 
a better picture of what they want for this. It's also difficult because I am required to do the 
Booster Q&A's, which means that I have to find specific examples of what you can and cannot 
do with this month's topic, which is occasional rides. That topic isn't covered very heavily in the 
NCAA Manual, so I have to delve deeper into the locations where they do cover it. This 
assignment is really teaching me how to make do with the resources that I have, which has been 
something that I have had to force myself to learn how to do . That is kind of the theme of the 
HACO, so I'm learning that more than I anticipated. 
3. 	 What was the most rewarding task/experience you had this week? 
I was told that I am going to take over Travel Rosters this week, because the intern who used to 
do them isn't in the office enough to have enough time to worry about them. This is the first 
project that is mine to do the way I want. I don't anticipate changing too much in the processes 
part of it, but there are a few things in formatting that bothered me, so I was able to change 
things to help my OCD. This is rewarding because it means to me that I am doing a good job as a 
secondary for it, and that they trust me to do this by myself. It is also something that I enjoy 
dOing, so I don't mind spending more time on it . And now that I won't be missing as many days, I 
won't need help covering days that I won't be in. 
4. 	 What is your evaluation of the learning experiences that you had this week? 
For only being in the office four days, I had a pretty good learning experience. I learned that 
sometimes you have to ask for projects to keep yourself busy on days when things are a little 
slow. And if people don't have much for you to do, it can be a good day to catch up on school 
work. I was able to work on assignments that were due this week which was nice to not have to 
work on it at home, and have my weekend be my own for once. It's not often that you get days 
like where you can work on things for outside of the office, so it's a good time to take advantage 
of. 
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5. 	 What are suggestions for ways to improve/enhance your experience? 
I have learned a lot about the people in the HACO, which has been helpful, because I have made 
a relationship with them. I can laugh and have meaningful conversations with them. It has made 
my internship enjoyable. However, I haven't gotten to know many of the coaches. A way that I 
could improve my experience would be to make relationships with those coaches. There are a 
few people outside of the office that tend to be in the office a lot, and so I have made 
connections with them, but others that aren't in here much, the most contact I have with them 
is smiling at them as they walk past our office. If I connected with them, I would have an easier 
time going to their offices asking them to do things differently. As it is, I feel like asking them to 
do things different than what they are used to is going to upset them, and I want them to have a 
good impression of me. 
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Weekly Evaluation 3/10/14 
1. What were your new duties/learning experiences this week? 
Since I have been put in charge of Team Travel Rosters, if the coaches have an issue with them, 
or they don't understand it, it is my job to go to them and explain how to use it properly. I 
worked closely on Tuesday with the baseball coach, Ed Mathey, on the things he had been doing 
that he did not need to, and the things he hadn't been doing that we needed done. He also had 
an issue because he was over the amount of competitions he was allowed, but one of them had 
been cancelled in the fall, so I was the liaison between Ed and Brett, who fixed the issue, and it 
made for a smooth first run of helping coaches . I enjoyed helping Ed, because it helps him to 
trust me in the future if he has any issues that he needs to bring to me. 
2. 	 What was the most difficult task/experience you had this week? 
This week I was finishing up my page for the Coaches Education Session for March, and I got 
stuck on one of the questions I came up with while trying to answer it. I spent a good hour with 
Kiera trying to figure out the various answers to the question. It was a frustrating hour, because 
I was reading the Bylaws in one way, and Kiera was reading it completely differently, and at 
times I just wanted her to tell me what the answer was, but she just made me work through it 
on my own. Eventually, I came up with the answer, and I felt good for figuring it out, but it was a 
difficult time trying to get to the answer. It takes a lot to work through something that is 
particularly difficult, so I was proud when I finally got there, but it took a lot of mental 

perseverance. 

3. 	 What was the most rewarding task/experience you had this week? 
I really enjoyed how I felt after figuring out the question for the Ed Session. It was asking about 
Official Visits and when the 48-hour period started and ended. I was convinced that I was 
answering the question correctly, but Kiera kept telling me that I was looking at it from the 
wrong angle and I had to look deeper. I had to look from many different angles, and when I 
finally got there, I felt accomplished. 
4. 	 What is your evaluation of the learning experiences that you had this week? 
I was sick for two days this week, so I missed a lot, but I was tasked with another intern to come 
up with a literary review for a grant we considered applying for. We collaborated and wrote a 
literary review, which was quite the feat considering neither of us had ever written one before. 
It turned out the next day, we decided that we were going to hold off on applying for the grant 
until next year when the turnaround isn't so short, and we can spend a good deal of time on the 
application process. It was good experience to write it, however, because it gave us a look at 
something we hadn't seen before. 
5. 	 What are suggestions for ways to improve/enhance your experience? 
I think that I sometimes tend to be waiting for the day to end. Ilike being here, but by the end of 
the day, instead of being excited to start something new, I sometimes just wish that I could 
leave early. I know that Kiera wouldn't mind me leaving early if I didn't have anything to do, but 
I do know that being here all day everyday is beneficial, and if I leave early, I could miss 
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something important. I know that, and I take advantage of being here, but sometimes I don't 
have the best attitude about staying untilS pm, especially when I am sick. That would be 
another huge factor. If I could do the little things that would keep me from getting sick, like 
always wear my mittens when I'm outside, then I wouldn't be so tired at the office . 
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Weekly Evaluation 3/17/14 
1. 	 What were your new duties/learning experiences this week? 
I didn't have any new duties this week, but I did work hard on the long-term projects that I had 
been given. I worked on the Student-Athlete Handbook, and have come close to finishing that 
project, which will be a huge accomplishment once I do. It's been a work in progress, and it's 
been a frustrating one, but I've managed to keep at it, and it's turning out well. We have started 
doing weekly Victors meetings, so that was a little long, but as it was our first one, they should 
get shorter as the weeks go by. I believe in this coming week we will be assigning day-of tasks, 
so I should know what to expect come April 28 th . 
I also kept up with the Team Travel Rosters so that I will be all caught up when it's time to take 
spring break next week. 
2. 	 What was the most difficult task/experience you had this week? 
I did not have any task that particularly difficult this week. The only frustrating task was coming 
up with photos for the handbook. It was really only frustrating because I had to find photos that 
are a specific size. It's a time consuming project, and sometimes I just feel like working on 
something else, but I know how important it is to have a handbook with no mistakes for the 
student-athletes, so I just hang in there. 
3. 	 What was the most rewarding task/experience you had this week? 
I thoroughly enjoyed meeting for the Victors. There aren't many of us in the meetings, but I like 
it better that way, because I don't feel like we're stepping on each other's toes. Unfortunately, 
our meetings won't be long, but I have put a lot of hard work into this show, and these meetings 
will help it come together nicely. I am eager to see what our hard work will look like. 
4. 	 What is your evaluation of the learning experiences that you had this week? 
I wouldn't say that I learned anything new this week, but I am getting better at the things that I 
have already learned. I'm learning better ways to communicate with Student-Athlete Academic 
Support Services (SAASS) with the Travel Rosters by talking with them when I have an issue. 
Overall, I am continually learning how to work with people, which is an important skill in this 
profession. 
5. 	 What are suggestions for ways to improve/enhance your experience? 
I think that the more meetings that I can get myself into, the better off I will be. I like to sit in 
new meetings and just listen. One of these days, I hope to have input to give at some point 
before I leave, but even if I don't, being able to sit in and listen to the people who do have input 
will help me learn . I've been to different types of meetings, I just want to experience as many as 
I can before I leave in April. 
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Weekly Evaluation 3/24/14 
1. 	 What were your new duties/learning experiences this week? 
This week in the HACO has been slow. We've had as few as two people in the office working at 
one time. There hasn't been a whole lot going on, but I've been trying to keep myself busy. I was 
given feedback on Wednesday about my Monthly Coaches Education Session page of our 
newsletter, so I made the changes that needed to be made. I also have been working hard on 
the Victors script, so Kiera has been looking over things on the script and giving me changes to 
the format and I've been adding scripts for each award as they come in. On Thursday, Brett 
asked me if I would write the bit about Team Travel Rosters for the Huskie Athletic Policies and 
Procedures Manual. I worked on that for a couple of days, and when I was done, I told Brett 
where to find it, and he told me he would overlook it for me. 
2. 	 What was the most difficult task/experience you had this week? 
My page of the newsletter is a difficult and trying experience, because I have only seen one 
newsletter and how they do things. I have been going into the Drive and trying to see if I can get 
a better picture of what they want for this. It's also difficult because I am required to do the 
Booster Q&A's, which means that I have to find specific examples of what you can and cannot 
do with this month's topic, which is occasional rides. That topic isn't covered very heavily in the 
NCAA Manual, so I have to delve deeper into the locations where they do cover it. This 
assignment is really teaching me how to make do with the resources that I have, which has been 
something that I have had to force myself to learn how to do . That is kind of the theme of the 
HACO, so I'm learning that more than I anticipated . 
3. 	 What was the most rewarding task/experience you had this week? 
I was told that I am going to take over Travel Rosters this week, because the intern who used to 
do them isn't in the office enough to have enough time to worry about them. This is the first 
project that is mine to do the way I want. I don't anticipate changing too much in the processes 
part of it, but there are a few things in formatting that bothered me, so I was able to change 
things to help my OCD. This is rewarding because it means to me that I am doing a good job as a 
secondary for it, and that they trust me to do this by myself. It is also something that I enjoy 
doing, so I don't mind spending more time on it. And now that I won't be missing as many days, I 
won't need help covering days that I won't be in. 
4. 	 What is your evaluation of the learning experiences that you had this week? 
For only being in the office four days, I had a pretty good learning experience . I learned that 
sometimes you have to ask for projects to keep yourself busy on days when things are a little 
slow. And if people don't have much for you to do, it can be a good day to catch up on school 
work. I was able to work on assignments that were due this week which was nice to not have to 
work on it at home, and have my weekend be my own for once. It's not often that you get days 
like where you can work on things for outside of the office, so it's a good time to take advantage 
of. 
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5. 	 What are suggestions for ways to improve/enhance your experience? 
I have learned a lot about the people in the HACO, which has been helpful, because I have made 
a relationship with them. I can laugh and have meaningful conversations with them. It has made 
my internship enjoyable . However, I haven't gotten to know many of the coaches. A way that I 
could improve my experience would be to make relationships with those coaches. There are a 
few people outside of the office that tend to be in the office a lot, and so I have made 
connections with them, but others that aren't in here much, the most contact I have with them 
is smiling at them as they walk past our office. If I connected with them, I would have an easier 
time going to their offices asking them to do things differently. As it is, I feel like asking them to 
do things different than what they are used to is going to upset them, and I want them to have a 
good impression of me. 
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Weekly Evaluation 3/31/14 
1. 	 What were your new duties/learning experiences this week? 
This week I took on the project of tracking our Themed Learning Community (TLC) program. TLC 
is a program for incoming freshman that helps develop leadership early on in their careers. It 
consists of one automatic qualifier from each team and 10 at large spots that can be used by any 
freshman student-athlete. I have been keeping in contact with our coaches to make sure they 
are keeping up with the nominations. This is a project from our office that coaches really 
appreciate because they enjoy having a leadership characteristic in their younger student­
athletes. The deadline for the nominations is coming up soon, so I've been seeing a lot more of 
the coaches than usual. 
2. 	 What was the most difficult task/experience you had this week? 
Since our intern, Scott, left many more responsibilities have fallen on the rest of us in the office, 
so prioritizing my time has been a little more difficult than usual. This is also keeping me fairly 
busy and always going, so it is both a blessing and a curse . I've taken on a bigger role in our 
Coaches Education Session newsletter, so I am contributing a little more to what goes into it and 
as with everything new, it took me a while to get started. But I had other parts of the newsletter 
to do, so I just put it aside and kept it in the back of my mind while working on other projects. 
3. 	 What was the most rewarding task/experience you had this week? 
, have really enjoyed the time I spend working on the Victors, and it is coming up so soon that 
everyday things that' do around the office are more related to the Victors. We've assigned day 
of duties, and I will be doing a lot of behind the scenes work, which is where' like to be. We're 
starting to finalize the script, and although there are sure to be a few adjustments made, it is 
coming together nicely, and new ideas are flowing. I'm sure it is going to be a success. 
4. 	 What is your evaluation of the learning experiences that you had this week? 
With each passing day, , feel like , know more and less about the office than I did before. With 
everything that 'learn, , have more questions. , think that is how life is supposed to go, and 
especially in this profession. There are so many different interpretations that no one will know 
everything, and that is a calming thought . To some degree, I wish I worked solely on one thing 
and got really good at that, but I also believe that it is a good thing for me to dabble in a little bit 
of everything, because that makes me more valuable coming out of this internship. 
5. 	 What are suggestions for ways to improve/enhance your experience? 
Waking up to go to work these days is hard, but' just need to appreciate what I have. 'still enjoy 
being in the office, and as long as that's the case then I have nothing to complain about. So to 
make my experience a more positive one, I need to wake up with a positive attitude about 
getting up. Being in an office for eight hours isn't always fun, but it is a lot better if you wake up 
excited for the day. 
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Weekly Evaluation 4/7/14 
1. 	 What were your new duties/learning experiences this week? 
This week I spent a considerable amount of time in meetings. I met with a group of individuals 
who are very invested in the 2014 Victors, I sat in on the MAC monthly conference call, and I 
attended a guest services summit . All of these meetings have been very helpful in understanding 
the different jobs of different departments and schools . 
In the Victors meeting, we secured volunteers forthe day of, and have spoken to coaches about 
ways to make the Victors more enjoyable for the student-athletes. 
I also have been in contact with other schools with permission to contact forms for tentative 
transfer students. 
2. 	 What was the most difficult task/experience you had this week? 
While contacting schools for permission to contact forms, emails weren't working, and it made 
for a more difficult process. I then tried to reach them by phone, but our phones were on the 
fritz, so that didn't work either. Eventually, I figured things out, and we got the form that we 
needed, but it was a much longer process than it should have been. Other than that, the week 
was pretty easy sailing. 
3. 	 What was the most rewarding task/experience you had this week? 
Being in the office has its perks. On Wednesday, the office decided to do lunch at the softball 
game, so I was able to go and watch my roommate play while spending more time with my 
office, and getting to know the student-athletes after their games. As the days get warmer, the 
people in the office feel anxious to get outside, so we have spent more time going places and 
doing things so that we don't get restless leg syndrome any more than we have in the past 
winter. 
4. 	 What is your evaluation of the learning experiences that you had this week? 
My learning experience is this week about as good as it is every other week. I don't necessarily 
have anything new to report each week because sometimes I'm learning how to better do a 
task, as opposed to learning something completely new. Because I don't have a whole lot of 
time left, Kiera has been putting me in on as many projects as she can, both to utilize me and to 
give me experience. 
5. 	 What are suggestions for ways to improve/enhance your experience? 
I haven't been able to attend nearly as many competitions as I had anticipated when I first got 
here, so I would like to spend as much time as I can in the next four weeks attending games. I 
am starting to recognize more student-athletes, and I feel accomplished when someone comes 
in and I know who it is. It will be a good thing to be able to know as many student-athletes as I 
can before I leave in a couple weeks . 
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Weekly Evaluation 4/14/14 
1. 	 What were your new duties/learning experiences this week? 
This week, I took a trip with Kiera to Elgin, Illinois, about an hour from DeKalb, and we presented 
to a high school about what it takes to be an initial qualifier for Division I and Division II. I had 
previously edited the PowerPoint presentation for this particular high school, so Kiera asked me 
if I would like to come along to see how it is presented . It was a good experience to see the 
questions that the students had about initial eligibility. 
I also sat in on a student-athlete End of the Year meeting where we educate the student­
athletes on what they need to be wary of in the summer, and everything that they need to know 
about remaining eligible and not losing their amateur status. I put together the PowerPoint 
presentations for these education sessions at the beginning of the semester, and I got to see 
how they were put to use. Next week, I will be leading the End of the Year meeting for the 
Women's Tennis team. 
2. 	 What was the most difficult task/experience you had this week? 
As I said, I had put together the PowerPoints for the end of the year meetings with the student­
athletes. I was tasked with putting together the reminders and finding questions to ask the 
student-athletes in a 1 vs. 100 style game. On Wednesday, Brett called me into his office to talk 
about the game, and we realized that we had everything that we needed for the game, but 
neither of us had ever seen or played this game before, so we weren't sure how to award points 
to teams as a whole, or how to determine an overall winner for the team pizza party. Kiera 
ended up having everything put together already, but she had not communicated to us how it 
would be presented. That stressed us out a little bit because we were unsure how to run the 
game, and we didn't want to look unorganized to the student-athletes . 
3. 	 What was the most rewarding task/experience you had this week? 
Sitting in on these new meetings is fun for me, because I get to see how Brett and Kiera handle 
themselves in different situations, and how I should handle myself in those same situations in 
the future . In this week alone, I attended the Coaches Education Session, the department-wide 
Town Hall, an End of the Year team meeting, a presentation to a high school on eligibility, a 
Victors meeting, and a meeting with Lindsey to talk about what comes next. In each meeting, we 
carry ourselves a little differently, but we always want to put our best foot forward so that 
people want to come to us with issues. 
4. 	 What is your evaluation of the learning experiences that you had this week? 
This week has been incredibly hectic, but it has been a great experience, because I know that I 
can handle things when they get busy even if it stresses me out a little bit. On Monday, Kiera 
had a list of things that needed to be done, and then Brett came in and he had a thousand 
things that needed to be done. I just had to tell myself to sit down, prioritize the list, and figure 
out what was urgent and what wasn't. That isn't always easy, because I never want to let 
anyone down. 
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5. 	 What are suggestions for ways to improve/enhance your experience? 
I'm in my last couple of weeks here, and alii want to do is make sure that every minute counts. 
There have been days where there wasn't much to do. If that's the case, I want to utilize the 
spare time to work on something productive. I've tried to keep myself busy with work this far, 
but I want to be as productive as I can for the office in my next couple of weeks. 
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Weekly Evaluation 4/21/14 
1. What were your new duties/learning experiences this week? 
The graduate assistant who sits next to me, Pete, will be starting his finals in a week, so he will 
not be in the office much over the next couple of weeks . Since there is a possibility that I will be 
staying in DeKalb longer than my internship, I have started taking over his responsibilities. These 
include awards tracking, official and unofficial visit approvals, and participation reports , Nothing 
Pete did was too difficult, but it takes some time to learn exactly what the process is, 
2. What was the most difficult task/experience you had this week? 
The awards tracking spreadsheet was a little confusing to maneuver and it took me a couple of 
days to get used to it. Pete was in the office sporadically, so I saved working on it until he was 
around just to make sure if I had any problems, I had someone there to walk me through them. 
Overall, nothing was too difficult; it just took some getting used to having so many tasks to do. I 
think I handled myself fairly well, however. 
3. What was the most rewarding task/experience you had this week? 
We finally finalized the script for the Victors, and we have had a couple of run throughs of the 
night, and it looks like it is going to go off without a hitch. We are meeting with media services 
this coming week to ensure that everyone knows what is going on the night of the Victors , We 
just have to make some last second things, and then we'll be ready to go, 
4, What is your evaluation of the learning experiences that you had this week? 
This week's learning experience has been fast paced. Since I only have one week left, I am 
cramming a lot of knowledge and learning into a small period of time. I do believe that this will 
help me to learn faster in my coming years in the industry. 
5, What are suggestions for ways to improve/enhance your experience? 
I think it is just important to take on as many projects as I can in the next week, and attempt to 
learn and retain as much knowledge as I can. 
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MONTHLY 

EVALUATIONS 

Monthly Evaluation 1/27/14 
My internship at Northern Illinois started out with a few hiccups. I was supposed to start on Monday 
January 6th, but because of extreme weather, campus was closed for two days, and I was unable to start 
until Wednesday, the ih. I came into the office in the middle of the work week, so I was a little taken 
aback by the meeting that came immediately in the afternoon of my first day. The meeting is what we at 
the Huskie Athletic Compliance Office (HACO) call "the weekly grind." I felt a little left out at first, mostly 
because I had nothing to contribute. 
I suppose I was expecting, as any pessimist would, that people here wouldn't like me, or wouldn't be 
helpful, and I was definitely pleasantly surprised to see that I really did fit in with my coworkers and 
supervisors. I was also a little timid when Kiera, my supervisor, told me that I was going to have a very 
project-based internship. I was nervous that I was going to have to come up with my own projects and 
figure out by myself what needed to be done. While, I do have to start things on my own, Kiera and the 
others around the office tell me what they need done, and it's my responsibility to figure out how I 
would go about doing that. The other interns in the office are in law school at the university, and have 
been around the office for quite some time. This was a little bit strange to me, because while 
volunteering in the Ball State Compliance Office, we had no interns. 
The biggest shock to me was how different the culture was not only in DeKalb, but in the office. I was 
expecting an office similar to the small one in Muncie, and this office is very large, has three full-time 
employees, two graduate assistants and somewhere near 10 volunteers or interns. For an office that 
tells you what you can't do, we have a great relationship with the coaches, and that's a positive thing to 
see. 
The real world is honestly a little nicer than I anticipated. It's nobodys job but my own to tell me when I 
can leave. If I'm done with my last project of the day at 4:30, nobody swoops in on me and tells me I 
have to stay until5. I generally do, but it's of my own accord, and I'm just finishing up an ongoing project 
that will be taking me a few weeks to a month to finish. I am given assignments, and I'm given deadlines, 
and it's up to me whether I am productive the whole way through to the deadline or if I procrastinate 
and finish at the last minute. Because I'm given that kind offreedom, I'm able to work between projects 
on a daily basis. 
My supervisor is incredible. She mostly arrives before 9 am, and she's still there when I leave at 5. She 
enjoys what she does, and it's nice to see people in a position of power if they are actually enjoying their 
work. Kiera is a supervisor I feel like I can count on. As soon as I told her that I had an interview with the 
NCAA, she immediately got together with some other workers in the office and started prepping me, 
giving me mock phone interviews, and giving me feedback on what I should elaborate on, what I should 
leave out of my pitch, and what I did very well. She gave me sample questions that I can anticipate 
seeing in any interview setting so that I can prepare myself for when that time comes. 
Because I'm the youngest person in the office, many times I am given things that other people don't 
want to do, but I think that that is helpful for me, because I have to know how to do everything, not just 
things that are fun to deal with. 
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I wasn't exactly sure what I should expect having the Life Skills program intertwined in the HACO, but I 
really enjoy it. I think that it gives me a nice break from compliance things . The Life Skills program is a 
very unique aspect to our office, and it does a lot of cool and helpful things for our student-athletes . We 
keep track of community service hours, academic achievements, etc. and we put it toward an award 
called The Victor's Cup, which is a part of our ESPY's type award show, The Victor's, which happens at 
the end of the year. We reward student-athletes for the good that they do on the field/court, in the 
community, and in the classroom, which I think is a great way to push people to be the best possible 
version of themselves . 
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Monthly Evaluation 2/24/14 
My internship is so different from anything that I've learned over the course of my time in the 
Sport Administration program, but everything that I have learned in my different courses has really 
come in handy. I have been able to utilize my learnings from the Event Management course to give input 
in facilities meetings and also in how certain facets of the Victors should be run. My Sport Law class has 
helped me at Northern Illinois because I am in general learning about legislation, and I'm learning more 
about reading legislation on top of what I learned in Sport Law. It is becoming an ongoing learning 
experience in the Sport Law world. The Governance class has been the biggest help to me because that 
class showed me how an organization has to work as a team. I'm learning in not only the athletic office, 
but in the entire university how much we have to collaborate to make sure everything is running 
smoothly. I've gone to meetings with facilities, head coaches, and hazing prevention, among other 
groups, and I've seen how we really have to be intertwined if we want the university to be successful. 
I've also found that Sport Communications and Sport Marketing were helpful. 
In non-Sport Administration classes, I have found that a few of my courses I took in the 
Journalism department have been helpful. Specifically, I have used my knowledge from my Graphic 
Design course many times to help make PowerPoints and other forms for the office. 
The Ticketing and Sport Finance classes have not been useful in my specific internship, because I 
do not deal closely with any of the efforts toward selling tickets, nor do I deal with finances in any way. I 
think that they are useful classes to have, but in my internship, I haven't needed to use my knowledge 
that I obtained in those courses. 
The whole Chase Charlie experience prepared me for what I believe will be in store for me, 
come late April with the Victors. I have experience in meetings with facilities, delegating tasks, and 
marketing the event. The Victors is a smaller event than Chase Charlie, but we have the space and an 
opportunity to grow it. With the right mindset about the event, we can gain attendance by the non­
student-athletes of the school, which would be a good thing to do. As the Huskie Life Skills, we are doing 
a good thing when it comes to recognizing the student-athletes who have devoted so much time and 
effort to the school. However, it's the student-athletes who already know what the other teams and 
student-athletes are doing. The rest of the student body may not know or care what the student­
athletes are doing, and I believe that it would be a good thing for them to understand and recognize 
their commitment. That being said, if we have the opportunity to grow the event, we need to take that 
task head-on. 
Overall, I believe that Ball State and, more specifically, the Sport Administration program have 
done a good job preparing me for what is in store for the real world. While this internship is definitely 
different than what I expected, nothing has been thrown my way that I don't believe that I can do, and 
do well. I do wish I could have seen more on reading and understanding legislation, but I understand 
that this is an uncommon path, and it wouldn't be realistic to incorporate that in the curriculum. 
I do feel as if I wasn't given as many assignments, so my deadline skills weren't tested much in 
my coursework. Much of my career at Ball State came down to test scores, and the type of student I am 
makes me prefer more assignments that make the test weigh less in my final grade. I think that how we 
handle tasks like those that we did in the Event Management class or in Sport Management reflects 
more of what kind of worker we will be than our test scores ever will. For instance, I felt like I learned so 
much in my Governance class, but I left with a B- because the final grade came primarily from test 
scores. In this internship, I am working so heavily with deadlines, and I'm rocking it. My work is good, 
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and I'm put to the test of hitting deadlines, which is an important skill to learn . If our coursework was 
more like that, I feel like our students coming out of the program would not only have better grades, but 
they would have a better understanding of what it is like to work in the real world. Isn't that what 
college is supposed to be doing? 
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Monthly Evaluation 3/24/14 
My time at Northern Illinois has been invaluable. In my nine weeks in this office, I have not only learned 
about everything that needs to be done in an effective compliance office, but I've also learned that 
every office is different. I've volunteered in the office at Ball State, and even intra-conference offices are 
different. Last week, Kiera set me up with the compliance offices at Notre Dame and Purdue, so I got to 
see a Big Ten office and an Atlantic Coast office. I wasn't able to really see what the office did, but I was 
able to see the how people worked together. While they all seemed to enjoy each other, it was just a 
different atmosphere than it is in the Huskie Athletic Compliance Office. 
Working under Kiera has been a great thing for me. She has increased my desire to work in compliance 
because I see what a difference she makes in the office. She has done so much to strengthen me as a 
candidate entering the workforce by prepping me for interviews, setting me up with site visits to other 
institutions, and giving me projects that are difficult, but doable. She's given me the self-confidence that 
it takes to work in this industry. She is here to help me with everything from learning the paperwork to 
learning how to talk to coaches in a way that is beneficial for both of us. If I had interned in a difference 
office, I may have changed my mind about what I want to do after graduation. 
I can definitely see myself working in a compliance office full-time after graduation. If I can get into an 
office with the same values as Northern Illinois, I think I could be very happy. Kiera has introduced me to 
a Division II internship in Indianapolis that would be a good fit for that. Division II is much less about 
money and more about student-athlete experience, which is what I am all about. I always thought that I 
wanted to work in Division I, but I have found that Division II and III aligns with my values, so I might end 
up somewhere that I had not anticipated. Maybe I won't even end up at an institution, but I do want to 
make a difference, wherever I go. 
I would say the fact that I have dipped my toes in the waters of every part of compliance is what has 
impacted me the most. My main responsibility is dealing with Team Travel Rosters, and I enjoy that. I 
enjoy keeping in constant contact with coaches and operations people. The specific job of Team Travel 
Rosters may not be the most exciting thing, or even my favorite, but I enjoy doing it, and so I continue to 
do so to the best of my ability. I enjoy dealing with eligibility of student-athletes, also. I make some small 
errors in my work. Unfortunately, in this profession, no error is a small error. I have a difficult time doing 
things slowly, so that is something that I have to work on. Instead of getting where I want to go quickly, I 
have to slow down and take in everything. 
If I could have any boss, I would want Christian Spears as my boss. And if I can't have him, I want Kiera 
Miller. They are two of the best people to work under. All they care about is what is best for their 
interns and the student-athletes. It's nice to have a boss who doesn't micromanage or yell. Kiera asked 
me at the beginning of the internship what the best way for me to receive criticism was, and she hasn't 
strayed from that. I want a boss like her, who cares about whether or not you are comfortable in your 
job. I also want a boss who puts customer service so high up on her agenda. In a compliance office, if 
you can get your coaches to trust you, you're set. 
To anyone who is interested in interning in the HACO, I would say that it is important to contact them 
early. NIU is constantly hosting interviewees for internship spots, and if you don't get in early, they 
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might turn you away until they have more room in their office. Once you have started, just work your 
tail off. If you work hard for them, they will reward you with calls to any job you want to interview for. It 
might take them a little while, but they will place you somewhere. It's important for you to do well in 
their eyes. And if you let them, they will treat you like family. This internship has taught me so much 
about myself, and my ability to pick up and leave to go somewhere where I know not one person. I was 
anxious for an entire year leading up to the start of my internship, but in the end, I was able to make the 
transition with poise. It's a difficult thing, moving to your rival school's campus, but with the right 
attitude, you can make it a great situation. 
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STRATEGY 

ASSIGNMENTS 

Strategy Assignment #1 
Strengths: 
The major strength that I can think of for Northern Illinois University is the fact that it is a 
university. In today's society, there is always going to be a use for universities. As a worker for a 
university, you can feel a sense of security that your company is not going to go out of business. 
The Huskie Athletic Compliance Office (HACO) has the strength of being able to find loopholes 
in the rules. The manual is very to the point on what it wants, but if there are certain situations 
where the HACO believes there should be an exception, we can generally find an interpretation 
that helps us to do so. All universities work together when they submit interpretations or 
educational pieces, because it's helping us to know if there was a similar case that was brought 
to the NCAA in previous years. 
Weaknesses: 
The weakness of any intercollegiate athletic organization is that many times people don't want 
to learn what's right and what's wrong. Many people would rather ask for forgiveness than 
permission so that they do what they want when the time comes, and just apologize later. This 
is a practice that cannot happen in intercollegiate athletics, because many times, the NCAA 
does not forgive, and it's unfair to the other people involved for you to ruin a possibly good 
thing for them, because you want to go around the rules. 
Opportunities: 
NIU as a whole is thriving on the fact that the football program has had such major success over 
the past couple years, including, but definitely not limited to a BCS Bowl Game and a Heisman 
Trophy finalist. The athletic department is thriving in that these big games that ""U has won 
over Big 10 opponents such as Iowa and Purdue. 
Threats: 
The threats to NIU athletics as a whole are the intentional and unintentional ignorance of 
student-athletes, coaches, etc. When student-athletes and coaches are unaware of what is 
allowed and not allowed it allows for error, and if you get too many violations, teams can get 
put on probation. This is kind of an opportunity for the Compliance Office, however, because 
more violations can cause for more workers in the Compliance Office. Bigger schools need more 
workers because they tend to have more student-athletes. More student-athletes lead to more 
issues. 
Another threat comes with the success of the football program, because prospective student­
athletes (PSA) want to go to an institution where they can find success. This can lead to PSA's 
trying to do illegal things to get themselves on the team. 
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Strategy Assignment #2 
Recommendations 
1. 	 Coaches Education Sessions - At Northern Illinois, we do a monthly coaches education 
session, and I believe that it would be beneficial to expand that to bi-monthly education 
sessions. There is a always more to learn, and we can teach more the more we sessions 
we have. 
2. 	 Prospective Student-Athlete Education Sessions - As a part of their official visit, I believe 
that the compliance office should set up an appointment to talk about exactly what is 
expected of them, and what they should expect by ways of contact from coaches up to 
their National Signing Day. 
3. 	 Huskie life Skills - We incorporate Graduate School Fairs, and How To Sessions that are 
mandatory for seniors to attend, but many times by senior year, the student-athlete is 
behind if they are just starting to think about this. By junior year, student-athletes 
should be attending these meetings, and more than that, if they don't the punishments 
should be more severe than a slap on the wrist and telling them that they have to go 
next time. This is their future, and they need to get into that mindset. Many times, we 
will be required to do things we don't want to do, and that is something that they need 
to learn. 
4. 	 Big Games - Coming from Ball State, I am aware of the money that BSU makes when 
they travel to big name schools. NIU could benefit from big deals like that to go play 
Southeastern Conference teams. If they went to play them, they would have a great 
chance to bring money into the school, while having the chance to play against top tier 
teams, and possibly win, which would bring even more recognition to the program. 
5. 	 Student Rewards program - Charlie's Crew at Ball State has done a number on student 
attendance at ticketed athletic events. If NIU could incorporate a program like that and 
call it something like Huskie Herd, then they could impact the attendance. Attendance is 
so low at sporting events that not one student has attended 50% of ticketed events. 
6. 	 Bowl Game Bus Trips - I know for a fact that a lot of students utilize the bus trips that 
Ball State funds. Many people made the trip to NIU this year for the regular season 
game and to Florida and Alabama for the bowl games the past few years. Attendance to 
the games would go up if students had a means of transportation to the games. 
7. 	 Back-Up - The paperless system NIU utilizes is a great thing, but it's a little stressful 
thinking about what would happen if our computers crashed and we lost everything. We 
have a Drive that holds everything we have done since 2009. We would start from the 
bottom if we lost this. I would say it would be beneficial to purchase a few terabytes of 
external hard-drives to back-up our system . 
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Strategy Assignment #3 
Executive Summary 
As a student of Ball State University, I have seen how effective some promotions are, and how 
ineffective others are. I have been positively impacted by the Student Rewards program that Ball State 
has utilized over the past year. If Northern Illinois would utilize a program like Charlie's Crew, the 
attendance would, hopefully, increase per student. As it is, not one NIU student has attended 50% of 
ticketed sporting events. College students love free things, even if they don't need it. If you incentivize 
students with free things, many more students will show up. 
Identify the Recommendation 
I am recommending a program called Huskie Herd to be implemented at NIU to encourage 
undergraduate and graduate students to attend sporting events. It will only be available to students 
who have a valid NIU OneCard . With so many pOints, students will receive awards filled with school 
spirit! 
Resea rch/Justifications for Recom mendation 
This is a school that has a lot of good things going for its athletic department. The football team has 
been to the past four MAC Championships, winning three of them. They have appeared in the first ever 
non-Big 6 BCS Bowl game. They had the second runner-up in the Heisman race this year. And that's just 
the football team. Not every sport is the best in the MAC, but we are consistently competitive, and that 
is a wonderful thing to have in a collegiate athletic department. 
As it is, the Huskie Life Skills awards student-athletes with points toward the Victor's Cup for one specific 
competition per sport, with a program called Huskies Supporting Huskies (HSH). The teams with the 
three highest attendances at each HSH event gets points added toward their total for the Victor's Cup. 
That makes one competition a year extra special for each team. But each home competition is supposed 
to put you at an advantage. If no one is showing up for your competitions, that advantage is gone. 
This proposal is not here to help raise money. Students are paying for their ticket to a competition in 
their tuition whether they attend or not . This proposal is here to show our Huskie student-athletes that 
we support them, and to gain back that home-turf advantage. 
Implementation Steps 
It is important to start at the bottom and work my way up. I have spoken with our Huskie Life Skills 
Graduate Assistant. He had heard of Charlie's Crew, and believed it to be a good idea. Our next step is to 
talk to the Marketing department to see what they think of the idea and see if we can team up with 
them, and potentially uses some of their funding, as the Compliance budget is low. After that we have to 
have the okay from our Athletic Director, Sean Frazier. 
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After we get the okay to continue with the project, we need to look into sponsors. The ideas I have 
come up with are Jersey Mike's, Lukulo's, Pita Pete's, Carmine's, and Sycamore Hy-Vee. Once we get 
sponsors, the program will look like this: 
GENERAL INFO: 
• 	 The Program is free for all undergraduate and graduate NIU students with a valid 
OneCard 
• 	 Points Awarded 
o 	 Football -10 points by end of 1st Quarter (5 BONUS points during 4th Quarter) 
o 	 Volleyball - 20 points 
o 	 Men's Basketball -10 points 
o 	 Women's Basketball - 20 points 
o 	 Gymnastics - 20 points 
o 	 Bonus Events (2 per sport listed: Baseball, Softball, Wo(men)'s Soccer, 
Wo(men)'s Tennis, and Wrestling competitions) - 30 points for bonus events 
• 	 Students MUST SCAN STUDENT ID to receive points 
• 	 Rewards program runs from the first day of classes in August and will conclude at the 
Spring Game for football. Grand prizes will be given away at the conclusion of the 
program. 
Point Level Prize Quantity Needed 
20 Rally Towel 6,000 
40 NIU Koozie 5,000 
60 Free Cold Sub from Carmine's 4,000 
80 Drawstring NIU backpack 2,000 
100 GO HUSKIE'S Stadium Cup 1,000 
125 Free Pita from Pita Pete's 500 
150 NIU Athletics T-shirt 250 
175 Huskie Sunglasses 150 
200 NIU Commemorative Glass 50 
300 Free Hot Sub from Jersey Mike's 30 
400 NIU Tumbler 15 
500 Grand Prize Drawing ­ Dinner with Coach Carey for you and 2 friends 5 
There would theoretically be a possibility of 1,375 points for the 2013-14 school year. I would 
imagine the 2014-15 year would be comparable. For the more expensive prizes, it's more 
difficult to get. As an Athletic Department, in our initial year, we don't want to give away too 
many expensive prizes . Once we are more established, and have more funding, we can make it 
a little easier to get prizes. What we don't want is students to get the Tervis Tumbler after only 
going to five or six games, and then to stop attending games. I anticipate that after the first 
year, students will realize that they enjoy attending events, and hopefully the attendance will 
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continue to rise. In order to keep students interested, we will want to keep the prizes on a 
three or four year cycle so that students aren't receiving the same prizes every year. 
Evaluation 
In the end, I would measure the success based on how many of each prize we have still in the office at 
the end of the year. It should be reasonably easy to get ride of all the rally towels, and maybe even the 
koozies. If we can get rid of even half of the commemorative glasses or tumblers, we've done our job. 
The initial year we aren't making it easy to get the more expensive prizes, so if we can get students to 
enough games to receive them, then we're doing our jobs. You can also keep an eye on the overall 
attendance of the games. If the numbers raise, then we're giving our student-athletes a better 
atmosphere to play in, which is what NIU Athletics is about. 
Budget 
The budget for this would run us a little under $13,000. This is a big number for the HACO, because we 
have essentially no budget for it or anything else. We would need big time sponsorships or a grant in 
order to put this into effect. The layout of prices looks like this: 
Rally Towels - $0.79 x 6,000 = $4,740 
NIU Koozies - $0.81 x 5,000 = $4,050 
Cold Sub from Carmine's - FREE 
Drawstring Bags - $0.93 x 2004 = $1863 .72 
Stadium Cups - $0.49 x 1000 = $490 
Pita from Pita Pete's - FREE 
Athletics T-shirt - $3.26 x 250 + $50 = $854 
NIU Sunglasses - $2.06 x 150 + $50 = $359 
Commemorative Glass - $1.86 x 50 + $50 = $195.05 
Hot Sub from Jersey Mike's - FREE 
NIU Tumbler - $7.83 x 15 + 50 = $167.45 
Dinner with Coach Carey - ŸĖÍĪÌĚ
TOTAL - $12,868.50 
This total is contingent on Carmine's, Pita Pete's, and Jersey Mike's giving us coupons for free . 
Summary 
To summarize, I am interested in setting up a student rewards program to incentivize students to attend 
home competitions in hopes of increasing the home court/field advantage. Even if we give away little 
things like a free sub or a t-shirt, students will be more willing to come, knowing that they are getting 
something out of attending. And in the end, I hope that the students get a positive experience from 
attending the competitions. 
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Executive Summary 
As a student of Ball State University, I have seen how effective some promotions are, and how 
ineffective others are. I have been positively impacted by the Student Rewards program, 
Charlie's Crew, that Ball State has utilized over the past year. Charlie's Crew is an initiative 
program run by Ball State Athletics to encourage attendance at Ball State sporting events. For 
every so many points, you are rewarded with a prize of some sort. If Northern Illinois would 
utilize a program like Charlie's Crew, the attendance would, hopefully, increase per student. As 
it is, not one NIU student has attended 50% of ticketed sporting events. College students love 
free things, even if they don't need it. If you incentivize students with free things, many more 
students will show up. 
Identify the Recommendation 
I am recommending a program called Huskie Herd to be implemented at NIU to encourage 
undergraduate and graduate students to attend sporting events. It will only be available to 
students who have a valid NIU OneCard. With so many points, students will receive awards 
filled with school spirit! 
Research/Justifications for Recommendation 
This is a school that has a lot of good things going for its athletic department. The football team 
has been to the past four MAC Championships, winning three of them. They have appeared in 
the first ever non-Big 6 BCS Bowl game. They had the second runner-up in the Heisman race 
this year. And that's just the football team. Not every sport is the best in the MAC, but we are 
consistently competitive, and that is a wonderful thing to have in a collegiate athletic 
department. 
As it is, the Huskie Life Skills awards student-athletes with points toward the Victor's Cup for 
one specific competition per sport, with a program called Huskies Supporting Huskies (HSH). 
The teams with the three highest attendances at each HSH event gets points added toward 
their total for the Victor's Cup . That makes one competition a year extra special for each team. 
But each home competition is supposed to put you at an advantage. If no one is showing up for 
your competitions, that advantage is gone. 
This proposal is not here to help raise money. Students are paying for their ticket to a 
competition in their tuition whether they attend or not. This proposal is here to show our 
Huskie student-athletes that we support them, and to gain back that home-turf advantage. 
I've spoken with a compliance official at Eastern Michigan University about their rewards 
program, and from what he says, it seems as if it doesn't work very well. At Eastern, however, 
there are ways to gain points, just by posting on social media . That takes away the idea of going 
to the game. You can listen to it on the radio, watch it on TV, or even sit out in the tailgate 
fields, and still hear what's going on. 
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Implementation Steps 
It is important to start at the bottom and work my way up . I have spoken with our Huskie Life 
Skills Graduate Assistant. He had heard of Charlie's Crew, and believed it to be a good idea. Our 
next step is to talk to the Marketing department to see what they think of the idea and see if 
we can team up with them, and potentially uses some of their funding, as the Compliance 
budget is low. After that we have to have the okay from our Athletic Director, Sean Frazier. 
After we get the okay to continue with the project, we need to look into sponsors. The ideas I 
have come up with are Jersey Mike's, Lukulo's, Pita Pete's, Carmine's, and Sycamore Hy-Vee. 
Once we get sponsors, the program will look like this : 
GENERAL INFO: 
• 	 The Program is free for all undergraduate and graduate NIU students with a valid 
OneCard 
• 	 Points Awarded 
o 	 Football- 10 points by end of 1st Quarter (5 BONUS points during 4th Quarter) 
o 	 Volleyball - 20 points 
o	 Men's Basketball-10 points 
o 	 Women's Basketball - 20 points 
o 	 Gymnastics - 20 points 
o 	 Bonus Events (2 per sport listed: Baseball, Softball, Wo(men)'s Soccer, 
Wo(men)'s Tennis, and Wrestling competitions) - 30 points for bonus events 
• 	 Students MUST SCAN STUDENT 10 to receive points 
• 	 Rewards program runs from the first day of classes in August and will conclude at the 
Spring Game for f.ootball. Grand prizes will be given away at the conclusion of the 
program. 
Point Level Prize Quantity Needed 
20 Rally Towel 6,000 
40 NIU Koozie 5,000 
60 Free Cold Sub from Carmine's 4,000 
80 Drawstring NIU backpack 2,000 
100 GO HUSKIE'S Stadium Cup 1,000 
125 Free Pita from Pita Pete's 500 
150 NIU Athletics T-shirt 250 
175 Huskie Sunglasses 150 
200 NIU Commemorative Glass 50 
300 Free Hot Sub from Jersey Mike's 30 
400 NIU Tumbler 15 
500 Grand Prize Drawing - Dinner with Coach Carey for you and 2 friends 5 
There would theoretically be a possibility of 1,375 points for the 2013-14 school year. I would 
imagine the 2014-15 year would be comparable . For the more expensive prizes, it's more 
difficult to get. As an Athletic Department, in our initial year, we don't want to give away too 
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many expensive prizes. Once we are more established, and have more funding, we can make it 
a little easier to get prizes. What we don't want is students to get the Tervis Tumbler after only 
going to five or six games, and then to stop attending games. I anticipate that after the first 
year, students will realize that they enjoy attending events, and hopefully the attendance will 
continue to rise. In order to keep students interested, we will want to keep the prizes on a 
three or four year cycle so that students aren't receiving the same prizes every year. 
Evaluation 
In the end, I would measure the success based on how many of each prize we have still in the 
office at the end of the year . It should be reasonably easy to get ride of all the rally towels, and 
maybe even the koozies. If we can get rid of even half of the commemorative glasses or 
tumblers, we've done our job. The initial year we aren't making it easy to get the more 
expensive prizes, so if we can get students to enough games to receive them, then we're doing 
our jobs. You can also keep an eye on the overall attendance of the games. If the numbers 
raise, then we're giving our student-athletes a better atmosphere to play in, which is what NIU 
Athletics is about. 
Budget 
The budget for this would run us a little under $13,000. This is a big number for the HACO, 
because we have essentially no budget for it or anything else. We would need big time 
sponsorships or a grant in order to put this into effect . The layout of prices looks like this: 
Prize Cost Per Item # of Items Additional Cost Total Cost 
Rally Towels $0.79 6,000 ----­ $4,740.00 
NIU Koozies $0.81 5,000 ----­ $4,050.00 
Cold Sub from Carmine's FREE 4,000 ----­ FREE 
Drawstring Bags $0.93 2,004 ----­ $1,863.72 
Stadium Cups $0.49 1,000 ----­ $490.00 
Pita from Pita Pete's FREE 500 ----­ FREE 
Athletics T-shirt $3.26 250 $50 $854.00 
NIU Sunglasses $2.06 150 $50 $359.00 
Commemorative Glass $1.86 50 $50 $195.05 
Hot Sub from Jersey 
Mike's 
FREE 30 ----­ FREE 
NIU Tumbler $7.83 15 $50 $167.45 
Dinner with Coach Carey ----­ 1 ----­ ŸĖÍĪÌĚ
TOTAL -$12,869.22 
This total is contingent on Carmine's, Pita Pete's, and Jersey Mike's giving us coupons for free. 
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Summary 
To summarize, I am interested in setting up a student rewards program to incentivize students 
to attend home competitions in hopes of increasing the home court/field advantage. Even if we 
give away little things like a free sub or a t-shirt, students will be more willing to come, knowing 
that they are getting something out of attending. And in the end, I hope that the students get a 
positive experience from attending the competitions. 
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PROJECTS 

1 VS. 100 Individual Edition 1 
l:i' 1 vs, 100 Rules 
Choose one student-athlete to play against his/I,er 
team (the Mobl 
Multiple choice triv.a questionS are asked of the 
Player and the Mob If any Mob ÜŸÜŞŤŲĚor the 
Player anSwers incorrectly, they 're .mmediately 
ellm.nated from the game 
The object of the game IS for ' The Player" to try 
and eliminate every member of the mob and be 
the last person standing at the end of th.. game. 
The Player's goa l os to el.m.nate as many Mob 
members as possible ŞŤȘŸẀVŤĚthe more they knock 
out, the more money they could pOSSIbly w'n . 
ŸØUŤÑŤŨÖVĚ
At any Orne <.Iurong the game, after the elog.ble Mob 
membl!!t"S ha,..e locked in their answers. Ir The Player is 
unsure ilbout an an50wer they hilve ll,ree (3) "helps" 
ava.lable to them; 
, "Poll the Mob" 
• ' Ask The Mob" 
• "Trust The Mob" 
Each HELP can only b\! used one time durina the game. but 
can be used at any nme dUring th'! gamt", Includlns uSing 
more than one on one question , 
HElPS .:ue solelv. and exctuslvelv -availab le on IV to The 
Player. At no Orne durrng the show do Mob members: have 
the abil.ty to u,. the HELPS. or anV other help deVICe or any 
other dt!YKP or e-xcuse to charlSe' their ĦŊŪ ŸŴŤŲŚĚ
Ÿ Things to Remember this Summer 
Employment Approvals 

Outside Competltlon 

1 Voluntary Workouts 
• Extra Benefits 

ŸĚ Community Service Appearance 

l:i' 1 VS . 100 Rules (cont.) 
E.cn Qut-snor" ... wolt 'I .ion ȚGŸĦŊ Ũ ĦŊWŨŨGËWĚOImo un! of poanh b;) .... d on rh,· 

chan Delow ÒŨȘ ŸĚMOb ÜWĒÜŸGĚ":. tt(l lln ..·ÔŸŲŨÙŬĦĚŌẀŸŪŬŲĚ",co".ctlv ŸĚ

... 'Orln \h le' conMoor.o."."rn OU I't 01 ŊŨÕ Ē ŨÍW ŸĚ to I r,r PLa'('t' 

QtJe1;rto" 1-1 

Quesfion 2 - 1 

Qut!!.rfon 3 - 1 

Oue\bon 4 - Z 

Qu£\non S - 2 

ŌẀŸŘWWMŪĚ6 - ) 

Qu('srion 1-.& 

ŌẀĦŸWÙŬŪĚ8 - S 
ŌǾÙŨËGŸWÙŬŪĚ9 - 6; 
Question 10-7 
QUiI!'5t1on 11- S 
ŌẀŤŸŲÙĜŊŪĚ1.2- C) (.11 further quC!\n(JnJ .,-c worth 10) 
ŌẀŤĤËŨŸĜŨŪĚ13 & bllVolld - 10 
If lrtf: PI...,"r' t'1,mm,ltn ŘŸ ... hole Mob. ŲŸ ÖWĒŸŨĚ",\I -m ŅUĦŸĚ I.lme 
Ÿ Poll the Mob 
If the Player" unsure about an answer, The Player 
chooses onIV One of WUŸĚpOSSible answers and asks the 
HOSI for more .nformanon on only that speCIfic chOICe . 
The Host w.llthen "'form The Player exactlv how many of 
the eligible Mob members chose that answer, and that 
answer only Then The Player must make therr hnal 
deCISion ...·,rhlch can be anyone ot the thrt:'e .J .....Hlable 
choices. 
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l:? Ask the Mob 
II the Player IS unsure Ÿ ŞŬẀWĚan answer, two different 
Mob members will be randomly selec ted f rom the 
remamlng eligible Mob members who have alreadv 
locked In thei r answers. The manner In whICh th is IS 
accomplished will be at the Producer 's sol e discre tion . 
The Host wil l m(orm The Player that one of the randomly 
selected Mob member's answers IS correct and the other 
randomly selected Mob me mber's answPr IS in correct. 
The Player Will then have an opportunity to hear Irom 
each Mob member, one at a nme abou t why they 
answered the way they did . The Mob members must be 
truthful as 10 whICh answer they selerted. After this 
InteraCtion, The Pl aver makes a hnal de( ision and the 
game {on t1nues. 
l:? Question 1 
The Huskie Life Skills Program facilitates 
academic excellence by : 
" Providing athletic academic counseling 
8 Helping students develop proper 
learning strategies 
c Giving honors, awards, and recognitlOn 
to student-athletes 
D. Proving supervised study programs 
E All of the above 
l:? Question 2 
At least how many credits must a 
student-ath lete (regardless of their year in 
school) pass during the academic year? 
. 12 
B. 18 

( 24 

o 30 
l:? Trust the Mob 
If the Player IS unsure about an answer, they can "Trust 
The Mob" and agree to choose onl y the anS'., er chosen 
by the most remaining eligible Mob Members. If there 
are two or mor" answe.. that were chosen equally bv the 
eligible Mob members, the Player >v,1I be given that 
mformation from the Host and, In that case . may ' hoose 
only from among those chOices 
l:? Question 1 - Answer 
The Huskie Life Skills Program facilitates 
academic excellence by : 
A Providing athletic academic counseling 
s Helping students develop proper 
learning strategies 
c Giving honors, awards, and recognition 
to student-athletes 
o Proving supervised study programs 
E. All of the above 
l:? Question 2 - Answer 
At least how many credits must a 
student-athlete (regardless of their year in 
schoo l) pass dUring the academic year? 
A 12 
B 18 
c 24 
o 30 
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l:i' Question 3 
Which of the following is NOT a sanction 
for violating the NIU Student Code of 
Conduct? 
A Probation 

8 Suspension 

c 	 NŸŮẀŨVÙŬŪĚ
o Fines 

r None of the Above 

l:i' Question 4 
What is not an ŤŸŠÜŮŨŤĚof a booster? 
A 	 NIU alumni 
8 	 NIU donors 
c 	 An NIU student-athlete's parent 
o 	 Sport specific support groups and NIU 
faculty and staff members 
l:i' Question 5 
A NIU student-athlete must declare a 
major by the beginning of their ___ 
year. 
A First 
6 Second 
c Third 
o 	 Fourth 
l:i' Question 3 - Answer 
Which of the following is NOT a sanction 
for violating the NIU Student Code of 
Conduct? 
A Probation 

8 Suspension 

c Expulsion 

o. 	 Fines 
f . 	 None of the Above 
l:i' Question 4 - Answer 
What is not an example of a booster? 
A NIU alumni 
u NIU donors 
ȘĦ	ŸĚ
D 	 Sport specific support groups and NIU 
faculty and staff members 
l:i' Question 5 - Answer 
A NIU student-athlete must declare a 
major by the beginning of their ___ 
year. 
A First 
B Second 
c. 	 Third 
o 	 Fourth 
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Ÿ Question 6 
How many volunteer hours are 
student-athletes encouraged to complete 
each academic year? 
A 1 

a 5 

c. 	 10 

o 	 15 

Ÿ Question 7 

Before beginning their fourth year of 
school, what percentage of degree 
requirements must a student-athlete have 
passed? 
A 	 30 

9 	 45 

c 	 60 

11 	 75 

E 	 90 

Ÿ Question 8 

When hosting a recru it you are NOT 
permitted to provide them with any of the 
following EXCEPT: 
A 	 Alcohol 
B. 	 Drugs 

Ride to hang out with the team 

o 	 Sexua l entertainment 
Ÿ Question 6 - Answer 
How many volunteer hours are 
student-athletes encouraged to complete 
each academic year? 
ŸĚ	 1 

B 	 5 

c. 	 10 

u. 	 15 

Ÿ Question 7 - Answer 
Before beginnmg their fourth year of 
school, what percentage of degree 
requirements must a student-athlete have 
passed? 
A. 30 

B 45 

c. 	 60 

o 	 75 

90 

Ÿ Question 8 - Answer 
When hosting a recruit you are NOT 
permitted to provide them with any of the 
following EXCEPT; 
ŸĚ Alcohol 

B Drugs 

ȘĦ	 Ě
D 	 Sexual entertainment 
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l:; Question 9 
ĻW UŨŤŸȘĚFonJnCla l A.d may be cancelled if the swdenl­
athlete: 
Renders themselves Inelig.b le for ĦŸ W ŤŲȘŬ ŨŨ ŤŦĦŠŨŤĚ
competltion 
ŒŬŨẀŪWŸŪŨXĚw ithdraws from a §port il l ;3nV t1me fo r 
personal reasons 
Fraudulently misrepresen ts .ony Intarmatlon on an 
ap pllCanon. letter at Intend or fi nancial aid 
agreemf'nt 
Engages In serious misconduct warranllng 
sub'l anlla l dlSClpl ,na ry penal tv 
All of the abo'/e 
Ÿ Question 10 
Which of the following is NOT considered 
"unethical" by the MAC or NCAA? 
A Playing in a game under a fake name 
8 	 Getting a test postponed becau se it 
conflicts with your travel schedule as a 
student-athlete 
c Tell ing others to lie about an 
investigatlOn 
D Failing to tell the whole story to the 
NCAA or MAC 
l:; Question 9 - Answer 
Athletic Fonanc,al A,d may be cancelled Ii the st udent­
athlete: 
Renders themselves Inel igible for .ntercalieglate 
cam pehhan 
Voluntari ly Withdraws from a sport at any ti me for 
person aI rea son s 
Fraudulent ly mlsrppresents any informanan on an 
ŠŮ ŮŨÙȘŸWÍŬŪĦĚlettt'r of Intend or fi nanclal.,d 
ag reement 
Engages In serious. misconduct wa rranting 
substannal discipllO"'y penalty 

All of the above 
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1 vs 100 Individual Edition 2 
Ÿ 1 vs, 100 Rules 
Choose one student-athlete to play agam,t his/her 
team (the Mob) 
ÓẀŨŸŮŨŤĚchoice Irivia questwns are asked of the 
Player and the Mob. If any Mob member or the 
Player answers Incorrectly, they're Immediately 
el,monated Irom the game 
The object of the game IS for "The Player" to try 
and eliminate every member 01 the mob and be 
the last person standing at the end of the game. 
The Player's goal IS to ellmonate as many Mob 
members as possible because the more they knock 
out. the more mnney they could pOSSIbly win . 
ŸØUŤÑŤŨÖVĚ
At anv Orne uUrlng the game. after the eliGible Mob 
members helve loded '" their answers, If The Player IS 
unsure about .n an.wer they h.ve thlee (3) "helps" 
av.,lable to them. 
" "Poll the Mob" 

" "Ask The Mob" 

" "Tru,t The Mob" 

Each HELP can only be used one Orne dunng the game. bul 
can be useod at any nmr. dunng the gamf'. Including uSing 
more than one on one que!,tlon . 
HELPS ar. solely. and exclUSively available only to The 
Plaver. At no tlrnl:i! dUring the show do Mob members have 
the abIlity to U'iaC' the HELPS, or .mv other help deVice Or tiny 
otl1er devIce or e->:(use to ct1Jnge their JnSiwer. 
Ÿ Things to Remember this Summer 
Employment Approvals 

1 Outside Competition 

1 Voluntarv Workouts 

• Extra Benefits 

ŸĚ Community Service Appearance 

l:; 1 vs. 100 Rules (cant.) 
I!!I!!!!!!! 
l:; Poll the Mob 
If the Player is ẀŪŸẀŲŤĚabout an answer, n,e Player 
chooses only one of the possible answers and asks the 
Host for more .nformanoo on only that speCIfic choice . 
The Host Will then inform The Player ••"ellv how rn.ony of 
the eiogible Mob members cllose that answer. and that 
answer only Then The Player must m"kc their Iin,,1 
deCISion whICh can ŞŸĚanyone of the three available 
choices . 
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Ÿ Ask the Mob 
If the Player is unsure abou t an answer, [WO different 
Mob members wlil be ra ndomly selected from the 
remaining eligible Mob members who have already 
locked In their answers The manner In whIC h this IS 
accomplished Will be at the Producer 's sole discretion . 
The Host w il l Inform The Player thil[ one of the randomly 
selected Mob member's anSwers 's correct and the other 
r<lndomly selected Mob membe, ', anSWN ,s lncorrect . 
The Plaver will then h<lve .n opportun,ty to heM from 
each Mob member. one at a bme about why th ey 
answered the way they did. Th e Mob members mu, t be 
t ruth fu l as to whICh answer [heV selec ted After th IS 
,nte ra cMn, The Player makes a fin al deCISIon and the 
game continues. 
Ÿ Question 1 
Which of the following is NOT a category 
for earning points in the Victors Cup? 
A Academic Achievement 
B Athletic Achievement 
c Individual Accomplishment 
D Hu skie Heroes 
E. Personal Development 
Ÿ Question 2 
By the beginning of the Fa ll semester of a 
student-athlete's sophomore year at NIU, 
how many credits must student-athletes 
have passed? 
A 12 
a 18 
c 24 
D. 30 
Ÿ Trust the Mob 
If the Player ,s unsu re about an answer, they C.:ln "Trust 
The Mob" and agree to choose onl y [he ans,v", chos en 
bV th e most ,em.:linlng eligible Mob Members If there 
are two or more anS"'!E:rs that ŴWËGŲŸĚc.hosen equally by the 
elig,ble Mob members. the PI,ver Will be g,ven that 
,nform.tion fram the Host and. In that case. may (hoose 
only from among those chOICes . 
Ÿ Question 1 - Answer 
Which of the following is NOT a category 
for earning points in the Victors Cup? 
A Academic Achievement 
B Ath letic Achievement 
ȘĦŸĚ
o Huskie Heroes 

E Personal Development 

Ÿ Question 2 - Answer 
By the beginning of the Fa ll semester of a 
student-athlete's sophomore year at NIU, 
how many credits must student-athletes 
have passed7 
• 12 
a. 18 

c 24 

n 30 
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Ÿ Question 3 
Which of the following is NOT an example 
of a possible sanction for violating the NIU 
Student Code of Conduct? 
• Community Service 

B Educational Sanctions 

c. 	 Withholding Degree 
D 	 Residence Hall Expulsion 

None of the Above 

l:;> Question 4 
All of these people must approve you 
before beginning employment at a job 
EXCEPT: 
A 	 President Baker 
B 	 Compliance Office 
c 	 Student Services 
o 	 Head Coach 
Ÿ Question 5 
Which is a team activity that DOES count 
toward daily or weekly in-season time 
limitations on athletically related activities 
(aka CARA)? 
A 	 Team practlce 
8. Study tables 

c SAAC meeting 

D. 	 Attending banquets 
l:i> Question 3 - Answer 
Which of the following is NOT an example 
of a possible sanction for violating the NIU 
Student Code of Conduct? 
A Community Service 

8 Educational Sanctions 

c Withholding Degree 

[J Residence Hall Expulsion 

f None of the Above 

Ÿ Question 4 - Answer 
All of these people must approve you 
before beginning employment at a job 
EXCEPT: 
A 	 President Baker 
B 	 Compliance Office 
c 	 Student Servi ces 
o 	 Head Coach 
Ÿ Question 5 - Answer 
Which is a team activity that DOES count 
toward daily or weekly in-season time 
limitations on athletically related activities 
(aka CARA)? 
Ļ Ħ	ŸĚ
8 Study tables 

c SAAC meeting 

o 	 Attending ba nquets 
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Ÿ Question 6 
When will the 2014 Victors be held? 
A Apri l 22 
B. 	 April 27 
( 	 Apri l 28 
D. 	 May 5 
Ÿ Question 7 
By the beginning of their third year of 
school, what percentage of degree 
requirements must a student-athlete have 
passed? 
A 	 30 
B 	 40 
c 	 SO 
D. 	 60 
E 	 70 
Ÿ Question 8 
Allowing a ___ to do your homework, 
provide test answers, or write papers for you I, a 
VlolatlOn of NIU academic Integrity standards and 
can lead to a loss of NCAA eligibility and 
dismissa l from the University. 
A 	 Tutor 

Fellow student 

Coach 

D TA 

f. 	 All of the above 
l:;> Question 6 - Answer 
When will the 2014 Victors be held? 
A April 22 
8 	 April 27 
ĜĦ	ŸĚ
o 	 May 5 
l:;> Question 7 - Answer 
By the beginning of their third year of 
school, what percentage of degree 
requirements must a student-athlete have 
passed? 
.. 	 30 
8 	 40 
c 	 50 
D 	 60 
E 	 70 
l:;> Question 8 - Answer 
Allowing a ___ to do your homework, 
prOVide test answers, or write papers for you is a 
violanon of NIU academic Integrity standards and 
can lead to a loss of NCAA eligibility and 
dl5mlssal from the Universi ty. 
ŸĚ	 Tutor 
8. Fell ow student 

c Coach 

o 	 TA 
E. 	 All of the above 
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Ÿ Question 9 
In-season and during the academic year, student­
athletes are only allowed to partICIpate In __ 
hours of required practice per day, and a total of 
_ _ hours per week. 
S; 2S 
4: 24 
5: 20 

4; 20 

Ÿ Question 10 
Which of the following are Huskie 
student-athletes NOT required to attend in 
for the Husk ie Ufe Skill s program? 
• Huskie life Skills Speaker Series 

I Team Workshops 

c #KielMeNow "Chop-Blocking Life" 

Motivational Ser ies 
o. Huskie 1", l' od, 3,d, and 4'h-year Workshops 
Ÿ Question 9 - Answer 
In -season and during the academic year, student­
athletes are only i1l1owed to participate in __ 
hours of required practice per day, and a tota l of 
__ hours per week. 
S; 2S 

4; 24 

S; 20 

o i;.lQ. 
Ÿ Question 10 - Answer 
Which of the following are Huskie 
student-athletes NOT required to attend in 
fo r the Huski e Life Skills program 7 
.. H uskie Life Ski lis Speaker Series 

I Team Workshops 

ȘĦŸĚ
Motivational Series 
o Huskie 1" , 2nd, 3'd, and 4'"-year Workshops 
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1 vs. 100 Individual Edition 3 
Ÿ Things to Remember this Summer 
Ÿ 1 vs. 100 Rules 
Choose one slUdent·.rhlet. [0 play aga.nst his/her 
team (th. Mob) 
Mulnple cho .c .. triVIa questions are asked of W UŸĚ
Player and the Mob. If any Mob member or t he 
Player answers incorrec[ly. thev're ,mmed.ately 
el.m.nated Irom WUŸĚgame 
Th. object of the game is for "n,e Playe," 10 try 
and .I;,ninal. every member of the mob and be 
the last per>on sl<lnding at the end 01 [he game. 
The PlaVers goal" to eliminate as many Mob 
members as possible becau,e the more thev knock 
out. the more money they could poso.bl y w,n . 
ŸØUŤÑŤŨÖVĚ
At any ŸÜŤĚdunng th. game. after the eligible Mob 
members have locked In theIr answers, If The Playe r ŅŸĚ
unsure about an 3ns.wer ĜUŸXĚhave three ŸĨĦĞĚ"help'S" 
ava.lable 10 them . 
• "Poll the Mob" 
• "Ask The Mob" 
• ''Trust The Mob" 
Each HELP Cdn only btt used one time during the game. bur 
cdn be ẀŸŤTĚat any l1m{" during the gi'tme, including usmg 
more than one en one question 
HELPS ar. solely. and exclUSively ava, lable only to The 
Player. At no Ome during the sho'il do Mob members have 
the db'loty to ẀHŸĚthe HELPS. or any other help deVICe or "ny 
OTher device or ext:use to change their 3nswer 
Ÿ 1 vs. 100 Rules (cont.) 
Eoirh g",t;!1ncw ft WGorP':ln l'-.CM:'''r'lt! arnoonl (]r POH1h b.w=d (]n rhE" 

ch.u1 below [;lett MtHI membf" wno ,1I1iW!Pr!. J Quifihurt WĒŲŬŲŲĦWWŨẂ·ŸĚ

wDrth the ĿŌWĜŸŬŬŲTŲŪ • ..mou.... ! of ŸŬGŪẀĚIQ rhr ÖŅŸGĿGĚ

Qu@shon 1- t 

ŌǾÙŨËŸŪŬŪĚ2 -1 

QUIl'i tion 3- 1 

Questl(]n 4 - 2 

ŌẀŸV ŨÙŌŪĚ5- 2 

QU i!"st'lon 6 - :3; 

ŌẀŸ VŸŬŪĚ7-. 

ŌẀŸGWÍŌŪĚ8 - 5 

OUlhtTon 9 - 6 
ŌẀŬŸWÍ ŬŪĚ10 - 7 
ŌǾŸĖWÍŬŪĚ11 - 8 
Qlies tiOtl 12 - 9 Iil il ' urthlti' qUe'jri an! Ņ ŲŸĚwonh 10) 
Quest1an U & beyond - 10 
II Tht" ÖŅŊŸGŸŲĚt'I,mu, .. t('j, WŸ ""hoi,. ŸĦÏŬŞHĚŲUŸĚÖŸŲ ŴGŪŸĚthf" lamr 
Ÿ Poll the Mob 
If the Ployer is unsure about an answer. The ÖŨŠXŸŲĚ
chooses only one of the po.sible answe" and asks the 
Host for more InformatlOn on onlv that speCific choice . 
Th. Host w.11 then inform The Player e ••ctlv how many of 
the eligible Mob member> chose that answer. and that 
answer only. Then The Player must make their fi nol 
demlon which can be anyone of the three av,rlable 
ĜUŬÙȘŸVĦĚ
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c 
l:? Ask the Mob 
If the Player is unsure about an answer, two d,Herent 
Mob member< WIll be randomly selected from the 
remaInIng eligIble Mob member< who have already 
locked In WUŸŨŲĚanswers . The manner In whIch this is 
Jccompli<hed wIll be at the Producer's <ole dIScretion . 
The Host wIll ,nform The PI.yer that one of the randomly 
selected Mob member's answers IS correc t and the other 
randomly selected Mob member's answer IS incorrect. 
The Player wIll then have an opportunrty to hear from 
each Mob member, one at J time about why they 
answered the way they did. The Mob member> must be 
truthful as to whIch answer they .elected Aher this 
InteraCtion, The Player makes a hnal deCISIon and the 
game continues. 
l:? Question 1 
How many credits must a student-athlete 
pass (at least) in Fall semester? 
A 6 football; 9 non-football 
B 12 footbal l; 9 non-football 
9 for all sports 
o 9 football; 6 non-footbal l 
l:? Question 2 
What is the maXImum dollar amount for each day of a 
recruit visit that m.y be provided by NIU to cover ali 
actual costs of entertaining the recrulL and the rec.ruit's 
parents/legal guardians. These funds may not be used 
to purchase SOuvenirS such as: t-shirts other 
InStitutional mementos. 
$20 
$30 

$40 

$50 

l:? Trust the Mob 
If the Player IS unsure about an answer, they can "Trust 
The Mob- and agree to choose only the answer choSt!n 
by the most remaining eligIble Mob Membe". If there 
are two or more answers rh't were chosen equally by the 
eloglble Mob members, th. Player wdl be gIven that 
Information from the Host and, in that case, may (hoose 
only from among WUÌĪŸĚchOICes . 
l:? Question 1 - Answer 
How many credits must a student-athlete 
pass (at least) in Fall semester? 
A 6 football; 9 non-football 
B 12 football; 9 non-football 
c 9 for aII sports 
ŬĦŸĚ
l:? Question 2 - Answer 
What is the m.ximum dollar amount for each day of a 
recruit viSIt that may be provided by N IU to cover JII 
actual ȘJŬŸWVĚor enLertainlng the recruit and the recrUiT's 
parents/legal guardIans. These funds may not be used 
to purchase souvenirS such as : \·shlrls other 
Instltutional mementos 
$20 
$30 
ill 
$50 
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Ÿ Question 3 
Which of the folimA/Ing il NOT a requlfemenl to "lIow a 
student-athlete to have an on or off-com pus Job' 
Student-athletes must be compensated fo( Vlork 
actu"lIy performed 
A VWẀTŸŪWŠWUŨŤWŤĚcan be compensated for 
Increased publiCity a bu,iness gets for emplOYing 
the student-athlete 
ŐWẀTŤŪWĤŸWUŨŤWŤVĚcannot receive benefits thot are 
not a',allable to all employees 
The emoloyer Will have to make availahle lupon 
request) copiel 01 al l record related to 
employment 
Ÿ Question 4 
Through the Huskie Like Ski lls program, 
teams have the opportunity to meet 
with the following: 
A Nutritionist 
B Dietician 
( Sports Psychologist 
o All of the above 
Ÿ Question 5 
Student-athletes are prohibited from 
participating in what kind of sports 
wagering activities? 
,\ Fantasy leagues w/entry fee and prize 
s Bookmakers 
( Auctions in which bids are placed on 
teams 
o All of the above 
Ÿ Question 3 - Answer 
Which of the following is NOT a requirement to allow a 
VWẀTŤŪWĤŠWUŨŸWŤĚto have an on or off -campus ,ob? 
Student-athletes muSI be compensated for work 
actually performed 
Ě
increased ublicit a business ets for em 10 in 
the student-athlete 
Student-athletes Crlnno! receive benefits th., are 
not avadable to all employees 
The employer WIll have to make avadable (upon 
request) caples of aU record ,elated to 
employment 
Ÿ Question 4 - Answer 
Through the Huskie Like Skills program, 
teams have the opportunity to meet 
with the following: 
A Nutritionist 
II Dietician 
c Sports Psychologist 
o All of the above 
Ÿ Question 5 - Answer 
Student-athletes are prohibited from 
partiCipating in what kind of sports 
wagering activities? 
A Fantasy leagues w/entry fee and prize 
B Bookmakers 
( Auctions in which bids are placed on 
teams 
o. All of the above 
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l:i-' Question 6 
Which item is NOT permissible for 
coaches, trainers, managers and SAs to 
chew during practice/competition? 
A Gum 

B Their fingernails 

c. Tobacco products 
o Sunflower seeds 
l:i-' Question 7 
Who is permitted to participate in 
coaching activities and off-campus 
evaluation activities? 
A Countable coaches 

8 Strength coaches 

c Non-coaching staff members 

o Consultants 
l:i-' Question 8 
When does a recruit become a student-ath lete 
and can be treated as such? 
A Orally commits 
B. Signs an NLI 

t When he/she arrive in town 

o When he/she begins practice 
l:i-' Question 6 - Answer 
Which item is NOT permissible for 
coaches, trainers, managers and SAs to 
chew during practice/competition? 
A Gum 

B Their fingernails 

Ș ĦŸĚ
o. Sunflower seeds 
l:i-' Question 7 - Answer 
l:i-' Question 8 - Answer 
When does a recruit become a student-athlete 
and can be treated as such? 
A. Orally commits 

B Signs an NLI 

c When he/she arrive in town 

ŬĦŸĚ
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l:;> Question 9 
How many sports does NIU sponsor under NCAA 
gUidelines? 
11 
is 
17 
o 	 20 
l:;> Question 10 
Which of the following activities is counted 
towards your maximum hours per week of 
athlencally-related activities? 
A Rehabilitating an injury in the training 
room 
B 6 am team conditioning drills 
, Study table 
o. 	 Charitable hours with the team 
ĦŸ Question 9 - Answer 
Ÿ Question 10 - Answer 
Which of the following activities is counted 
towards your ÜŠŸÙÜẀÜĚhours per week of 
athletically-related activities? 
A 	 Rehabilitating an injury in the training 
room 
Ē Ħ	ŸĚ
c 	 Study table 
o 	 Charitable hours with the team 
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1 VS . 100 Team Edition 1 
Ÿ Things to Remember this Summer 
l:i' 1 VS. 100 Rules 
Choose one ĴWŨŊTŤŪŨĤŠŨU ŨŸWĦĚto play agJlnSI his/her 
t .. <lm (the Mob) 
Mulnple choice trivi. questions are asked of the 
Player and the Mob. If any Mob member or the 
Player answers Inc.orrectly. they 're Immed,ately 
..Iomonaled from the game 
The oblect of the ŦŸÜŤĚIS for "The PlaYEr" to try 
and elimonate every memher of the mob and be 
the lasl person ,landing al the end of the game. 
The Pla'le,'s goal 1.5 to elliMPnale as many Mob 
memb." as possible because the more they knock 
out, the more money they could pOSSIbly Win . 
l:i' The Helps 
AI any Orne durms the game, .rter the eligible Mob 
members have locked In their ilin-SWers, if The Pfave, I,) 
unsure about an ŊĒŸŴŤŨĚthey hiJ've rhrE.'1? !3) ·GUŤŨŮŸĒĚ
available to them : 

··Poll the Mob" 

o "Ask The Mob" 
o '"Tru,t Tt,e MDb" 
Each HElP can only be used one Orne dunng the 8ame. but 
can be uSced at illY time dUrlt18lhe game, mcludlng minE: 
more th.an ant:: on one que-shon 
HELPS are solely, and exclusovely "variable on ly to The 
Pldver. At no time dUring the show do Mob members have 
the abd.tv to use the HELPS, or ony other help deVICe or any 
other dt!\llcf!' or eXCU5e [0 change ŸUŤŨŲĚanswer 
l:i' 1 VS. 100 Rules (cont.) 
L,(I"I ËŨǾWJJŸŪŇŨŅĚ11 worth :1O C!")Ul<.irln. c1maun. 01 I)06nh b.lwtd all 1"'..• 
clurt bf!luw [.1(h Mob ÜŸÜŸŲĚ\'ohD . m ll'l1"rs.. qU I!1.t1on 'ncorrfcl .... -to 
wOl111 thl: ĜÕŲŨŨËGŸWŨÕĒĜÚŨŪŠĚ.!maunt o P !lO-n: .. [0 TMt' ŮWŠJGÚŸŲĚ
QUC'1tion 1-1 
Quesnan ,2-1 
QUOliIt1on )- 1 
QtJestJ'on 4-2 
Question 5 - 2 
QuC'snon 6- 3 
Quntio" 1-. 
QUl!snan! - S 
Quntion 9-6 
Quutlan 10-1 
QU'f'lti on 11 - 8 
Q\.Ic!Iotian 11- 9 t.all further questions are wonh 10) 
Qu.stlon 1] & bll!'Von4 - 10 
II Tnr PllI\,("r ehrml1i11l'i WŸĚ\\oholco Mo b, The PI .VN ,. n " th e I:Jmt" 
l:i' Poll the Mob 
If the Player is unsure about an answer, The Player 
ȘUŬŬVŸVĚonly one of the possible an,we" and asks Ihe 
Host ior more informanon on only that speCific chOICe. 
The Host woll then inform The Player eXJctly how many of 
the eligible Mob members chose that answer. and that 
answer only Then The Player must make their final 
deCISion which con ŞŸĚanyone of the three available 
chOices. 
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l:; Ask the Mob 
Ii the Player" unsure about an "nswe" two different 
Mob members Will be randomly ĪŤŨŤĜŨŸTĚfrom the 
remaining el igible Mob member,; who have already 
locked in their answers The manner In which this IS 
accompioshed wlH ŞŸĚoJ! the Producer's sole d,scretlon 
The Host w,lI 'nform The Player th.lt one of the randomly 
se lected Mob member's "nswers IS correct and the other 
randomly selected Mob member's answer IS incorrect. 
The Player w,illhen halle an opportunity to heil' from 
each Mob membpr, one ot a ŸÜŤĚabout why they 
answered Ih. way they did . The Mob members must be 
truthful as to whICh an,wer they selected. Aher this 
mteractlOn, The Player makes a flnal dem,an and the 
game (ontmues. 
l:; Question 1 
You are at a loca l restaurant with a friend 
having lunch when the manager asks if he 
can take your pictu re and display it at the 
front of t he restaurant, This wou ld be an 
impermissible _____ 
'- Recruiting 

B Endorsement 

( Extra Benefit 

o Contact 
l:; Question 2 
Which of the following is an extra benefit? 
A. MAC Championship Ring 
8. Specialized, custom-fit athletics 
equipment from the Athletics Dept , 
c Use of a booster's ca r for the summer 
o. NIU Letterman Jacket 
l:; Trust the Mob 
If the Player '5 ẀŪŐẀŲŸĚabout an an"ver, they can "Trust 
Th" Mob'· and agr .... to choose only tile answer chosen 
by the most remammg eligible Mob Member,;. Ii there 
a .. , two or mare answers that were chosen ŤŰŸŠŨŨXĚbV the 
el'Slble Mab members, the Player Will ŞŸĚglwn that 
Informanon from lh. Host "nd, 111 that case, mdY choose 
only from among thase chOices. 
l:; Question 1- Answer 
You are at a loca l restaurant with a fr iend 
having lunch when the manager asks if he 
can take your picture and display it at the 
front of the restaurant. This would be an 
impermissible _____ 
A Recruiting 
B Endorsement 
c Extra Benefit 
D Contact 
Ÿ Question 2 - Answer 
Which of the following is an extra benefit? 
A MAC Championship Ring 
B Specialized, custom-fit athletics 
equipment from the Ath letics Dept. 
( Use of a booster's car for the summer 
o NIU Letterman Jacket 
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l:;> Question 3 
Which of the following individuals can 
receive free admissions to an athletic 
event from a student-athlete? 
A Agent 
B Family Advisor 
( Booster 
o Prospect 

[ None of the Above 

Ÿ Question 4 
By the beginning of the Fall semester of 
their sophomore year, how many credits 
must student-athletes have passed? 
A 12 
B 18 
c 24 
o 30 
l:;> Question 5 
By the beginning of their third year of 
school (e.g. fall of their junior year), what 
is the minimum cumulative GPA a student­
athlete must have in order to compete? 
A 1.7 
B. 1.8 
( 1.9 
o. 2.0 
l:;> Question 3 - Answer 
Which of the following individua ls can 
receive free admissions to an athletic 
event from a student-athlete? 
A Agent 

B Family Advisor 

c Booster 

" Prospect 

E None of the Above 

Ÿ Question 4 - Answer 
By the beginning of the Fall semester of 
their sophomore year, how many credits 
must student-athletes have passed? 
ŸĚ 12 
8 18 
c. 24 
o 30 
Ÿ Question 5 - Answer 
By the beginning of their third year of 
school (e .g. fall of their junior year), what 
is the minimum cumulative GPA a student­
athlete must have in order to compete'" 
• 1.7 
B 1.8 
c 1.9 
o 2.0 
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Ÿ Question 6 Ÿ Question 6 - Answer 
An NIU student-athlete must declare a An NIU student-athlete must declare a 
major by the beginning of their ___ major by the beginning of their ___ 
year. year. 
ŸĚ 1st A 1st 
8 2nd B 2nd 
( 3rd c. 3rd 
D 4th D 4th 
Ÿ Question 7 
You are in dire need of some cash . Which 
of the following people could lend you a 
few bucks without jeopardizing your NCAA 
eligibility? 
A 	 Family friend who has given you 
comparable spending money since you 
were 10 
8. Booster 

( Head Coach 

o. 	 Fan 
Ÿ Question 8 
Which one of the following is not an 
example of unethical conduct according to 
NCAA standards' 
A Cheating on a test 
8 Providing misleading information 
regarding an NCAA investigatlOn 
( Buying a research paper and turning it 
in for credit 
o Getting thrown out of one of your 
games 
ŸŌẀŸVWÙŬŪĚ8 - Answer 
Which one of the following is not an 
example of unethical conduct according to 
NCAA standards? 
A Cheating on a test 
a Providing misleading information 
regarding an NCAA investlgation 
c Buying a research paper and turning it 
in for credit 
o Gettin thrown out of one of our 
ŸĚ
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Ÿ Question 9 
When hosting a recruit you are NOT 
permitted to provide them with any of the 
following EXCEPT: 
A Alcohol 

B Ride to hang out with the team 

c. Sexual Entertainment 
o Drugs 
Ÿ Question 10 
If you receive an extra benefit the NCAA 
will rule you ineligible and make you repay 
the full amount of the benefit to a 
____ of your choice. 
A Charity 
B Institution 
( Sports Team 
D. None of the Above 
Ÿ Question 9 - Answer 
When hosting a recruit you are NOT 
permitted to provide them with any of the 
following EXCEPT: 
;. Alcohol 
Ł ĦŸĚ
c Sexual Entertainment 
o Drugs 
Ÿ Question 10 - Answer 
If you receive an extra benefit the NCAA 
will rule you ineligible and make you repay 
the full amount of the benefit to a 
____ of your choice. 
ĻŸĚ
B Institution 

( Sports Team 

o None of the Above 
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1 VS. 100 Team Edition 2 
b Things to Remember this Summer 
l:i' 1 vs . 100 Rules 
Choose one student-olhle!. to play aga'ns! his/her 
team Ithe Mob) 
Mulnple choice trivia quesbons are asked of lhe 
Player and Ihe Mob If any Mob member or the 
PIJVt"r ŠŪŸŴŤŲŸĚincorrectly. they're Immediately 
eliminated from the game 
The object of the game IS for "The Plaver" to Iry 
and ehmonate every member 01 the mob and be 
the I.'t person standing at tlte end ,,' the game_ 
The Player's goal IS to eliminate as many Mob 
member5 as possible because the more they knock 
out. the mOle monev they could possibly win. 
l:i' The Helps 
At any ome duriflg the game, aner the ells,ble Mob 
members have lo{.ked In their ilnswer'!. If The "'ayer is 
uns.ure about an ŠŪŸŴWGŲĚthey have three (3) ·'helps· 
av,ulable to thern 
• 'Polilhe Mob" 
• "Ask The Mob" 
• "Irmt The Mob' 
I:ac.h HE.lP can only be used one WÑȚÑŸĚdunng the game, but 
can be- used a( any Orne dunng the gamf", Including uSing 
ÜŬŲŸĚthJn (me on one questlon . 
HELPS are solely, and exclUSIvely avaol.ble ontV to Th. 
Player. At no WŨÜŸĚduring ŘUŸĚ!.how do Mob members have 
lhe ability to ẀŸŤĚthe' HELPS, or any other help TŸŅŊŊȘŤĚor any 
orher devln" or excu'5e to change their ŸŪŸŴŸŲĦĚ
l:i' 1 VS. 100 Rules (cant.) 
EoKn ŌǾĦĦJŸWŨÕŅÍĚŅGĚ\'IOIt".n'! ŸĿŬŅŅĦŠŪŲHŸĚolmOUf'lI of poHlh ŲJJĦĦŸĚon the 
ch.ur ŞŸŨẀŘGŨĚ f.lch Moo ÜŸHŪŞŨWȚĚwho AnJw.en ŸĚqtJt!"itJo1' 'flCDf'TMtty" 
\\Qrth 'hr! ȘŬŲŲWĒGJŊÖĜŨŪTŨĒŨŸÜŬǾÔĚof pott1ts to l"e P1JI'Io'f"r 
Qu(!!sti(]n 1- J 
ŌẀȘËĦŸĜŖŪĚ2 - I 
ŌŅĦŅŸŊŪĜŖŪĚ3 - 1 
QuestJ(]n 4 - 2 
QLlc..tion 5 - 2 
QUl!stton 6-3 
Question 7 -" 

QUlP"stlgn 8 - S 

ŌẀŲŸWȚŬŪĚ9 - 6 

Quntlon 10-7 

QUf5t1on 11- 8 

QlJC'stion 12 -lJlolU furti'ler quc\r1ons ar-e worth 101 
Qu.'r!on 1) ,g. bvyond - 10 

It fnr P ..... ,.r t'limm,)h.'\ tnt ",holr- Mob, Tt\r P1.,,'t'r /J 'n\ thf' ,iliatN' 

l:i' Poll the Mob 
If the Player is umur. about an answer, The Player 
chooses only one of the pOSSIble answers and asks the 
Host for more ,"form_tion on only that speCific choice. 
The Host wllilhen inform The Player ex.ctly hew many of 
the eligible Mob members chose that answer. and that 
answer only Then The Player mu,t make their nnJI 
deCision whic:h can be anyone of the three av.lliable 
chOICes. 
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l:;> Ask the Mob 
If the Pl ayer IS unsure ilbout an .1nsw or, two different 
Mob members Will be randomly selected from the 
remil lnlng eligible Mob members w ho have already 
locked '" th e" answers . The manner In whICh this IS 
occompl oshed w il l be at the Produce r's sale dIScretion. 
The Host w,1l Inform Th e Player that one of th e randomly 
selected Mob member's answers IS correct and 'he other 
randomly selected M ob member's answer IS incorrect. 
The Plaver w,1I then have an opportu nity to hear fro m 
each M ob member, one at il ŸÜŤ about why they 
answered th e way they did. The Mob members mu.t be 
truthful as to which amwer they se lected. After thIS 
Inrcracnon, The Player makes a fina l deCi Si on and th e 
game contlnues, 
l:;> Question 1 
Which of the following would NOT cause 
you to be ineligible to compete for NIU 
because you would no longer be 
considered an amateur? 
A 	 An agreement with an agent 
B 	 Trying out for the OlympiCS 
c 	 A professional sports contract 
D 	 Entering a draft and playing a 
professional sport 
l:;> Question 2 
Which of these is not an extra benefit? 
A Free ticket to a Buli's game from your 
biggest fans 
B A discount, provided to all student­
athletes, from an athletic store 
( A sweatshirt from someone you met at 
the Ad ldas outlet 
o. 	 Free t-shirt handed out by the VCB to all 
NIU students 
l:;> Trust the Mob 
If th e Player IS unSu re . bOUI an answer, they can "Trust 
The Mob" and agree to choose only the answer chosen 
by the most rema ining eligib le Mob Members. If there 
are two or more ""swer; tha t w ere chosen equally by the 
eligible M ob members, the Player Will be given that 
,n(ormanon from the Host and, In that cas., may choose 
only (rom among those ch OICes. 
l:;> Question 1 - Answer 
Which of the following would NOT cause 
you to be ineligible to compete for NIU 
because you would no longer be 
considered an amateur? 
A 	 An agreement with an agent 
Į Ħ	ŸĚ
c 	 A professional sports contract 
o 	 Entering a draft and playing a 

professional sport 

l:;> Question 2 - Answer 
Which of these is not an extra benefit? 
A Free ticket to a Buli's game from your 
biggest fans 
a A discount, provided to all student­
athletes, from an athletic store 
( A sweatsh irt from someone you met at 
the Adidas outlet 
D. 	 Free t-shirt handed out b the VCB to 
all NIU students 
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l:? Question 3 
What is the penalty for first time failure of 
the NCAA administered drug test? 
• Lose one season of el igi bi I i ty 

B Phone cal l to your parents 

( Sit out 10% of your season 

D Forfeit all remaining eligibility 

l:? Question 4 
Who should you contact If you believe that 
a NCAA ru les violation may have occurred 
or if situation doesn't feel right to you? 
A Head Coach 

8 Athletic Director 

c Compliance Office 

o President Baker 
l:? Question 5 
Which of the fol lowing is NOT an 

equipment center on campus? 

A Yo rdon Center 

ŸĚ Chessick Practice Center 

( Convocation Center 

o. Huskie Stadium 
ĦŸ Question 3 - Answer 
What is the penalty for first time failure of 
the NCAA administered drug test? 
ĻŸĚ
B P hone cal l to your pa rents 

c Sit out 10% of your season 

o Forfeit all remaining eligibility 
Ÿ Question 4 - Answer 
Who should you contact if you believe that 
a NCAA rules vio lation may have occurred 
or if situation doesn't feel right to you? 
• Heild COilch 

Ÿ ĦĚ Ath letic Director 

Ș Ħ Ě
D President Baker 
l:? Question 5 - Answer 
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Ÿ Question 6 
When speaking at a chantable event, it IS 
impermissible for you to receive which of 
the following? 
A Meals 
8 Mileage reimbursement 
( Appearance fee 
o Actual necessary expenses 
Ÿ Question 7 
If you identify a potential rules violation, a 
proper course of action is: 
• Tweet about it 
B Make it your Facebook status 
c Ignore it 
D Contact the NIU Compliance Office 
Ÿ Question 8 
You are at the club and the bouncers let 
you and all your friends In for free. All the 
other people in line have to pay $5. You 
have just received a(n) _____ 
A Extra Benefit 
B. Camp Admission 

c Free Favor 

D. Athletic Benefit 
Ÿ Question 6 - Answer 
When speaking at a charitable event, it is 
impermissible for you to receive which of 
the following? 
ŸĚ Meals 

B Mileage reimbursement 

ȘĦŸĚ
D. Actual necessary expenses 
Ÿ Question 7 - Answer 
If you identify a potential rules violation, a 
proper course of action is: 
A Tweet about it 
e Make it your Facebook status 
c Ignore it 
o. Contact the NIU Com liance Office 
ĦŸ Question 8 - Answer 
You are at the club and the bouncers let 
you and all your friends in for free . All the 
other people in line have to pay $5. You 
have just received a(n) _____ 
A Extra Benefit 
8 Camp Admission 
( Free Favor 
a Athletic Benefit 
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l:i' Question 10 
l:i' Question 9 
Boosters are allowed to provide what to a 
student-athlete? 
" Use of their car 
5. Loan of less than $100 

( Occasional meal 

o Use of their vacation home 
l:i' Question 9 - Answer 
Boosters are allowed to provide what to a 
student-athlete? 
.. Use of their car 
6 Loan of less than $100 
c Occasional meal 
o Use of their vacation home 
l:i' Question 10 - Answer 
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1 VS. 100 Team Edition 3 
HŸ Things to Remember this Summer 
Employment Approvals 

Outside Competition 

J Voluntary Workouts 
• Extra Benefits 

, Community ServICe Appearance 

Ÿ 1 vs. 100 Rules 
Choose one studenl-athlete to play against his/her 
team (the Mob) 
ÓẀŨŸŮŨŤĚchoice trivia ŰẀŤVŸŬŪŨĚare asked of th@ 
Player and the Mob. If any Mob ÜŤÜŞŸŲĚor the 
Ployer answers Inco((ectly. they're Immediately 
eliminated from the game 
The object of the game IS for "The Plilye," to try 
ilnd eliminate every member at the mob and be 
the last p"r>on st. "ding at the end of the game. 
The Playe,'s goal IS to ŸUÜGŪĦWŤĚas many Mob 
member;.s pos>tble bec.use the more they knock 
out, the more money they could pOSSibly win. 
Ÿ The Helps 
At any llme dUring the ŸÜŤHĚarter the eligible Mob 
members have locked In the" answers. If The Player Is 
unSure about In ŊŅÍĦĦĒJÙŸ·ËŤȚĚ they hoYt' Ihree [3l"hclp5­
aIJJ,bble- to [hem: 
"Poll the Mob" 
• "Ask Tho Mob" 
• "Trust The Mob" 
Eilch HELP can only be used one ŸÜĦĚdunn8the game, but 
can be used iH allV time during WUŸĚ8arne, Including ǾŬŸÍÓÍÍŨĚ
mOre than one on ŬŪŸĚquestion. 
HELPS are solely, and exclUSIvely available only to The 
Prayer. At no tlme dUring the !ihO'.o,/ do Mob members have 
the ability to ẀŸŤĚthe HELPS, or dnV other help deVice or any 
other deVice or ŤLJȘJẀŸŤĚto Change their 3nswer 
Ÿ 1 VS. 100 Rules (cont.) 
EMh QU4!'shon IS. wOIIIl.II'I C'loul","n" o'lmooot 01 "oOln1l. ŞWŬŨŸTĚon the 
er.."t b,.Jo\V ŲŠŲŸHĚMilO mf'mot-f 'Alfio .ln5We'('" Que:.TlOn ,nCOlIl'ctlv II­
Yo'tWth Ihe com:· .. pord,nlC tlmount of ,Hl<nls to The PI.1)."(,f 
QUHhof'lI-1 
QUI!!.tlon 2-1 
ŌẀŸŸWÙĿŅGŨĚ3 - 1 
QUl!ltion" - 2 

QUr.lticl'l S - 2 

Quutton 6-1 

QUf"Slion 7-. 

QUlstion 8 - S 

ŌÙŊŸŸŨȚŠŪĚ9 - Ii 
Q1Jestl'on 10- '] 
Qut!50flon 11 -!!I 
Question 12 - g jill! rurthl't ŰẀŤŸWÙŬŪGĚ.arC' worth 101 
Q\le.f.hon 11 8. ŞŸŬŪTĚ- 10 
It TtlII.!' PJolyt'r rlimm3tM ttlco HHĒUŠŨŸĚM(lb, Th(' PI. '(t"f lI ;n} ŸUWĚŸŸĒĒGŲĚ
l:; Poll the Mob 
If the Player Is unsure about an answer. The Ployer 
chooses only one of the pOSSible answers and asks the 
Host for more informanon on only rha! speCific choice . 
The Host WIll then inform The Player .xanly how "'any of 
the eligible Mob member'S cho;. thai an,wer, and thot 
answer only Then The Player must make their final 
deCision which ct1n be ŸŨŪẂĚone of the three JVilllable 
c:hoices" 
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l:? Ask the Mob 
Ii the Player 15 un,ure about an answer, two different 
Mob members w.1I be randomlv selected from the 
remaIning eligIble Mob members who have Jlready 
locked in theor answers. The manner ,n wh.ch this IS 
accomplished WIll be at the Producer's sale dIScretion. 
The Host w ill ,nform The Player that one of the randomly 
selected Mob member's answers IS correct and the other 
randomly selected Mob member's answer IS Incorrect 
ØUŸĚPlayer WIll then have an oppoltUnlty to hear from 
each Mob member, one at a I1me about why they 
answered the way they did The Mob members must be 
truthful as to whIch answer they selecled After thi, 
InteraCtion, The Player makes a final decls,on and the 
game continues. 
l:? Question 1 
NI U or a cha ritable organization may sell 
an item with a single S-A's name attached 
to the item (e.g. autographed ball) so long 
as: 
A All profits go to NIU 
B Proper paperwork is filed 
c A single S-A's name may never be used 
for profit 

D All of the above 

b Question 2 
After someone becomes an NIU booster, 
when do they cease to be a booster? 
.. After they file proper paperwork with 
the NCAA 
B Never 
( After they file proper paperwork with 
the compliance office 
D. 	 Both A&C 
l:? Trust the Mob 
If the Player IS unsure abuut an answer, (hifV Cdn "Trust 
The Mob" and agree to choo, .. only the answer chosen 
by the most remalnoog eligIble Mob Members. If there 
Me two or more answers that were chosen equallv by the 
el'glble Mob members, the Plaver Will b. gIVen that 
Informal1on from the Host and, in that (Jse, may choose 
only from among those chOIces. 
l:? Question 1 - Answer 
NIU or a charitable organization may sell 
an item with a single S-A's name attached 
to the item (e.g. autographed ball ) so long 
as: 
p... All profits go to NIU 

B Proper paperwork is filed 

c. 	 A sin Ie S-A's name ma never be used 
ŸĚ
Il 	 Both A&B 
Ÿ Question 2 - Answer 
After someone becomes a NIU booster, 
when do they cease to be a booster? 
A. 	 After they file proper paperwork with 
the NCAA 
B. Never 
L After they file proper paperwork With 
the compliance office 

D Both A&C 
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l:; Question 3 
A verbal agreement with a(nl __ is just 
like a written agreement. Both are 
prohibited by the NCAA? 
A 	 Coach of another NCAA team after 
being released from participation at 
NIU 
B Agent 

c Booster 

o 	 All of the above 
l:; Question 4 
A coach may use a current student-athlete's 
picture to promote ;m institutional camp 
within a brochure by: 
;.. Putting the picture on the front cover only 
B A coach may not use a current S-A's 
picture 
( Getting the Compliance Office and SoNs 
permiSSion 
o 	 Putting the picture in the camp 

counselor's section 

l:; Question 5 
Which of the following is NOT true 
regarding a student-athlete providing 
personal lessons for a fee? 
A 	 The S-A must charge the going rate 
B. 	 NIU facilities may not be used 
c 	 SA cannot use their name or picture to 
advertise 
o 	 Group lessons are not permitted, only 
individuals 
l:; Question 3 - Answer 
A verbal agreement w ith a(n) __ is just 
like a written agreement. Both are 
prohibited by the NCAA? 
A 	 Coach of another NCAA team after 
being released from participation at 
NIU 
Į Ħ	ŸĚ
C 	 Booster 
o 	 All of the above 
l:; Question 4 - Answer 
A coach may use a current student-athlete's 
picture to promote an institutional camp 
within a brochure by: 
• Putting the picture on the front cover only 
B A coach may not use a current S-A's 
picture 
c 	 Getting the Compliance Office and S-A's 
permiSSion 
ŬĦ	ŸĚ
counselor's section 
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;:;, Question 6 
Th" NCAA dehnes ________ a' the 
IOtennonal vlola l1on of NCAA ru les and carn" s on" of 
the most se_ere ŮŤŪŠŨŪŸVĚa student-athlete can 
receive Examples include knowingly prOViding false 
IOformabon dUring the course of an NCAA 
invesnganon or cheating on a test. 
Unethical Conduct 

Ac.ademlc fraud 

ImpermiSSible Action 

lacking Integntv 

;:;, Question 7 
For a cla ss you get the test answers from a 
friend who already took th e course. Th is 
activity is unethica l and you may be 
subject to __ from the Un iversity. 
A Suspension 
B Dismissal 
c Expulsion 
D. Probation 
Ÿ Question 8 
A prospect mJy try oul for a pr ofessionJI team Without 
affecting hIS/ her eligibility under the follOWing 
cond,llons: 
,\ prospect may not try out With a profeSSional 
team that exc<ptlon IS for SA's 
The prospect is limited to hll1! total tryouts With 
hve different teams 
Tryout did not exceed 48 hr> & no compensahOn 
for ŤĦŮŤŪŸŤVĚwas prOVided 
Both 8 and C 
Ÿ Question 6 - Answer 
The NCAA dehnes _-:-__--,-_---.,. as the 
Intentlonal vlolatlon uf NCAA rules. and ca rneSone of 
the most Severe penailles • student-athlete can 
receive. bamples Indude knOWingly prOVid ing fal,e 
information during the course af an NCAA 
mvesllganon or cheatlng on a test 

Unethical Conduct 

Academic Fraud 

ImpermiSSible Acnon 

Lacking Integn ty 

Ÿ Question 7 - Answer 
For a cla ss you get the test answers from a 
friend who already took th e course. Thi s 
actlVity is un eth i ca I a nd you may be 
subject to _ _ f rom the Univers ity. 
A Suspension 

B Dismissal 

c Expulsion 

o Probation 
;:;, Question 8 - Answer 
A prospec t may try out for a profe" ional team Wi thout 
. Hecllng hi,/her eligibility under the follOWing 
condl!lons; 
A prospect may not try out With a profe'Sional 
team that excepnon IS for SA', 
The prospect IS limited to fi ve total t ryouts with 
five different team; 
c. T out did not exceed 48 hr. & no com ensation 
ŸĚ
Both B and C 
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l:;> Question 9 
If you ever decide to transfer from NIU to 
another MAC school, MAC rules require 
you to sit out one full academic year and 
lose a season of eligibility. 
• 	 True, but you can file a waiver at your 
next school 
8 True 

c False 

o 	 Fa lse, it is not applica ble to me blc I 
enrolled prior to Fall 2011 
l:;> Question 10 
Which of WUŸĚfo llowing .ulomaticol'y makes a team 
professiona l according to NCAA ŨŤŦŨVŨĦŸŬŪGĚ
Providing pla,'ers actual .nd necossary expenses 
lo r team partic lpatJon 
The team participates against professional teams 
The learn IS sponsored by an apparel or equipment 
company {e .g Adidas) 
Til . learn decla res Itse ll to be profeSSiona l 
Ÿ Question 9 - Answer 
If you ever decide to transfer from NIU to 
another MAC school, MAC rules require 
you to sit out one full academic year and 
lose a season of eligibility. 
II. 	 True but ou can file a waiver at our 
next school 
B True 

c False 

D. 	 False, it is not applicable to me b/c I 
enrolled prior to Fall 2011 
l:;> Question 10 - Answer 
Which 01 lhe follOWing automatically makes a team 
professional according to NCAA legislation? 
PrOVIding players ftc:wal Z1nd ŪŸȘŤĖVŠŲXĚexpenses 
for team ŮŠŲWŲĿŨŮĦŸŬŪĚ
The learn pJrtJcipatos agaonst profeSSiona l le"ml 
The te"m is sponsored by 3n apparel or equipment 
company (e .g. Ad.dasl 
ŸĚ
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End of the Year Education 
END OF YEAR EDUCATION 
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Wheaton Warrenville South HS Presentation 
NCAA Divtslons, NAIA, and NJCAA 
Steps to Achieving Eligibility 
NCAA Eligibility Center 
FAFSA 
Academics - Initial Eligibility 
Core Courses 
GPA and Tast Scores 
Financial Aid 
Amateurism 
Handouts 
·Attachment 1: Divisions I and II Initial-Eligibility Requirements 
·Attachment 2: Registration Checklist 
·Attachment 3: NCAA Eligibility Calculator 
·Attachment 4: NCAA Approved Core Courses for Wheaton 
Warrenville South 
·Attachment 6: NCAA Approved Core Courses for Wheaton North 
·Attachment 7: Academic Eligibility Frequently Asked Questions 
·Attachment 8: Financial Aid Information 
NCAA Eligibility Center 
·Visit the "My Planner" page after you register to view your status 
and check for any missing information or documents 
·Review your sports participation (amateurism) responses and 
request final amateurism certification beginning April 1 (if you are 
ennolling in the fall) or October 1 (if you are ennolling in the spring) 
·After graduation, ask your high school counselor to send your final 
official transcript to the NCAA Eligibility Center with pnoof of 
graduation 
Core Courses 
·Core Courses are classes Ihat qualify for high school graduation in 
the following subiects: 
-English 
-Math 
-Natural or physical science (biology, chemistry, physics, etc.) 

-Social science 

-Foreign Language 

-Comparative religion or philosophy 

·Core Courses are 4-year college preparatory and are taught at or 
above the high school'S regutar academic level (no remedial 
courses) by a qualified instructor 
·Math - must be Algebra I level or higher 
Academic Requirements 
·Graduate from high school 

·Complete NCAA approved courses (the number required depends 

on which Division) 

·Earn a minimum Core Course GPA 

·Earn a required ACT or SAT sum score (refer to sliding scale) 

Core Cou rses 
·Division I: 
-From the lime you start Ÿ grade, you have 4 years (8 semesters) to 
camplale your Core Course requirements 
-If you do not meel the requirements on time , Core Courses taken after 
lhe 8msemester will !l.Q! be counted toward your NCAA academic eligibility 
requirements 
-"On lime- also means that if your high school graduation takes place June 
1, you must graduate June 1. If you do not graduate June 1 with \.he rest of 
your high school class, you have not completed your requirements ·on 
ËÙÜŤŸĚ
·Division II: 
-You are permitted to use all core courses completed from your 9'1'\ grade 
year until the time you enroll full-lime at a college or university 
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Division I Core Courses 
'Complete 16 Core Courses: 
--4 years of English 
-3 years of Matl1 (Algebra I or higher) 
-2 years of Natural or Physical Science (' year of lab if offered by your 
high school) 
-1 additional year of English, Math, or Natural/Physical Science 
-2 years of Social Science 
-4 years of additional courses (from any area above , foreign language, 
or comparative religion/phIlosophy) 
Division III Core Courses 
'Unlike Divisions I and II . there is no unifonm set of eligibili ty 
requirements for Division III schools 
'Eligibility for admission. financial aid. practice. and competition is 
determined by the college or university 
'The NCAA Eligibility Center does not perfonm certifications for 
Division III college-bound student-athletes 
Division II Core Courses 
'Complete 16 Core Courses: 
-3 years of English 
-2 years of Matl1 (Algebra I or higher) 
-2 years of Natural or Physical SCIence (1 year of lab if offered by your 
high school) 
-3 additional years of English. Math. or Natural/Physical Science 
-2 years of Social SCIence 
-4 years of additional courses (from any area above, foreign language, 
or comparative religion/ph ilosophy) 
Core Course GPA 
'The NCAA does not use the GPA reported on your high school 
transcript - they only use grades earned in approved Core Courses 
·No pluslminus - an A- is an A (4 .0). a B+ is a B (3 .0) 
'Some advanced courses may be weighted (check your list of 
approved courses) 
Test Scores 
·On the ACT. you get scores for 4 parts of the test and an overall 
average score - the NCAA adds up the scores for the 4 parts to 
detenmine your sum score 
'The SAT has 2 parts - add these together for your combined score 
·The NCAA will use your best score for each part of the ACT or SAT 
to detenmine your sum score 
- Ex . - You take the ACT and get these component scores: 
-20, 19, 17 . 25 - Then you re-take it and get scores of: 
-19,22,21 , 19 - The NCAA would take the highest score in each seCllon : 
-20,22,21 , 25 - WhIch would make your sum score sa, better than th e 
single test sum score of 81 
Division I Sliding Scale - NOW 
CoN Ccn 
ICf SATGM SAT N:f 
3.550 & above 400 37 2.750 720 59 -
3.500 420 39 2.700 730 60 
3.400 780460 42 2.600 64 
BOO 500 44 2.500 820 68 
3.200 540 2.400 47 860 71 
3.100 580 49 2.300 900 75 
3.000 620 2.200 94052 79 
660 542.900 2. 100 970 82 
700 2.800 57 2.000 10 10 86 
The full sl iding scale can be found at www.eliglbihtycenter.org under 
Resources 
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Academic Changes - 2016 
·For student-athletes who first enroll full-time at a collegiate 
institution on or after August 1, 2016 (current freshmen and 
sophomores): 
-Minimum Core Course GPA of 2.300 to be a Qualifier 
-Slight changes 10 tile GPAlTest Score Sliding Scale 
-Ten Core Courses must be completed Ÿ the beginning of your 
senior year 
-Of these 10 courses, at least 7 must be in English, Math, or Science 
Division I Sliding Scale - 2016 
Old: New: 
- -
- --­
JQ 
--­ ---­
IQ 
2.725 7]a S9 2.ns 130 
'" 2.7011 73a 60 2.700 '40 61 
2.675 740-7SQ 61 2.675 750 61 
2,450 ""'8sa 7a 2.450 .... 70 
2.425 860 7a 1...425 ISO 70 
2.150 960 
.J!l .LIsa 
--­
.A 
2.125 960 81 2.125 ,.,. II 
2. 00 970 81_ 1.100 ŸĚ II 
1.075 98Cl ŸĚ 1.075 
"" '"2.050 990 84 1.050 1000 15 
2 a15 1000 85 1.a1S 1010 .,; 
2.000 1010 86 1.000 10111 86 
The fuJi sliding scale can be found al ŴŴŴĦŤŨÙŦÙŞÙŨÙWXŸŪWŤŲĦĚŬŲŦĚunder Resources 
Academic Redshirt Scale Academic Redshirt 
2.800 700 57 2.000 1020 86 
I 
c..
-
c..
-
SIIr lID SIIr lID 
3.550 & above 400 37 2.700 740 61 
3.500 420 39 2.600 780 64 
3.400 460 42 2.500 820 68 
3.300 500 44 2.400 860 71 
3.200 540 47 2.]00 900 75 
3.100 580 49 2.299 910 76 
3.000 620 52 2.200 940 79 
2.900 660 54 2.100 980 8] 
The full sliding scale can be found at www.eligibilityc8nter.org under 
Resources 
Non-Qualifiers 
·If you do not meet the academic requirements to be either a 
Qualifier or Academic Redshirt, you are a Non-Oualifier 
·Non-Qualifiers: 
-Cannot receive athletics aid during their first year at an NCAA Division 
I institution 
- Cannot practice or compete during the first year at a Division I 
inslJlution 
·For student-athletes who first enroll full-time at a collegiate 
institution on or after August 1, 2016 (current freshmen and 
sophomores): 
- If you do not qualify as a qualifier, you may as an Academic Redshirt 
-An Academic Redshirt is a student-athlete whose Core Course GPA is 
between 2.000 and 2.299 
-Academic Redshirts may receive athletics aid in the first year and 
practica in the first regular academic term (semester or quarter), but 
may not compete 
Division II GPA and Test Scores 
·Instead of a sliding scale, Division II just has minimum 
requirements for GPA and test scores : 
·Earn a 2.000 GPA or bener in your core courses 
·Earn a combined SAT score of 820 or an ACT sum score of 68 
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NAIA GPA and Test Scores 
-Earn a 2.00 GPA or better 
-The NAIA uses the GPA reported by your high school, as long as it is 
awarded in the same way for every student at your high school 
-Earn a minimum score of 18 on the ACT or 860 on Ihe SAT 
-When reglSt.nng for the ACT or SAT, use the NAIA code -9676" to 
have your scores sent directly to the NAJA Eligibility Center 
-Graduate in the top half of your dass 
-Students with diagnosed leaming disabilities who do not meet 
these requirements may have their eligibility reviewed by the NAtA 
Eligibility Center 
Freshman Year 
-Concentrate on getting the best grades you can to set up your GPA 
for the rest of high school 
-Access and print your high school's list of approved NCAA courses 
on the Eligibility Center website (www.eligibilitycenter.org) 
-Take classes that are on your high school'S list of NCAA courses 
-The NCAA Eligibility Center will only use approved courses to certify 
your initial eligibihty 
NCAA Eligibility Center 
create 
your 
accounf or 
log in 
Athletic Scholarships 
-NCAA Division I and II institutions offer athletic scholarships 
-Athletic scholarships can be for one year or multiple years 
-They may be renewed annually for up to five years 
-Athletics aid may be canceled or reduced at the end of one year 
-Athletic scholarships can be renewed, reduced, increased, or 
canceled for almost any reason at the end of the year 
-Athletic scholarships range from full scholarsh ips (tuition, room, 
board , and books) to very small scholarships 
Sophomore Year 
-Register with the NCAA Eligibility Center at the beginning of your 
sophomore year 
-YtWW.eliglbilitycenter.org 
-Work hard on your GPA 
-Take NCAA Core Courses 
-Use summer courses Ÿ your junior year to catch up in terms 
of your GPA andlor Core Course requirements 
Junior Year 
-Register to take the ACT. SAT, or both and use the NCAA Eligibility 
Center code "9999" as a score reCipient 
-Keep up on your Core Courses 
-Get your high school to send official transcripts to the NCAA 
Eligibility Center after completing your junior year 
-The Eligibility Center does not accept fa)(ed or emalled transcri pts 
-Check with your counselor and the Eligibility Center between your 
junior and sen ior year to make sure you are laking enough Core 
Courses during your senior year 
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Senior Year 
·Take the ACT and/or SAT as many times as necessary 
·Finish your Core Courses (check the list of approved courses for 
your high school) 
·Continue to take college prep courses 
·Graduate on time - 8 semesters (4 years) 
.Apply to colleges - application deadlines vary from school to 
school and can be as early as January, so check deadlines early 
·Complete Ihe FAFSA 
--Apply for any scholarships you think you qualify for 
Resources 
·Resources tab on the Eligibility Center website 
(www.eligibilitycenter.org) 
·www.2point3.org (moblle·ready website with new academic 
requirements) 
·www.naia.org - About the NAIA - Play Sports in College - NAIA 
Guide for Ihe College· Bound Sludent·Athlete 
·NCAA Eligibility Cenler customer service staff - 877·262·1492 
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THE COMPLIANCE CONSCIENCE 
OFFICIAL NEWSLETIER OF THE HUSKIE ATHLETIC COMPLIANCE OFFICE 
HUSKIE ATHLETIC COMPLIANCE OFFICE 
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Rapid Reference: March Recruiting Calendar 
Baseball: 
March 1-29 Contact Period 
Men's Basketball: 
March 1-29 Contact Period 
Women's Basketball: 
March 1-29 Contact Period 
Cross Countryrrrack and Field: 
March 1-13 
March 14-15 
March 16-29 
Contact Period 
Dead Period 
Contact Period 
Football: 
March 1-29 Quiet Period 
Softball: 
March 1-29 Contact Period 
Volleyball: 
March 1-29 Contact Period 
Recruiting Periods: 
Contact Period - Authorized staff members may make in-person, 
off-campus recruiting contacts and evaluations. 
Evaluation Period - Authorized athletics department staff may be 
involved in off-campus activities like assessing academic 
qualifications and playing abilities. In-person, off-campus contacts 
with prospective student-athletes are not permitted. 
Recruiting Period (MBB Only)- Evaluations are allowed just like during 
contact periods. However, evaluations of live athletic activities are 
limited to regularly scheduled high school, prep school, or JUCO 
contests and practices and regular scholastic activities where the 
PSA is enrolled. 
Quiet Period - It is only permissible to make in-person recruiting 
contact on campus. No in-person, off-campus recruiting contacts or 
evaluations may be made during the quiet period. 
Dead Period - It is not permissible to make in-person recruiting 
contacts or eval uations on or off campus or to allow official or 
unofficial visits to campus. 
ĿŬÜŸŨÙŠŪȘŤĚ?of the Month 
Each month, the first person within the Athletic Department to correctly 
answer the Compliance Question of the Month wins a prize. All correct 
answers will be factored into the Victors Cup. 
Question: a) Institutional staff members & student-athletes may not 
enter a March Madness bracket challenge in which there is an entry 
fee or prize. b) Institutional staff members & student-athletes may 
place bets on an upcoming Floyd Mayweather bout. 
Why is b) permissible and a) is not? 
February Compliance Question of the Month 
Question: Student-Athletes must complete hours 
of academic credit between the fall 2013 and spring 2014 
in order to be eligible for the fall 2014. 
Answer. 
February Compliance Question of the Month Winner: 
Christina Sutcliffe 
Victors Cup Compliance Leaders 
9 A ŸĒĚ 'V'
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HuskieQ&A 
Q: Can NIU provide reasonable local transportation to a student-athlete on an occasional basis? 
A: Yes. An occasional basis is an infrequent or special occasion. 
Q: When is it permissible for undergraduate student assistants, graduate assistants, managers, male practice players, etc. give 
student-athletes rides? 
A: Undergraduate student assistants, graduate assistants, managers, male practice players, etc. may give student-athletes rides 
on an infrequent or special occasion. 
Q: Can an NIU institutional staff member and/or booster provide a student-athlete with the use of a car if the student-athlete's 
car breaks down? 
A: No. Usage of an NIU institutional staff member and/or booster's car by a student-athlete is considered an extra benefit. 
Q: If a student-athlete reimburses a coach for gas, can a coach provide the student-athlete with a ride home for a visit with 
friends? 
A: No. A coach may provide a student-athlete a ride home if an occurrence such as a student-athlete, who has sustained an 
injury while representing NIU Athletics, needs to go home to attend a doctor's appointment. 
Please note: Some examples have been present in this Q&A; however, not every possible situation has been covered. Ifyou have any 
questions regarding your involvement with prospective or enrolled student-athletes and the NCAA rules and regulations, 
please direct those questions to: 
Huskie Athletic Compliance Office 
niurules@niu.edu or visit us on the web at: 
www.niuhuskies.com/compliance 
Information for Huskie Student-Athletes 
As the summer semester approaches, it is important for student-athletes wishing to take summer courses and receive financial aid to 
remember a few things: 
- Application for Summer Financial Aid is due to SAASS by April11, 2014 
- You must have received an athletic scholarship the previous school year in order to be eligible 
- You must have completed two (2) semesters and 18 credit hours 
- You must receive a recommendation from SAASS and your head coach 
- You must agree to repay tuition and other costs if you drop or fail a summer course with approval from SAASS 
- A student-athlete will only be provided a scholarship check if they are taking a course on campus 
PLEASE NOTE: Applying for summer financial aid does not automatically ensure you will receive financial aid. Priority is given to: 
- Seniors graduating that summer 
- Seniors graduating in Fall 2014 
- Those with established in-state residency 
If you are selected as a summer financial aid recip ient, you will be notified by May 2, 2014. 

Financial aid awarded for summer school only covers up to the cost of in-state tuition and fees for up to six (6) credit hours. Summer 

financial aid is not for the purpose of adding a minor, double majoring, or pursuing a post-baccalaureate degree. 
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From the MAC: From the NCAA: 
Strength & Conditioning 

Interns 

Does your institution offer 
internships, specifically in 
./D·II111EII/elln
strength and conditioning? 1Y111'11I1/1l!1 
Would your staffs like these 
strength and conditioning interns 
to not count in coaching limitations? 
How is it possible to not count the interns in the 
limit? 
Answer: 
If the strength and conditioning intern's participation is 
limited to meetings with staffs and/or safety monitoring, 
then the intern does not need to count in the limits. 
The intern may not implement, direct or conduct workouts. 
They may not tell a student-athlete what work out to do or 
when to come in to weight room. They can let a student­
athlete know the hours of operation and be there to 
monitor the activity. NO DIRECTION MAY BE GIVEN. If any 
direction or instructions are given the intern must then 
count in the limit of strength and conditioning coaches. 
The NCAA understands and appreciates the role of interns; 
that their position exists so that they may learn and develop 
in a hands on way in the career. 
The intern is limited in his/her ability to work with student­
athletes; they may only direct a student-athlete when it 
comes to a safety measure (i.e. correcting a harmful lift). The 
intern can sit in meetings between a coaching staff and the 
strength and conditioning coaches, to learn the process 
and how-to's of the strength and conditioning coach career. 
Possibility for hands on learning experience but NO 
"coaching" (Le. implementing, directing, or conducting). 
Institution: Southeastern Louisiana University 
Please note: This is an overview of their major 
infraction case. 
Violation Summary: 
.Southeastern Louisiana University incorrectly 
certified the eligibility of student-athletes and 
demonstrated a lack of control over its athletics 
department. according to a decision announced 
today by the Division I Committee on Infractions. Over a five·year 
period, the university declared 137 student-athletes in all 16 sports 
eligible for practice, competition and scholarships when the 
student-athletes should have been declared academically ineligible. 
The university did not monitor the eligibility certification process, 
resulting in a lack of control over its athletics department. 
Penalties in this case include a four-year probation period, 
scholarship reductions, a vacation of records and an outside audit of 
the university's rules compliance system. 
This case was resolved through the summary disposition process, a 
cooperative effort where the involved parties collectively submit the 
case to the Committee on Infractions in written form. The NCAA 
enforcement staff, university and involved individuals must agree 
to use the summary disposition process instead of having a formal 
hearing. 
The certification issues began when the former compliance 
coordinator misunderstood progress-toward-degree requirements 
and did not ensure all the courses passed by student-athletes could 
be counted toward the hours necessary to receive the General 
Studies degree. These miscalculations resulted in a significant 
number of student-athletes participating while ineligible. When the 
former compliance coordinator left the university, the next 
compliance coordinator did not understand the certification system 
used by the previous coordinator and stated his concerns with the 
certification process to the former athletics director. Staff turnover 
continued and an associate athletics director then assumed the 
certification responsibilities. The former associate athletics director 
also stated concerns with the certification process and the lack of 
involvement by other university departments. 
Southeastern Louisiana lacked control over its athletics department 
when it failed to monitor its certification process. Staff Members 
from outside the athletics department were not involved in the 
certification process, creating a lack of checks or other overSight to 
detect errors within its certification process. The university used an 
automated degree audit system as the primary source for 
certification information, but the system was not programmed to 
confirm NCAA eligibility. Adding to the university's problems, the 
committee said, the former compliance coordinator's 
misunderstanding of certain eligibility and university degree rules 
resulted in incorrect certifications. When two staff members voiced 
concerns about the certification progress, the university did not take 
steps to investigate and correct the situation. 
Penalty Summary: 
- Public reprimand and censure. 
- Four years of probation from Dec. 10,2013 through Dec. 9, 2017. 
- Scholarship reductions for baseball, football, men's and women's 
basketball, men's and women's cross country/track and field, men's 
golf, softball, soccer and volleyball. The public report further details 
the reductions. 
- A vacation of wins from 2005-06 through 2009-10 in which 
ineligible student-athletes competed. The public report contains 
further details. 
- Completion of an external audit, including an evaluation of 
eligibility monitoring, scholarship awarding and monitoring, rules 
education and the monitoring of recruiting activities. 
- A fine of $25,000. 
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Hot Topics in Compliance 

Social Media for Recruiting 

lackground 
The landscape of recruiting is ever changing thanks in large part to the advent of social media. Recently, college coaches 
have been flirting with the line between what is and what is not allowed to be posted on social media. Certain coaches at 
major universities will tweet "YESSIR!" or "#YAHTZEE" when they land a commitment for their respective schools, which is not 
a violation. While other coaches have re-tweeted fans or PSAs mentioning a prospective student-athlete's name upon 
commitment, which is a violation. The NCAA has taken notice of the continuing upward trend of social media use in 
recruiting. In response, the NCAA is working to determine what is and what is not allowed for coaches in the world of social 
media. 
On February 10,2014, the NCAA released an educational column regarding the use of social media with respect to the 
recruitment of prospective student-athletes. While athletics department personnel are permitted to maintain personal 
websites or social media profiles (e.g., Twitter, tumblr, Facebook, Google+, Pinterest, Instagram, Linkedln, SnapChat), the 
NCAA restricts what can be posted onto their websites and/or profiles. The NCAA recently issued this educational column to 
clarify what can and cannot be posted by athletics department personnel onto the Internet. 
Permissible Uses of Social Media 
A personal site or post may include information relating to the instiWtion's athletics program. The information posted onto a 
personal site or social media site may include information that is not created for a recruiting purpose. For example, scores, 
season updates, facility updates and information regarding coaches or current or former student-athletes are all permissible. 
It is permissible to send correspondence to a prospective student-athlete using email equivalent functions on social media 
platforms. This includes private transmitted correspondence that is sent between only the sender and recipient in a manner 
comparable to traditional e-mail (e.g., Twitter "direct message," Facebookmessenger, Instagram Direct, etc.). However, this 
does not include messages directed at an individual that are accessible by other users of the site or application. Further, it is 
not permisSible to send audio/video clips created for the purposes of recruiting (unless it fits within a specific category of 
nstitutionally produced audio/video materials expressly permitted under the recruiting materials legislation that may be 
provided via e-mail attachment or hyperlink). 
A coach or institutional staff member and a prospective student-athlete may connect via social media (e.g., "friend" each 
other on Facebook, "follow" each other on Twitter) prior to the first permissible date to provide prospective student-athletes 
with recruiting materials. However, the coach may not provide any additional language in either the request or reply, and 
once connected all limitations governing recruiting correspondence, electronic communication and pUblicity remain in effect 
until the PSA has signed a NLI or the institution's written offer of admission and/or financial aid or the institution has received 
his or her financial deposit in response to its offer of admission. 
Non-Permissible Uses of Social Media 
It is not permissible to post information about or directed toward a specific prospective student athlete. A coach or other 
athletics department staff member may not publicly reference the name, nickname or other personally identifiable 
information (e.g., address) of a prospective student-athlete, other than to confirm recruitment of the prospective student­
athlete. 
A coach or athletics department staff member may not forward or republish identifiable information generated by a 
prospective student-athlete (e.g., "retweet"). 
In addition, a coach may not send generic messages which mention a specific high school (or facility used by prospective 
student-athletes) or high school coach (even if there is a pre-existing relationship with the coach) on social media. Finally, 
while a coach may comment on his or her own son or daughter, who is also a prospective student-athlete, he or she may not 
comment on any other prospective student-athletes on his or her team. 
-urther, it is not permissible to post video or audio materials directed toward prospective student-athletes generally unless 
such content is produced by the institution's official admissions or student-services office and available to all students or is 
not created for a recruiting purpose. 
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Rapid Reference: April Recruiting Calendar 
Baseball: 
April 1-13; 18-30 
April 14-17 
Men's Basketball: 
April 1-2; 24; 28-30 
April 3-10 (noon); 14-17 
April 10 (noon)-13; 18-23 
April 25-27 
Women's Basketball: 
April 1-3 
April 4-10; 14-17 
April 11-13; 18-24; 30 
April 25-29 
Cross CountryfTrack and Field: 
April 1-30 
Football : 
April 1-14; 20; 27 
April 15-19; 21-26; 28-30 
5ohball: 
April 1-13; 18-30 
April 14-17 
Volleyball: 
April 1-13; 18-30 
April 14-17 
Contact Period 
Dead Period 
Quiet Period 
Dead Period 
Recruiting Period 
Evaluation Period 
Contact Period 
Dead Period 
Quiet Period 
Evaluation Period 
Contact Period 
Quiet Period 
Evaluation Period 
Contact Period 
Dead Period 
Contact Period 
Dead Period 
Compliance? of the Month 
Each month, the first person within the Athletic Department to correctly 
answer the Compliance Question of the Month wins a prize. All correct 
answers will be factored into the Victors Cup. 
Question: 
Under what, if any, circumstances maya PSA be employed at an 
institutional camp or clinic? 
Recruiting Periods: 
Contact Period - Authorized staff members may make in-person, 
off-campus recruiting contacts and evaluations. 
Evaluation Period - Authorized athletics department staff may be 
involved in off-campus activities like assessing academic 
qualifications and playing abilities. In-person, off-campus contacts 
with prospective student-athletes are not permitted . 
Recruiting Period (MBB Only)- Evaluations are allowed just like during 
contact periods. However, evaluations of live athletic activities are 
limited to regularly scheduled high school, prep school, or JUCO 
contests and practices and regular scholastic activities where the 
PSA is enrolled. 
Quiet Period - It is only permissible to make in-person recru iting 
contact on campus. No in-person, off-campus recruiting contacts or 
evaluations may be made during the quiet period. 
Dead Period - It is not permissible to make in-person recruiting 
contacts or evaluations on or off campus or to allow official or 
unofficial visits to campus. 
March Compliance Quest ion of the Month 
Question: 
a) Institutional staff members & student-athletes may not enter a March 
Madness bracket challenge in which there is an entry fee or prize. 
b) Institutional staff members & student-athletes may place bets on an 
upcoming Floyd Mayweather bout. 
Why is b) permissible and a) is not? 
B is permissible because boxing is not an NCAA-sponsored sport. 
February Compliance Question of the Month Winner: 
Christina Sutcliffe 
Victors Cup Compliance Leaders 
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HuskieQ&A 
Q: Is it permissible for a coach or a staff member with sport specific responsibilities (i.e. operations, video, etc.) to attend an 
"open gym" in which both student-athletes and PSAs participate? 
A: No, "open gym" is voluntary so such individuals are not permitted to view the activity without constituting CARA. 
Further, such individuals are prohibited from viewing a PSA participating in a physical activity while on-campus for a visit 
(exception in basketball for on-campus evaluations). 
Q: Can a PSA participate in a recreational activity in an on-campus facility with current student-athletes during an unofficial 
visit? 
A: Yes. A PSA may participate so long as the recreational activities are not organized or observed by the coaching staff 
and/or non coaching staff members, and are not designed to test athletic ability of the PSA. 
Q: Can NIU pay for the cost of the use of a facility for a PSA during an unofficial visit? 
A: No. On an unofficial visit, the PSA must pay for the whole trip him- or herself, including all recreational activities. 
Q: Can a PSA organize a "pick-up" game with current student-athletes on an unofficial visit? 
A: This is permissible, as long as the arrangements are initiated by the PSA, the facilities where the game will take place is 
open, and no recruitment activities are occurring. 
Please note: Some examples have been present in this Q& A; however, not every possible situation has been covered. Ifyou have any 
questions regarding your involvement with prospective or enrolled student-athletes and the NCAA rules and regulations, 
please direct those questions to: 
Huskie Athletic Compliance Office 
niurules@niu.edu or visit us on the web at: 
www.niuhuskies.com/compliance 
Information for Huskie Student-Athletes 
As the summer semester approaches, student-athletes need to remember a few things about outside competition. Outside 
competition is defined as any athletics competition against any other athletics team that does not represent the NIU athletics 
program. 
-If a student-athlete participates during the academic year as a member of any outside team in an amateur competition, 
that student-athlete becomes ineligible for competition. 
-In any sport other than wrestling, a student-athlete may compete in outside competition during any official vacation 
period determined by NIU. 
- A student-athlete may participate in the official Olympic Games, as well as tryouts leading up to the Olympic Games. 
-In individual sports, participation in doubles tennis, two-person golf teams, etc. is not considered participation on an 
outside team, given the team is not scoring points for an overall team. 
- Any student-athlete who plays in any organized basketball competition outside of NIU intercollegiate competition 
becomes ineligible for intercollegiate competition in basketball. 
- Competition is consider organized if the teams are regularly formed, competition is scheduled in advance, official score 
is kept, standings are maintained, officials are used, team uniforms are worn, admission is charged, a team is privately 
sponsored, or the competition is directly or indirectly sponsored. 
NOTE: These rules apply to both individual and team competitions. This is a summary of NCAA Bylaws 14.6.1 .1,14.6.1.2, 14.6.1.3, 
14.6.1.7 and 14.6.2. In soccer and women's volleyball, the number of student-athletes from NIU can not exceed the applicable 
limits set forth in Bylaw 17.828.2 
Please remember to complete the HACO's outside competition form before participating in outside competition. Furthermore, 
you must receive approval from the HACO before engaging in outside competition. 
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From the MAC: From the NCAA: 
Publicity of Unique 
PSA Signee 
Do you have a prospect that l\ IWŸĒĚ
has something special about IIINN,III.RICRn 
them? Is their name unique? CDnFlR.nc. 
Do they have a unique past, traits or family history? 
• 
If you have a special prospect who signs with your 
institution and the signee is recognized by the public 
for their uniqueness, then can the prospect be 
publicized in advertisements or be used in 
promotions? If the prospect is unique in any way, may 
he/she use his/her uniqueness and name/image to 
promote a commercial product or receive benefits (Le. 
tickets)? 
Answer: 
The PSA signee may use his/her name or image to 
promote commercial products or service prior to 
enrollment. 
However, it is not permissible for the signee to receive 
benefits in excess of the actual and necessary expense 
where the activities are connected to his/her athletics 
participation. 
If the PSA signee was noticed for his uniqueness 
because of the publicity of his/her athletics 
participation generally and NLI signing specifically, 
then the promotional activities must be limited to 
necessary and actual expenses and prior to his/her 
enrollment at the institution. The promotion is limited 
because the recognition is due to the PSA's athletics 
ability. 
Institution: Fordham University 
Please note: This is an overview of their major 
infraction case. 
Violation Summary: 
Fordham University impermissibly awarded 
athletically related financial aid to numerous 
I prospective student-athletes (PSA) prior to their 
full-time enrollment. In the summer sessions from 
2008 through 2011, the institution provided financial aid to 87 PSAs 
enrolled in less than six hours of academic course work. The PSAs were 
enrolled in courses prior to their initial full-time enrollment at the 
institution, and thus in violation of NCAA Bylaw 15.2.8.1.4, which 
requires enrollment in at least six credits for such students. The 
violations were a product of mistaken beliefs by the athletics academic 
advising and the athletics compliance offices surrounding a potential 
-rule change, and a failure to monitor that would have caught the 
mistakes. 
The number and duration of violations make this a major infraction case. 
The penalties prescribed by the committee are largely in agreement 
with the penalties initially proposed by the institution. The committee 
prescribed an additional penalty requiring the institution to undergo a 
comprehensive compliance review, which the institution accepted. The 
penalties include public reprimand and censure, probation, a fine, and 
educational and compliance requirements. 
The impermissible awards began when the director and academic 
advisor for student-athletes began advising PSAs to enroll in 6 credit 
hours for a summer session, and then withdraw from one course and 
receive a ("W"). A bylaw change proposal that would have dropped the 
minimum credit hour requirement from 6 to 3 was under consideration. 
A break down in intra-campus communications caused some academic 
advisors within the institution to believe that this proposal had been 
adopted, and they began to only enroll the PSAs in 3 credit hours. The 
institution assumed that the athletics compliance staff communicated 
the proposal's defeat and that the athletics academic advising staff was 
initially enrolling PSAs in 6 credit hours and then permitting PSAs to 
withdrawal from a course. The institution did not review the academic 
records to see if this practice occurred. 
Finding of Violations of NCAA Legislation: 
1. THE INSTITUTION IMPERMISSIBLY AWARDED ATHLETICALLY 
RELATED FINANCIAL AID TO PROSPECTIVE STUDENT-ATHLETES PRIOR 
TO THEIR FULL-TIME ENROLLMENT. [NCAA Bylaw 15.2.8.1.4-(b)) 
2. THE INSTITUTION FAILED TO MONITOR THE AWARD OF 
ATHLETICALLY RELATED FINANCIAL AID TO PROSPECTIVE 
STUDENT-ATHLETES PRIOR TO THEIR FULL-TIME ENROLLMENT. 
[NCAA Constitution 2.8.1] 
Penalty Summary: 
For the reasons set forth in Sections III and IV of this report, the 
Committee on Infractions concludes that this case involved major 
violation of NCAA legislation. In consideration of the institution's self­
imposed penalties and corrective actions, the committee prescribes the 
penalties that follow in this section. 
The committee considered the institution's cooperation in the 
processing of the this case. Cooperation during the infractions process is 
addressed in NCAA Bylaw 19.01.3 - Responsibility to Cooperate and 
NCAA Bylaw 32.1.4 - Cooperative Principle. The committee finds that the 
cooperation exhibited by the institution was consistent with is 
obligation under Bylaws 19.01.3 and 32.1. 
The committee concludes that the parties' agreed-upon facts and 
violations constitute major violation of NCAA bylaws and concludes that 
the following principal penalties are appropriate: Two years probation, 
attendance of the 2013 NCAA Regional Rules Seminar, a comprehensive 
compliance review, and a $20,000 fine. 
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Hot Topics in Compliance 
Impermissible Recruiters 
Recently, a major university self-reported an NCAA violation after its head football coach allowed one (1) of his 
former student-athletes to speak with a recruit on the phone. The coach was having lunch with a high-profile 
former student-athlete when the recruit called the coach's phone. The coach informed the recruit he was on 
vacation with the former student-athlete. The recruit requested to speak with the former student-athlete. The 
coach allowed the former student-athlete and the recruit to converse for about eight (8) seconds. The coach 
stated that no recruiting conversation occurred, and that there was no intent to have the former student-athlete 
recruit for the university. The recruit was not instructed to call the coach by anyone on the university's staff. The 
coach reiterated that the conversation was not arranged to involve the former student-athlete in recruiting of the 
recruit, but rather a reflexive, courteous action. 
Discovery of the Violation 
The violation was discovered when the recruit publicity tweeted about the phone call. The tweet received 99 
retweets and 76 favorites. 
Bylaw Reference 
The actions taken by the coach and the former student-athlete resulted in a secondary violation. Specifically, the 
coach violated bylaw 13.1.3.4. Bylaw 13.1.3.4.1 states: 
All telephone calls made to a prospective student-athlete (or the prospective 

student-athlete's parents, legal guardians or coaches) must be made by the head coach or 

one or more of the assistant coaches who count toward the numerical limitations in Bylaw 

11.7.4 (see Bylaw 11.7.1.2). In bowl subdivision football, such telephone calls also may be 

made by a graduate assistant coach, provided the coach has successfully completed the 

coaches' certification examination per Bylaw 11.5.1.1. 

Rules Education 
As a result of the violation, the university reported a secondary violation declaring the recruit ineligible, university 
staff and coaches refrained from contacting the recruit for a two (2) week period and the coaching staff received a 
letter of education from the compliance office. 
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NCAA PROPOSAL 
Status: Submitted for Consideration 

Intent: To allow institutions to provide a larger annual participation award that may include cash or 

cash equivalents. 

Bylaws: Create an exception to 16.1.1.2, page 185, as follows: 

16.1.1.2 Awards Received for Participation While Representing the Institution. The awards limitations 
of Bylaw 16.1 apply to awards received by a student-athlete for participation in competition while 
representing his or her institution. Such awards may not include cash or cash equ ivalents, gift 
certificates or gift cards that are redeemable for cash (original amount or any balance thereof), or a 
country club or sports club membership. 
16.1.1.2.1 Exception - Annual Participation Awards. Annual participation awards (see Bylaw 
16.1.4.1) may include cash or cash equivalents. 
Bylaws: Amend Figure 16-1, page 195, as follows: 
FIGURE 16-1 
Participation Awards [RJ 
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Source: 
Effective Date: August I, 2015 
Proposal Category: Amendment/Legislative Exception 
Topical Area: Awards and Benefits 
Rationale: Participation in intercollegiate athletics has numerous benefits, from the obvious physical 
benefits to mental and social benefits as well . Through intercollegiate athletics, student-athletes learn 
about perseverance and determination, setting goals, coping skills, character and integrity, time 
management skills, cooperation and teamwork, how to deal with pressure, and taking responsibility for 
success and failure. These lessons and skills are incredibly valuable to the success of student-athletes 
personally and professionally as they go through life after sports. Cur rent legislation limits the value of 
annual participation awards that institutions may provide student-athletes to $225 for underclassmen 
and $425 for seniors. Institutions should be able to reward student-athletes' participation by providing 
an award more in line with the value of their participation. 
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The limit on value for annual participation awards should be amended to $3,000 to allow institutions to 
better recognize student-athletes' effort and contribution to their institutions. Increasing the limit 
allows institutions greater discretion in determining the awards they provide their student-athletes. 
The division between seniors and underclassmen was removed because all student-athletes put forth 
the same effort and deserve to be able to receive the same awards. Higher revenue institutions with 
the means to provide greater awards should be able to do so, while institutions with lower revenue 
may choose to continue to provide smaller awards . 
Current legislation also does not allow any awards to include cash or cash equivalents. Allowing annual 
participation awards to include cash or cash equivalents enables institutions to provide an award of 
greater utility to student-athletes that is a better reward for their time and effort. Ratherthan 
amending Bylaw 16.1.1.2, it was determined to be more appropriate to create an exception because 
16.1.1.2 affects other types of awards and this proposal is designed to be limited to annual 
participation awards. 
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The Victors FAQ 

HUSKIE ATHLITfC COMPLIANCE OFFICE 
Frequently Asked Questions 
What is The Victors? 

The Victors is an opportunity for the NIU community to come together and celebrate the athletic, 

academic, and community successes of over 400 student-athletes. 

When/where will The Victors be held? 

The Victors will be held on Monday, April 28th, at the historic Egyptian Theatre. Doors open at 7:00 PM 

and the awards show will begin at 8:00 PM. 

Who can attend? 

All are welcome in attendance and it's a family friendly show so bring the kids! 

What is the cost of attending The Victors? 

The cost is $20 per person. Children 10 and under are free. 

Where is the Egyptian Theatre? 

The Egyptian Theatre is located in historic downtown DeKalb at 135 N. 2nd Street (DeKalb, IL 60115). 

What is the dress code? 

The dress code for The Victors is business professional. 

Are there any sort of food and beverages provided? 

Yes, hors d'oeuvres and beverages will be available when doors open at 7:00 PM. 

How long does The Victors last? 

The Victors awards show will last roughly 90 minutes. 

What should I do when I arrive at the Egyptian Theatre? 

Upon arrival, please provide your ticket(s) to the box office attendants located at the Egyptian Theatre 

entrance. If you RSVP'd or have received a complimentary admission, please provide the box office 

attendant with your name to gain entry. 

Where should I park? 

Free parking can be found throughout downtown DeKalb. 

What do the proceeds from The Victors go towards? 

The proceeds go towards offsetting the costs of The Victors. 

What should I expect from The Victors awards show? 

Red carpet interviews, food and beverages, skits performed on-stage by student-athletes, videos made 

just for The Victors, and awards presentations recognizing the accomplishments of our student-athletes! 
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AWARD OVERVIEW 

The Victors is an opportunity (or the NlU community to come together and celebrate the athletic, academic, and community successes o(our over 400 student-athletes. 
Newcomer of the Year (Male/Female) 

This award is reserved for a male and female freshman or first-year transfer student-athlete who has made an immediate athletic impact at NIU. 

Community Service Award (MalelFemale) 

This award is reserved for a male and female student-athlete who embodies the "spirit of service" and is involved in the community above and beyond 

what is required. 

AcademiC Team of the Year (Male Team/Female Team) 

This award is reserved for a male and female team with the highest cumulative GPA for the spring and fall semesters of 2013. 

Play of the Year 

This award is reserved for a noteworthy moment during a competition where a student-athlete showcased superior effort that resulted in a shift in momentum. 

Huskie Heart 

This award is reserved for a student-athlete who best exemplifies the "comeback spirit" by distinguishing themselves in competition after rehabilitating 

an injury/illness. 

Huskie Pride 

This award is reserved for a student-athlete who exhibits the greatest passion and dedication to NIU Athletics. 

Team of the Year (Male TeamlFemale Team) 

This award is reserved for the team who has exemplified outstanding athletic achievement. 

Athlete of the Year (Male/Female) 

This award is reserved for a student-athlete who has demonstrated outstanding athletic performance during competition and has been instrumental to the 

team's success. 

Presidential Award for Academic Excellence (Male/Female) 

This award is reserved for a senior student-athlete who has exhausted their eligibility in the 2013-14 academic year and has demonstrated outstanding ability in 

the classroom by obtaining a cumulative GPA of 3.25 or higher. 

Huskie Vision 

This award is reserved for a student-athlete whose improvement can be seen academically (raising GPNstudy habits), athletically (improved performance and/or 

contribution) and socially (commitment to changing their attitude and/or work ethic). 

Staff Excellence 

This award is reserved for an NIU employee whose contribution to intercollegiate athletics epitomizes the Huskie work ethic and dedication to 

student-athlete success. 

Community Service Team of the Year (Male Team/Female Team) 

This award is reserved for the male and female team who best exemplifies service to NIU and/or the greater NIU community. 

Coach ofthe Year (Male Team/Female Team) 

This award is reserved for the top men's and women's coach, based on the performance of those teams during their most recent completed playing season. 

Unsung Hero 

This award is reserved for a student-athlete who has made significant strides toward serving the best interest of the team through his or her selfless commitment. 

The Victors Cup (Male TeamlFemale Team) 

This award is reserved for the team who epitomizes outstanding athletic, academic, and community service achievement. 

Mr. &Ms. Victor E. (Male/Female) 

This award is reserved for a student-athlete who represents a sincere commitment to developing as a champion in the classroom, in competition, and in life. 

NIU Academic Awards 

Huskie Scholars (3.00 - 3.49) 

Victor E. Scholars (3 .5 - 3.99) 

4.0 Scholars 
LEaD Huskies 
MAC Awards 
Presidential Awards 
Scholar-Athlete of the Week 
Commissioner's Award 
Academic All-MAC 
NCAA/National Awards 
All -Americans (ESPN, CoSida, etc.) 
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Nominations 

The Victors 
The Victors is an opportunity for the NIU community to come together and celebrate the athletic, academic, and community successes 
ofour over 400 student-athletes. 
Newcomer of the Year 
This award is reserved for a male and female freshman or first-year transfer student-athlete who has made an immediate athletic 
impact at NIU. 
Male: Reason: 
Female: Reason: 
Community Service Award 
This award is reserved for a male and female student-athlete who embodies the "spirit of service" and is involved in the 
community above and beyond what is required. 
Male: Reason: 
Female: Reason: 
---------------------- ĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤŸĦĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤ
Huskie Heart 
This award is reserved for a student-athlete who best exemplifies the "comeback spirit" by distinguishing themselves in 
competition after rehabilitating an injury/illness. 
Name: Reason: 
Huskie Pride 

This award is reserved for a student-athlete who exhibits the greatest paSSion and dedication to NIU Athletics. 

Name: Reason: 

Team of the Year 

This award is reserved for the team who has exemplified outstanding athletic achievement. 

Male: Reason: 

Female: Reason: 
Athlete of the Yea r 
This award is reserved for a student-athlete who has demonstrated outstanding athletic performance during competition and 
has been instrumental to the team's success. 
Male: Reason: 
Female: Reason: 
Presidential Award for Academic Excellence 
This award is reserved for a senior student-athlete who has exhausted their eligibility in the 2013-14 academic year and has 
demonstrated outstanding ability in the classroom by obtaining a cumulative GPA of 3.25 or higher. 
Male: Reason: 
Female: Reason: 
Huskie Vision 
This award is reserved for a student-athlete whose improvement can be seen academically (raising GPNstudy habits), athletically 
(improved performance and/or contribution) and socially (commitment to changing their attitude and/or work ethic). 
Name: Reason: 
Staff Excellence 
This award is reserved for an NIU employee whose contribution to intercollegiate athletics epitomizes the Huskie work ethic and 
dedication to student-athlete success. 
Name: Reason: 
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Coach of the Year 
This award is reserved for the top men's and women's coach, based on the performance of those teams during their most recent 
completed playing season. 
Male: Reason: 
Female: Reason: 
Unsung Hero 
This award is reserved for a student-athlete who has made significant strides toward serving the best interest of the team 
through his or her selfless commitment. 
Name: Reason: 
Mr. & Ms. Victor E. 

This award is reserved for a student-athlete who represents a sincere commitment to developing as a champion in the classroom, 

in competition, and in life. 

Male: Reason: 

Female: Reason: 
Additional Awards 
Academic Team of the Year (Male/Female) 

This award is reserved for a male and female team with the highest cumulative GPA for the spring and fall semesters of 2013. 

Play of the Year 

This award is reserved for a noteworthy moment during a competition where a student-athlete showcased superior effort that 

resulted in a shift in momentum, nominations are determined by Media Relations. 

Community Service Team of the Year (Male/Female) 

This award is determined by the number of community service hours for the fall 2013 and spring 2014 semesters. 

The Victors Cup (Male/Female) 

The Victors Cup is reserved for a male and female team who has accumulated the most points in the following categories: 

Academic Excellence, Athletic Excellence, Personal Development, Huskies Supporting Huskies, Huskie Heros, Student-Athlete 

Advisory Committee (SAAC) Involvement and Coaches Corner (i.e. Head Coach Responsibility). 

NIU Academic Awards 

Huskie Scholars (3.00 - 3.49) 

Victor E. Scholars (3.5 - 3.99) 

4.0 Scholars 
LEaD Huskies 
MAC Awards 
Presidential Awards 
Scholar-Athlete of the Week 
Commissioner's Award 
Academic All-MAC 
NCAA/National Awards 
All-Americans (ESPN, CoSida, etc.) 
Team Certification 
By signing below, I approve all of the above nominations. 
Sport Coach Signature Date 
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THE VICTORS 

2014 SCRIPT 
PERFORMANCE 
AWARDS 
LIGHTS 
SONG 
VIDEO 
MICROPHONE 
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OVERVIEW 

INTRODUCTION: SENIOR SLIDE SHOW (20 min) (7:40) 

SEAN FRAZIER WELCOME (3 min) (8:03) 

HOST INTRODUCTION (5 min) (8:13) 

1 Newcomer of the Year Presented by: Cod Frankenberg and Connor Schomig (3 min) (8i16) 

NOMINEES FOR MALE AND FEMALE NEWCOMER OF THE YEAR 

PHOTOS OF NOMINEES ON SCREEN/ PRESENTERS ANNOUNCE NOMINEES 

MALE AND FEMALE NEWCOMER OF THE YEAR IS ... 

2 Communi1;y Sen1ce Award Presented by: Ashley Kopp and Pads Lopn (3 min) (8i19) 

NOMINEES FOR MALE AND FEMALE COMMUNITY SERVICE AWARD 

PHOTOS OF NOMINEES ON SCREEN/ PRESENTERS ANNOUNCE NOMINEES 

MALE AND FEMALE COMMUNITY SERVICE AWARD GOES TO... 

3 Academic Team of the Year Presented by; LA Noonan and Matt Mcintosh (5 min) (8:2t) 

NOMINEES FOR MALE ACADEMIC TEAM OF THE YEAR 

PHOTOS OF NOMINEES ON SCREEN/ PRESENTERS ANNOUNCE NOMINEES 

MALE ACADEMIC TEAM OF THE YEAR IS .. . 

NOMINEES FOR FEMALE ACADEMIC TEAM OF THE YEAR 

PHOTOS OF NOMINEES ON SCREEN/ PRESENTERS ANNOUNCE NOMINEES 

FEMALE ACADEMIC TEAM OF THE YEAR IS... 

4 Play of the Year Presented bYi Natasha Mko and Gael Rivera (4 min) (8:30) 

PLAY OF THE YEAR VIDEO 

NOMINEES FOR THE PLAY OF THE YEAR 

PHOTOS OF NOMINEES ON SCREEN/ PRESENTERS ANNOUNCE NOMINEES 

THE PLAY OF THE YEAR GOES TO .•. 

5 Unsung Hero Award Presented by: Shelby Miller and Luke Wychocld (3 min) (8i33) 

NOMINEES FOR UNSUNG HERO OF THE YEAR 

PHOTOS OF NOMINEES ON SCREEN/ PRESENTERS ANNOUNCE NOMINEES 

UNSUNG HERO OF THE YEAR IS..• 

6 Huskie Pride Award Presented by: Alexis Gonzalez and Tony Brandner (2 min) (8i35) 

NOMINEES FOR HUSKIE PRIDE AWARD 

PHOTOS OF NOMINEES ON SCREEN/ PRESENTERS ANNOUNCE NOMINEES 

HUSKIE PRIDE AWARD GOES TO ••. 

7 Team of the Year Presented bYi Stephanie MCDOnald and lake Curwin (6 min) (8;41) 

"IT'S NOT COMPLICATED" VIDEO 

NOMINEES FOR MALE TEAM OF THE YEAR 

PHOTOS OF NOMINEES ON SCREEN/ PRESENTERS ANNOUNCE NOMINEES 

MALE TEAM OF THE YEAR IS ... 

NOMINEES FOR FEMALE TEAM OF THE YEAR 

PHOTOS OF NOMINEES ON SCREEN/ PRESENTERS ANNOUNCE NOMINEES 

FEMALE TEAM OF THE YEAR IS ... 

8 Athlete of the Year Presented bYi CQurtney Ksiazek and Parker Settegse (7 min) (8:48) 

NOMINEES FOR MALE ATHLETE OF THE YEAR 

PHOTOS OF NOMINEES ON SCREEN/ PRESENTERS ANNOUNCE NOMINEES 

MALE ATHLETE OF THE YEAR IS ... 

MALE ATHLETE OF THE YEAR SPEECH 

NOMINEES FOR FEMALE ATHLETE OF THE YEAR 

PHOTOS OF NOMINEES ON SCREEN/ PRESENTERS ANNOUNCE NOMINEES 

FEMALE ATHLETE OF THE YEAR IS •.. 

FEMALE ATHLETE OF THE YEAR SPEECH 

4.0 SCHOLARS - VICTORY SCHOLARS - HUSKIE SCHOLARS·LEaD Huskies (3 min) (8:51) 

MAC MEDAL OF EXCELLENCE (1 min) (8:52) 

MAC PRESIDENTIAL AWARDS (3 min) (8:55) 
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9 Hyslde Vision Award Presented by; Ali Olsen and Dor Amir (3 min) (8;S8) 

NOMINEES FOR MALE AND FEMALE SCHOLAR ATHLETE OF THE YEAR 

PHOTOS OF NOMINEES ON SCREEN/ PRESENTERS ANNOUNCE NOMINEES 

MALE AND FEMALE SCHOLAR ATHLETE OF THE YEAR IS .•. 

10 Presidential Award for Academic Excellence Presented by: Meean Melendez and lordan Threloff (3 minl(9;011 

NOMINEES FOR HUSKJE VISION AWARD 

PHOTOS OF NOMINEES ON SCREEN/ PRESENTERS ANNOUNCE NOMINEES 

HUSKJE VISION AWARD GOES TO ... 

11 Staff Excellence Award Presented by: laz Harris and DUsty PaKe (2 min) (9;03) 

NOMINEES FOR SUPPORTIVE STAFF OF THE YEAR 

PHOTOS OF NOMINEES ON SCREEN! PRESENTERS ANNOUNCE NOMINEES 

STAFF EXCELLENCE AWARD GOES TO.•. 

12 Community Service Team oftbe Year Presented by; Emily NortOn and Eli AnderSOn (5 min) (9;08) 

COMMUNITY SERVICE TEAM OF THE YEAR VIDEO 

NOMINEES FOR MALE COMMUNITY SERVICE TEAM OF THE YEAR 

PHOTOS OF NOMINEES ON SCREEN/ PRESENTERS ANNOUNCE NOMINEES 

MALE COMMUNITY SERVICE TEAM OF THE YEAR IS •.. 

NOMINEES FOR FEMALE COMMUNITY SERVICE TEAM OF THE YEAR 

PHOTOS OF NOMINEES ON SCREEN/ PRESENTERS ANNOUNCE NOMINEES 

FEMALE COMMUNITY SERVICE TEAM OF THE YEAR IS ... 

13 Coach oftbe Year Presented by: NeUe youel and IUwan Brescacin (5 miD) (9;13) 

NOMINEES FOR MALE COACH OF THE YEAR 

PHOTOS OF NOMINEES ON SCREEN! PRESENTERS ANNOUNCE NOMINEES 

MALE COACH OF THE YEAR IS... 

MALE COACH OF THE YEAR SPEECH 

NOMINEES FOR FEMALE COACH OF THE YEAR 

PHOTOS OF NOMINEES ON SCREEN/ PRESENTERS ANNOUNCE NOMINEES 

FEMALE COACH OF THE YEAR IS ..• 

FEMALE COACH OF THE YEAR SPEECH 

14 Huskje Heart Award Presented by; Sidra Sherrill aDd Nick Huggins (3 min) (9;161 

NOMINEES FOR HUSKJE HEART AWARD 

PHOTOS OF NOMINEES ON SCREEN/ PRESENTERS ANNOUNCE NOMINEES 

HUSKJE HEART AWARD GOES TO ... 

15 Victors Cup Presented by; Taylor Ellett and lared Torrence (4 min) (9;20) 

NOMINEES FOR MALE VICTORS CUP 

PHOTOS OF NOMINEES ON SCREEN! PRESENTERS ANNOUNCE NOMINEES 

MALE VICTORS CUP CHAMPION IS .•. 

NOMINEES FOR FEMALE VICTORS CUP 

PHOTOS OF NOMINEES ON SCREEN! PRESENTERS ANNOUNCE NOMINEES 

FEMALE VICTORS CUP CHAMPION IS ... 

16 Mr. & Miss Victor E Presented by; Alicia !ohnson and Shane RoseDben:y (8 min) (9:28) 

NOMINEES FOR MR. VICTOR E. HUSKJE 

PHOTOS OF NOMINEES ON SCREEN/ PRESENTERS ANNOUNCE NOMINEES 

MR. VICTOR E. HUSKJE IS•.. 

MR. VICTOR E. SPEECH 

NOMINEES FOR MS. VICTOR E. HUSKJE 

PHOTOS OF NOMINEES ON SCREEN/ PRESENTERS ANNOUNCE NOMINEES 

MS. VICTOR E. HUSKJE IS... 

MS. VICTOR E. SPEECH 

HOSTS GOODNIGHT (2 min) (9;30) 

HIGHLIGHT VIDEO MONTAGE (5 min) (9:35) 
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HISTORIC EGYPTIAN THEATER: 
7:40PM 
Music: Senior Song list 
SCREEN: Senior Slideshow 
7:55 PM 
YO.!!.;. Ladies and gentlemen please take your seats the show will begin in 10 minutes. 
MICROPHONE (STATIONARY- BEHIND STAGE) : VOG 
LIGHTS: Spotlights focus on stage 
8:00 PM 
YQ.G;. Ladies and gentlemen please take your seats the show will begin in 5 minutes. 
SCREEN: The Victors Logo 
LIGHTS: Spotlight on podium on stage 
8:05 PM 
mG.;. Ladies and gentlemen please welcome to the stage our Athletic Director, Sean Frazier. 
(Sean Frazier enters STAGE RIGHT) 
SEAN: (speech) 
SEAN.:. I would like to introduce your master of ceremonies for tonight, Sam Morreale 
(More-ee-AL-ee) and OJ Ray Gooden (GOOD-un). 
(Sam enters STAGE RIGHT) 
Music: 

MICROPHONE (PODIUM) : SAM 

5AM: Thank you Sean. Please give it up one more time our mighty leader-Mr. Sean Frazier! 

OJ Ray is in the house! 
What a great crowd and what an amazing welcome! Thank you all! 
Ladies and gentleman ....Welcome to the 2014 Victors. 
Some quick history on this event-not many of you know this but we used to do two 
presentations back in the day, one focused on academics and one focused on the seniors. 
Then someone came up with the great idea to combine the two and to showcase all aspects 
of the Student Athlete. Champions in the classroom / in competition/ and in life. 
And the Victors were born. 
Tonight we are here to celebrate the Student Athlete, 
Tonight we celebrate 
Your Achievements, 
Your Accomplishments and 
Your Academic Successes 
Tonight is all about.. .. Let's be Honest.Your Greatness. But first it is about me!! 
I have wanted to pay homage to arguable my favorite Bus Movie Ever ...So here we go. 
(Ashley Kopp brings Sam a Huskie cup) 
Music: Cups (pitch Perfect) 
(Lip sync the song "Cups") 
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(Courtney enters STAGE RIGHT) 
(Parker is in the lobby) 
LIGHTS: Spotlight focus on hosts 

SA HOST 1: PARKER (out ofthe theater in the lobby) 

MICROPHONE 3 (LAPEL): PARKER 

SA HOST 2: COURTNEY 

MICROPHONE 4(LAPEL): COURTNEY 

COURTNEY; Whoa! Sam, hold on! I know you are all waiting for the show to start but I 

seemed to have lost Parker. Have you seen him?? I can't help but think he lost track of time 

fishing or trying vigorously to grow his fro back. 

(Parker is in the lobby with cameraman) 

PARKER: Court?? I don't know where I am. 

COURTNEY; What? How did you get lost? What do you see around you? 

PARKER: Uhh.. a wall.. a broom.. and I think I found a sponge? 

COURTNEY: Sponge? Broom? Don't tell me you're in the janitors closet.. 

PARKER: SHOOT. You right. 

COURTNEY; Alright, well everyone is waiting for us to start the show so walk out of the 

janitors closet and take a left, walk down the hall, down the stairs, through the double 

doors and you'll see all these lovely people in the crowd. 

PARKER: Okay, okay. Coming. 

(Parker enters back ofthe theatre, runs down the aisle enters stage using front stairs) 
COURTNEY; Oh the job, Park! (when Parker arrives, assist in straightening up his disheveled 
appearance) 
PARKER: Okay, now I think I'm ready. Let's just start the show! 
1 Newcomer of the Year 
Cor; Frankenberg and Connor Schomig on standby for presentation ofNewcomer 0 
envelo e in hand Ius Male and Female Newcomer 0 the Year Victors 
LIGHTS: Spotlight focus on SA Hosts. 

PARKER: Our first award of the evening will go to one male and one female who have made 

an immediate athletic impact in their first year of competition at NIU. 

COURTNEY: Here to start this awards show off right AND present the award for Male and 

Female Newcomer of the Year are Cori Frankenberg (Frank-in-berg) of Women's Soccer 

and Connor Schomig (SHOW-mig) of Baseball. 

MICROPHONE (PODIUM): CORI AND CONNOR 

BOTH: R-O-W-D-I-E. That's the way we spell rowdy, rowdy, let's get rowdy. R-O-W-D-I-E. 

Huskie Spirit! Huskie Spirit! Huskie Spirit! 

.c..o..ru:. Alright, how's my hair look? 

CONNOR: It looks okay; you have some split ends though. I'm sorry, I'm a friend. 

CORI: I respect your honesty, but it still hurts. 

(Cori and Connor hug) 
BOTH: ROLL CALL! Cha cha Huskie, cha cha cha Huskie roll call. 

.c..o.R.t My name is CorC I have team spirit, I like to study, so check me out. 

BOTH; Cha cha Huskie, cha cha cha Huskie roll call. 
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CONNOR: My name is Connor, I study too, [ am a Huskie, so check me out. 
(Sam enters STAGE RIGHT with camera in hand) 
BOTH: So check us out! U-G-L-Y you ain't got no alibi. You're ugly, hey hey you're ugly! NOT 

CUTE! Huskie Spirit! 

CONNOR: What, Sam? No you can't use a flash in here; it disturbs the fans, Sam! Cori, Sam 

wants to take a picture of us. 

mRt Oh great! You just told me I have split ends. 

(Sam exits STAGE RIGHT) 
CONNOR: I know. I'm sorry. 
(Cori and Connor do a silly pose) 
CONNOR: Hey! Who's that Huskie in my tepee? 
!:Q.R!;, It's me! It's me! 
CONNOR; Hey! Who's that Huskie in my tepee? 
!:Q.R!;, It's me! It's me! 
BOTH; Ah huh, ah huh, ah huh ah huh ah huh. Newcomer of the year! 
CONNOR: HEY! Want to know the nominees for the Huskie newcomer of the year? 
CORI: YEAH! 
SCREEN: Male and Female Newcomer of the Year pictures and names 
CONNOR; Aaric (Er-ik) Armstead, Men's Basketball 
mRt Simon (Si-mun) Formont (For-mont), Men's Tennis 
CONNOR: Tommy Hook, Baseball 
.c..Q..R!i Shaun'Qae (Shawn-kway) McMurtry (Mc-Mur-tree), Wrestling 
CONNOR: Jamaal (Juh-mall) Payton, Football 
mRtAlex Elias (Elle-eye-us), Women's Soccer 
CONNOR: Ally Lehman (Lee-man), Women's Basketball 
mRt Megan Gilliam (Gill-EE-um), Gymnastics 
CONNOR; Mary Grace Kelly, Volleyball 
mRtJenna Radtke (Rad-kee), Volleyball 
CONNOR: And the male and female newcomers of the year are ... 
.Ql..Rt (announce winners) 
Music; 
LIGHTS: Spotlight focuses on winners as VOG reads accomplishments 
(Winners come up to stage and accept awards from Cori and Connor - stay on stage until VOG 
is done reading the accomplishments) 
VOG: (read winner's accomplishments) 
STAGE LE 
2 Community Service Award 
rAshley Kopp and Paris Logan are on standby for presentation ofMale and Female: 
"---

Communi Service Award - envelo es in hand Ius Male and Female Com munit.x, Servic 

Victors] 

(Courtney walks on STAGE RIGHT) 

COURTNEY: Our next award will be presented by Ashley Kopp (Cop) from Softball and 

Paris Logan from Football. 

Music: 
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MICROPHONE (PODIUM): ASHLEY AND PARIS 
PARISi It is an honor to present the community service award this year! 
ASHLEY: It sure is! I mean, it is really difficult to win this award because so many of us are 
out in the community willing to help. 
PARIS: You got that right! Check out this video highlighting student-athletes in the 
community... 
VIDEO: Community Service Video (NEED SOUND FROM COMPUTER) 
PARIS: That was awesome! There were so many opportunities to ... 
ASHLEY: Yeah, we know! We get like a thousand emails from #KielMeNow ::pause::, I mean 
Adam Kiel! 
PARIS: No kidding, but in all seriousness, here are the nominees for the community service 
award.. 
SCREEN: Male and Female Community Service nominee's pictures and names 
ASHLEY: Shawn Foley, Men's Golf 
PARIS: Mike Gegner (Geg-ner), Football 
ASHLEY: Connor Schomig (SHOW-mig), Baseball 
PARIS: Joe Windsor, Football 
ASHLEY: Arantza (Are-ahnt-zah) De La Torre (Day La Tour), Women's Tennis 
PARIS: Taylor Ellett (El-Let), Women's Golf 
ASHLEY: Peyton Gunnison (Gun-ih-son), Women's Golf 
PARIS: Lauren Noonan (NOON-an), Women's Soccer 
ASHLEY: And the winners of the male and female community service award are ... 
PARIS: (announce winners) 
Music; 
LIGHTS: Spotlight focuses on winners as VOG reads accomplishments 
(Winners come up to stage and accept awards from Ashley and Paris - stay on stage until VOG 
is done reading the accomplishments) 
Ÿ (read winner's accomplishments) 
STAGE LEFT 
3 Academic Team of the vear 
Noonan and Matt Mcintosh are both in audience. Lauren Zielinski is on standbY./9 
Academic Team Year ­ nd) 
(Parker walks on STAGE RIGHT) 
PARKER: Our next award goes to two of our teams that consistently lead the way in the 

classroom. 

Music: (whistling tune of the hunger games) 

(Parker walks offSTAGE RIGHT) 

(Lauren Z enters STAGE RIGHT with props and trophies on cart) 

MICROPHONE (PODIUM): LAUREN Z AND MATT 
MICROPHONE 1: LAUREN N 
LAUREN Z: It is time to select the tributes to present the award for academic team of the 
year. And remember: may the odds be ever in your favor. As usual, ladies first (Lauren Z 
puts hand in jar and selects a piece ofpaper.) Jen Rice. 
Uen is slow to get up. fen gets up and starts to walk toward stage). 
!A;, (gets up and walks out and screams) "I volunteer! I volunteer as tribute!" 
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Ÿ Lauren Noonan 

LAUREN Z; Well, I bet that was your SAASS coordinator. 

LA; Yes. 

LAUREN Z: Now, for the boys (Lauren Z puts hand in jar and selects a piece ofpaper). Matt 

McIntosh. 

LAUREN Z; Okay now shake hands, you two. Well, I am now going to leave you with the 
presenters for the academic team of the year. And remember, may the odds be ever in your 
favor. Happy Victors! 
(LAUREN Z walks offSTAGE LEFT with cart and bowl) 
MATT: Here are the nominees for male academic team of the year.. .. 
SCREEN; Male Academic Team ofthe Year nominees' pictures and names 
LA: Baseball 
MATT: Men's Golf 
LA;, Men's Soccer 
MATT: Men's Tennis 
LA.;, The male academic team of the year goes to .... 
MATT: (announces winner) 
Music: (whistling tune ofthe hunger games) 
LIGHTS: Spotlight focuses on winners as VOG reads accomplishments 
(Winners come up to stage and accept awards from LA and Matt - stay on stage until VOG is 
done reading the accomplishments) 
winner's acco . hments) 
(Team exits STAGE LEFT) 
LA;. And now the nominees for female academic team of the year are ..... 
SCREEN; Female Academic Team of the Year nominees' pictures and names 
MATT: Cross Country 
LA: Women's Golf 
MATT: Gymnastics 
LAi..Women's Tennis 
MATT: The female academic team of the year goes to .... 
LA: (announces winner) 
(L.A. and Matt will do the signal to the crowd while the team walks up) 
Music; (whistling tune ofthe hunger games) 

LIGHTS: Spotlight focuses on winners as VOG reads accomplishments 

(Winners come up to stage and accept awards from LA and Matt - stay on stage until VOG is 
done reading the accomplishments) 
Ÿ (reads winner's accomplishments) 
exit STAGE LE 
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ŸĚPlay of the year 
MICROPHONE (PODIUM): NATASHA AND GAEL 
Ÿ Natasha, do you understand how awesome the nominees for Play of the Year are this 
year? 

NATASHA: Yeah I think they are all pretty great. 

GAEL: NO they are like SO GOOD (enthusiastic) (Natasha makes a confused face); let's watch 

the clips, pay special attention to the last clip and you'll see what I mean. 

VIDEO: Play of the Year Video (NEED SOUND FROM COMPUTER) 
VIDEO: Natasha and Gael Performance Video (NEED SOUND FROM COMPUTER) 

GAEL: See what I mean?? 

NATASHA: Wow, I am speechless. But before you quit school and try to go for gold in 

gymnastics in Rio at 2016 Olympics, I think we should announce the winner of this year's 

play of the year... 

!iAELi. That seems fair. 

NATASHAj The nominees for the play of the year are .... 

SCREEN: Play ofthe Year nominees' pictures and names 

!iAELi. Baseball clinches MAC West VS. Ball State 

NATASHA: Alexis Lindstrom (Lind-strum), Women's Basketball 

!iA.ELL Jordan Threloff, Men's Basketball 

NATASHA: Jimmie Ward, Football 

ŸĻŪT the winner of the play of the year award is ... 

NATASHA: (announce winner) 

VIDEOj PLAY OF THE YEAR (NEED SOUND FROM COMPUTER) 

Music; 

LIGHTS: Spotlight focuses on winners as music plays and video starts 

(Winners come up to stage and accept awards from Natasha and Gael- stay on stage until 
video is over) 
STAGE 
5 Unsune Hero Award 
(Shelby Miller and Luke Wychocki are on VWŠŪTŞŸĚor resentation oL unsuna hero award 
envelo/2.e in hand Ius Unsung Hero Victor 
(Parker walks on STAGE RIGHT) 
PARKER: Our next award goes to a student-athlete who has made significant strides 
towards the best interest of their team through selfless commitment. Presenting this year's 
unsung hero award is Shelby Miller from Softball and Luke Wychocki (Why-chawk-ee) 
from Cheerleading. 
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(Parker exits STAGE RIGHT) 
MICROPHONE (PODIUM): SHELBY AND LUKE 

LUKE: The unsung hero award is awesome! 

SHELBY: Yes, definitely! It's all about student-athletes who show great work ethic! 

LUKE: They are hard workers who don't seek recognition for what they do, but you and I 

are going to give them the attention that they deserve! 

SHELBY: The nominees for the 2013-14 unsung hero award are ... 

SCREEN: "Most likely to ..." pictures & Unsung Hero nominees' pictures and names 

LUKE: Jamie Burr, Cross Country, most likely to try to make "fetch" happen. 

SHELBY: Peyton Gunnison (Gun-ih-son), Women's Golf, most likely to say "Oh swag 

money" 

LUKE; Shane Rosenberry (Roe-sen-berry), Wrestling, most likely to respond to a text with 

"kk" 

SHELBY: Jenna Thorp, Women's Basketball, most likely to bring string cheese to a house 

warming party 

LUKE: And the winner of the unsung hero award is ... 

SHELBY; (announces winner) 

LIGHTS: Spotlight focuses on winner as VOG reads accomplishments 

Music: 

(Winners come up to stage and accepts award from Shelby and Luke - stay on stage until VOG 

is done reading the accomplishments) 

Ÿ (reads winner's accomplishments) 
STAGE LE 
6 Huskie Pride Award 
[Alexis Gonzalez and Tony Brandner are on standb or p.,resentation qiHuskie Pride Award 
nveloee in hand I2.lus Huskie Pride Victor 
(Courtney enters on STAGE RIGHT) 
COURTNEY: The Huskie pride award goes to the student-athlete who exhibits the greatest 
passion and dedication to NIU Athletics. Now here to present the Huskie Pride Award are 
Alexis (uh-LEKS-iss) Gonzalez from Volleyball and Tony Brandner from Baseball. 
(Courtney exits on STAGE RIGHT) 
MICROPHONE (PODIUM): ALEXIS AND TONY 

ALEXIS: TOONNYYY ::Old Italian man voice::! HOW'S IT GOINN TONYY? 

TONY: Uh, good Pookie ... How are you? 

ALEXIS: MI AMORE TONNYYY! 

TONY: Are you okay? 

ALEXIS: ::clears throat:: Mmm. Yeah, I'm good. Just had a little tickle. 

TONY: Okay...? Let's just get on with the award. 

ALEXIS: Alright then. The nominees for Huskie pride are ... 

SCREEN: Huskie Pride Award nominees pictures and names 

ALEXIS: Paige Dacanay (Dah-cuh-nye), Volleyball 

TONY: Morgan Johnson, Gymnastics 
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ALEXIS: Alex Morrow, Football 
TONY: Connor Schomig (SHOW-mig), Baseball 
ALEXIS: And the winner of the Huskie pride award goes to .... 
TONY: (announces winner) 
LIGHTS: Spotlight focuses on winners as VOG reads accomplishments 
Music: 

[Winners come up to stage and accept awards from Alexis and Tony - stay on stage until VOG 

is done reading the accomplishments) 
Ÿ (reads winner's accomplishments) 
STAGE LE 
7 Team ofthe Year 
rStephanie McDonald andJake Curwin on standby for presentation ofMale and Female Tea 
the Year - envelopes in hand Ius Male and Female Team 0 the Year Victors 
(Parker enters STAGE RIGHT) 
PARKER: Our next award goes to the sports team who has exemplified outstanding athletic 

achievement. Presenting the award for Male and Female Team of the Year is Stephanie 

McDonald of Women's Tennis and Jake Curwin (Cur-win) of Men's Golf. 

Music: 

(Parker exits on STAGE RIGHT) 
and Cou exit theatre th 
MICROPHONE (PODIUM): STEPHANIE AND lAKE 
.I.A.KEi So do you think kindergarteners know what it takes to be the team of the year? 
STEPHANIE: I'm not too sure? What do you think? 
.I.A.KEi Let's just take a look at this video to see if they know winning is better. 
VIDEO: "It's Not Complicated" Video (NEED SOUND FROM COMPUTER) 
lAKE: See, it's not complicated, winning is better. 
STEPHANIE: And the nominees for the male team of the year are ... 
SCREEN: Male Team of the Year nominee picture and sport 
JAKE.i Baseball 
STEPHANIE: Men's Basketball 
.I.A.KEi Football 
STEPHANIE: Men's Tennis 
STEPHANIE: The male team of the year goes to ... 
.I.A.KEi (announces winner). 
LIGHTS: Spotlight focuses on winners as VOG reads accomplishments 
Music: 
[Winners come up to stage and accept awards from Stephanie and Jake - stay on stage until 
VOG is done reading the accomplishments) 
Ÿ (reads winner's accomplishments) 
STAGE LE 
STEPHANIE: And now the nominees for female team of year are ... 
SCREEN: Female Team ofthe Year nominee picture and sport 
JAKE: Gymnastics 
STEPHANIE: Softball 
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Ÿ Volleyball 

STEPHANIE: The female team of the year is ... 

STEPHANIE: (announce winner) 

LIGHTS; Spotlight focuses on winners as VOG reads accomplishments 

Music: 

(Winners come up to stage and accept awards from Stephanie andJake - stay on stage until 
VaG is done reading the accomplishments) 
Ÿ (reads winner's accomplishments) 
STAGE 
8 Athlete of the Year 
(Parker Settecase, Courtney Ksiazek and Sam on standbyfor presentation ofAthlete o[the 
Year - Sam has envelo e in hand Ius Male and Female Athlete 0 the Year Victors ŸĚ
(Sam enter on STAGE RIGHT) 
SAM: The individuals that have been nominated for athlete of the year have demonstrated 
outstanding athletic performance during competition and have been instrumental to the 
team's success. The awards for male and female athletes of the year will be presented by 
Parker Settecase (Set-a-case) of Wrestling and Courtney Ksiazek (Si-Zek) of Women's 
Soccer. 
(Sam stays on stage) 

(Courtney and Parker enter from BACK OF THE THEATRE) 

(Courtney and Parker are handing out popcorn down aisle from the BACK OF THE THEATRE) 
PARKER: Great idea Courtney, we are gonna make a hot dollar selling this popcorn. 

COURTNEY: See, I told you popcorn would be a hit. No need to throw us cash folks, this will 

all be charged to your Bursar's account. 

.sAM.:. What's going on?! You two are supposed to be presenting! 

COURTNEY: We are trying to get our new business venture up and running, have you met 

my new business associate, Parker? 

PARKER: We gotta diversify that portfoliO, yo. 

SAMi,That doesn't even make sense, get up on stage! 

(Courtney and Parker hustle to stage, Sam hands them the envelope in hand plus Male and 

Female Athlete of the Year Victors) 

(Sam exits STAGE RIGHT) 

PARKER; The nominees for male Athlete of the Year are ... 

SCREENi Male Athlete of the Year nominees' pictures and names 

COURTNEY: Axel (AX-ul) LagerIof (Lag -er- lof), Men's Tennis 

PARKER: Jordan Lynch, Football 

COURNTEYi Alex Klonowski (Kla-now-ski), Baseball 

PARKER: Jordan Threloff (TREE-Iof), Men's Basketball 

COURTNEY; And the winner of the male athlete of the year award is ... 

PARKER: (announces winner) 

VIDEO: MALE ATHLETE OF THE YEAR (NEED SOUND FROM COMPUTER) 

(Winner comes up to stage and accept their awards from Parker and Courtney - stay on stage 
until VO.G. is done reading the accomplishments) 
Music; (depends on ifwinner gets to stage quick enough) 
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YO..G.i. (reads winner's accomplishments pending SA getting to stage) 
MICROPHONE (PODIUM): MALE ATHLETE OF THE YEAR 
MALE ATHLETE OF THE YEAR SPEECH 
(Brett pulls Dr. Streb from the crowd) 
VIDEO: MALE ATHLETE OF THE YEAR SPEECH [NEED SOUND FROM COMPUTER) 
(Male athlete ofthe year exits stage LEFT) 
PARKER: And now the nominees for female athlete of the year ... 
SCREEN; Female Athlete of the Year nominees' pictures and names 
COURTNEY; Sarah Angelos (An-jell-Ios), Volleyball 
PARKER: Amanda Corral (Core-AL), Women's Basketball 
COURTNEY; Kim Gotlund, Gymnastics 
PARKER; Mackenzie Roddy, Volleyball 
COURTNEY; Amanda Sheppard, Softball 
PARKER; Nelle (Nell) Youel (U-el), Women's Tennis 
COURTNEY; And the winner is .... 
PARKER: (announces winner) 
VIDEO: FEMALE ATHLETE OF THE YEAR (NEED SOUND FROM COMPUTER) 
(Winners come up to stage and accept awards from Parker and Courtney - stay on stage until 

VOG is done reading the accomplishments) 

Music: (depends if winner gets to stage quick enough) 

YO..G.i. (reads winner's accomplishments depending SA getting to stage) 

MICROPHONE (PODIUM): FEMALE ATHLETE OF THE YEAR 
FEMALE ATHLETE OF THE YEAR SPEECH 
ale athlete ters exit STAGE LEFT) 
(Christie meets Huskie Hunks in the lobby to bring around to the back ofthe house) 
(SAM enters STAGE RIGHT) 
LIGHTS: Spotlight focuses on SAM 
MICROPHONE (PODIUM): SAM 
SAM: Ladies and Gentlemen ... I would like to take this opportunity to recognize our 
student-athletes for their academic achievements. The following are 4.0 Scholars. Please 
stand up and be recognized! 
SCREEN: 4.0 Scholars 
LIGHTS: Spotlight focuses on SAM 
.s.A..M. (wait until everyone is standing) ...Let's give these 4.0 Scholars a round of applause.. . 
(Audience applause) 
.sAM.;. Thank you, you may be seated. Next, the following Victory Scholars obtained a GPA 
between a 3.5 and 3.99 ...Please stand up victory scholars! 
SCREEN: Victory Scholars 
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LIGHTS: Spotlight focuses on SAM 
Ÿ (wait until everyone is standing) ...Let's give these Victory Scholars a round of 
applause... (Audience applause) 
SAM: The following Huskie Scholars obtained a GPA between 3.0 and 3.49 ...again we ask 
that you stand to be recognized! 
SCREEN: Huskie Scholars 
LIGHTS: Spotlight focuses on SAM 
SA.M..i. (wait until everyone is standing) ...Let's give these Huskie Scholars a round of 
applause ... (Audience applause) 
LIGHTS: Spotlight focuses on SAM 
SAM: The following LEaD Huskies, we ask that you stand to be recognized! 
SCREEN; Names ofLEaD Huskies 
SAMl (wait until everyone is standing) ...Let's give these LEaD Huskies a round of applause ... 

(Audience applause) 

(Brett pulls President Baker stage right) 

SAM: Now, please welcome to the stage our one and only Faculty Athletics Rep, Dr. Matt 
Streb to hand out the MAC Presidential Awards. 
DR. STREB: The following student-athletes have been awarded with the MAC Medal of 
Excellence as your name is called, please make your way up to the stage to be recognized .... 
SCREEN: MAC Medal of Excellence Winners 
DR. STREB: 
Ricky Connors 
Kim Gotlund 
LIGHTS: Spotlight focuses on Dr. Streb STAGE LEFT (stands stage left) 
lause for our MAC Medal of Excellence winners! 
LIGHTS; Spotlight focuses on Dr. Streb STAGE LEFT (stands stage left) 
DR. STREB: MAC Presidential Award winners, as your name is called, please make your 
way up to the stage to be recognized ... 
SCREEN: MAC Presidential Award Winners 
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Dr. Streb: 
Amy Carr 
Maggie Cimarolli 

Charles Compher, Jr. 

Ricky Connors 

Rebecca Cronin 

Kim Gotlund 

Elizabeth Huffman 

Ashley Kopp 

Erica Miller 

Shelby Miller 

Allie Parthie 

Justine Schepler 

Darren Sio 

Natalie Tarter 

Juliane Totzke (Tot-Zkee) 

Dom Ware 

SAM: Let's give a round of applause for our MAC Presidential Award winners winners! 

(Winners come up to stage and accept award from Dr. Streb and Sam- stay on stage until all 
awards are presented and all winners have received their award) 
Dr. winners exit STAGE LE 
l or resentation 0 Huskie Vision - envelo/l.e in hand 
(Parker walks on STAGE RIGHT) 

(Christie leads Huskie Hunks to stage right) 

(Shelby provides Huskie Hunks with mics) 
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PARKER; For our next award, I would like to welcome to the stage Ali Olsen of Cross 
CountryjTrack & Field and Dor (DOOR) Amir (A-Meer) of Men's Tennis to present the 
Huskie Vision award. 
(Parker exits on STAGE RIGHT) 
MICROPHONE (PODIUM): ALI AND DOR 
Ill!R.;, We have a very special guest to help us present this award. 
AL1. Please welcome the Huskie Hunks to the stage!! 

(Brett bring mics and mic stands to the stage) 

(Huskie Hunks enter stage right and sing for 4:21 minutes) 

D.O.It That was great, let's hear it again for the Huskie Hunks! 
AL1.And now for the nominees for the Huskie vision are ... 
SCREEN; Huskie Vision Award nominees pictures and names 
ŸÔŠWŤȘÙŠĚ(Na-tee-see-ya) Augusta (Uh-gusta-uh), Women's Basketball 
DOR: Derek Elmore, Wrestling 
ALI: Isaac (Eye-ZICK) Kannah (KANE-uh), Men's Soccer 
.Il.QR;, Jessica Sturm, Softball 
ALlL And the winner of the Huskie vision award is ... 
!!QB.;, (announces winner) 

LIGHTS: Spotlight focuses on winners as VOG reads accomplishments 

Music: 

(Winners come up to stage and accept awards from Ali and Dar - stay on stage until VOG is 

done reading the accomplishments) 

Ÿ (reads winner's accomplishments) 
STAGE LE 
10 Presidential Award for Academic Excellence 
Megan Melendez andJordan Threloff are on standbJ!. or I2.resentation ofAcademic Excellenc 
ward - envelo e in hand Ius Huskie Vision Victor 
(Courtney enters on STAGE RIGHT) 
COURTNEY: Here to present the presidential award for academic excellence are Megan 
Melendez (Ma-LEN-dez) of Gymnastics and Jordan Threloff (TREE-Iof) of Men's Basketball. 
(Courtney exits on STAGE RIGHT) 
MICROPHONE (PODIUM): MEGAN. JORDAN AND DR. BAKER 
JORDAN: How happy would you say the Huskies at The Victors are this year? 
MEGAN; I'd say happier than this girl holding Jordan Lynch's face. 
SCREEN: Picture of happy girl holding Jordan Lynch's face 
JORDAN: That's pretty happy. 
MEGAN: I'd also say they are happier than the geese occupying the entire Lagoon! 
SCREEN; Picture of Lagoon absolutely full ofgeese 
JORDAN: Oh yeah, way happier than that! 
MEGAN: You know what? I think they're even happier than President Baker taking selfies 
with NIU students. 
SCREEN: Picture of President Baker 
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JORDAN; I think you're right, Megan. Speaking of President Baker 
(Dr. Baker enters stage right) 
DR. BAKER: here are the nominees for the Presidential award for academic excellence: 
SCREEN: Male and Female Presidential Award for Academic Excellence pictures and 
names 
JORDAN: Dor (DOOR) Amir (A-Meer), Men's Tennis 
MEGAN: Eli Anderson, Baseball 
JORDAN; Shawn Foley, Men's Golf 
MEGAN: Dom Ware, Football 
JORDAN; Kim Gotlund, Gymnastics 
MEGAN: Shelby Miller, Softball 
JORDAN: Justine Schepler (Shep-Ier), Volleyball 
MEGAN; Juliane Totzke (Totz-kee), Cross Country 
DR. BAKER: And the winners of the Presidential award for academic excellence awards 
are... 
JORDAN: (announces winner) 
LIGHTS: Spotlight focuses on winners as VOG reads accomplishments 
Music; 
(Winners come up to stage and accept awards from Megan andJordan - stay on stage until 
VOG is done reading the accomplishments) 
Ÿ (reads winner's accomplishments) 
STAGE LE 
11 Staff Excellence Award 
Uaz Harris and Dusty Page are on standby for e resentation ofStciff Excellence Award ­
nveloee in hand Ius Sta Excellence Victor 
(Parker enters on STAGE RIGHT) 
PARKER: Here to present the staff excellence award are Jaz Harris of Women's Basketball 
and Dusty Page of Men's Soccer. 
(Parker exits on STAGE RIGHT) 
MICROPHONE (PODIUM); JAZ AND DUSTY 
DUSTY: Have you ever been in a pickle with one of your professors? 
JAZ: Do you have a debacle while signing up for classes? 
DUSTY: Or maybe you just need some emotional support to get through finals? 
ŸPUŠWŤẂŤŲ reason of the hundreds to choose from, our NIU staff here is available, and 
so reliable! 
DUSTY: But wait, there's more! They do it all with a cheerful smile and welcome attitude. 
.l.A..Z..L-For two easy payments of meetings a year, NIU staff can be on their way to making 
your life easier. 
DUSTY; And the nominees for the staff excellence award are ... 
SCREEN: Staff Excellence nominees' pictures and names 
DUSTY: Sam Baker, Undergraduate Studies 
JAZ: Ken Gasser (Gas-er), Biological Sciences 
DUSTY: Kim Gatz (Gates), Communications 
ŸẀTX Santacaterina, College of Liberal Arts & Sciences 
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DUSTY: And the winner of staff excellence award goes to .... 
JAZ.;. (announces winner) 
LIGHTS: Spotlight focuses on winners as VOG reads accomplishments 
Music: 
(Winners come up to stage and accept awards from Jaz and Dusty - stay on stage until VOG is 
done reading the accomplishments) 
VOG: (reads winner's accomplishments) 
STAGE LE 
Communit.Y. Service Team off 
EMILY: Boo! (Emily shadows Elifrom stage center ...fake scares Eli and laughs) 
ELI: Very funny Emily 
EMILY: (Smiling slyly) Here are the nominees for the men's community service team of the 
year award .... 
SCREEN: Male's Community Service Team of the Year nominees' pictures and names 
E.IJ.:. Baseball 
EMILY: Men's Basketball 
ELI: Football 
EMILY: Wrestling 
ELI: And the men's community service team of the year is ... 
LIGHTS: Spotlight focuses on winners as VOG reads accomplishments 
Music; 
(Winner come up to stage and accepts award from Emily and Eli - stay on stage until VOG is 

done reading the accomplishments) 

Ÿ (reads winner's accomplishments) 

·tSTAGE L 
EMILY: And now the nominees for the women's community service team of the year. .. 
SCREEN: Female's Community Service Team of the Year nominees' pictures and 
names 
ELli. Women's Golf 
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EMILY: Softball 
ELl: Women's Soccer 
EMILY; Women's Tennis 
ELl.;, And the women's community service team of the year is ... 
E.L.I..;, (announces winner) 
LIGHTS: Spotlight focuses on winners as VOG reads accomplishments 
Music: 
(Winner come up to stage and accepts award from Emily and Eli - stay on stage until VOG is 
done reading the accomplishments) 
Ÿ (reads winner's accomplishments) 
STAGE LE 
13 Coach of the year 
(Nelle Youel and Juwan Brescacin are on standby for presentation ofMale and Female CoacHa 
o the Year - envelop.,es in hand T1.lus Male and Female Coach 0 the Year Victors 

(Marianne pulls media services personnel to run the sound booth for DJ Ray Ray when he wins 

award) 

(Parker enters on STAGE RIGHT) 

PARKER; Presenting the award for Coach of the Year is Nelle (Nell) Youel (U-el) of 
Women's Tennis and Juwan (Ju-WAN) Brescacin (Bres-ka-SIN) of Football. 
(Parker exits on STAGE RIGHT) 
MICROPHONE (PODIUM): NELLE AND IUWAN 
NELLE: Man, Juwan it's really hard being a student-athlete nowadays don't cha think?! 
JUWAN; Yeah for sure ... It's just so hard to stay motivated sometimes with all the early 
morning workouts and late night studying we all have to do every week. 
NELLE: Yeah, talk about athlete probz right?! But luckily I have a really enthusiastic and 
crazy coach that keeps us motivated and excited to go to practice and whatnot 
SCREEN: Flash picture ofCoach Ferrell on screen making really obnoxious face/doing 
something crazy/intense 
JUWAN: Ohhh yeahhh that guy! I've heard he's pretty funny. My coach is intense like that 
too ... 
SCREEN: Flash picture of Coach Carey on screen lOOking intense/doing something 
really funny looking 
NELLE; Oh wow, yeah look at the intensity flowing off that screen! It's a little 
overwhelming actually dang ... I can see how he would be able to keep all you guys 
motivated. 
JUWAN: Yes, Nelle he really does a great job ... but I mean none of us student-athletes 
would have been able to achieve what we do without the hard work and dedication of some 
of the best coaches around. 
NELLE; Oh I couldn't agree more. Ya know what Juwan? Let's see if some of our student­
athlete's action shots measure up with those of our coaches. 
JUWAN: Great idea! Here it is ... 
Music: 
SCREEN: Run through slideshow of funny student-athletes pictures 
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JUWANj Aw man those were great action shots of all the student-athletes but I think it's 
time we recognize the coaches that made those moments possible. 
NELLE: Nominees for the male coach of the year award are ... 
SCREEN: Male coach of the year nominees' pictures name and sport 
JUWAN: Rod Carey, Football 
NELLE: Patrick Fisher, Men's Tennis 
JUWANj Ed Mathey, Baseball 
NELLEj Mark Montgomery, Men's Basketball 
JUWAN: And the male coach of the year award goes to ... 
NELLE; (announces winner) 
LIGHTS: Spotlight focuses on winners as VOG reads accomplishments 
Music: 
(Coach comes up to stage and accept their awards from Nelle andJuwan - stay on stage until 
V.O.G. is done reading the accomplishments) 

Ÿ (reads winner's accomplishments) 

MALE COACH OF THE YEAR SPEECH 

MICROPHONE (PODIUM): MALE COACH OF THE YEAR 

STAGE LEFT 
NELLE: Thanks coach, let's take a look at our women's coaches now... 
JUWAN: The nominees for the female coach of the year award are: 
SCREEN: Female coach of the year nominee picture name and sport 
NELLE: Ray Gooden (GOOD-un), Volleyball 
IUWAN; Sam Morreale (More-ee-AL-ee), Gymnastics 
NELLE; Christina Sutcliffe, Softball 
JUWAN: And the female coach of the year award goes to ... 
NELLE; (Announces winner) 
LIGHTS: Spotlight focuses on winner as VOG reads accomplishments 
Music: 
(Winners come up to stage and accept awards from Nelle and Juwan - stay on stage until VOG 
is done reading the accomplishments) 
Ÿ (reads winner's accomplishments) 
FEMALE COACH Of THE YEAR SPEECH 
MICROPHONE (PODIUM): FEMALE COACH OF THE YEAR 
STAGE L 
14 Huskie Heart Award 
(Sidra Sherrill and Nick Huggins are on standbllfor presentation ofHuskie Heart Award ­
envelo e in hand Ius Huskie Heart Victor] 

(Parker walks on STAGE RIGHT) 

PARKER: Our next award goes to a student-athlete that just wouldn't give up. Despite 
injury, these student athletes never give in. Here to present the comeback of the year, also 
known as the Huskie Heart Award, are Sidra (SID-ra) Sherrill (Sure-EL) from Track and 
Field and Nick (NIC) Huggins (HUG-ins) of Men's Golf. 
(Parker exits on STAGE RIGHT) 
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. If 're thinki what I'm thin 
MICROPHONE (PODIUM): SIDRA AND NICK 
NllJi;, (walks about with hands in the air) Thank you! Thank you! 
SIDRA: (walks out embarrassed with hands cover her eyes) Ugh Nick ...what do you think you 
are doing? 
Nl..C.Ki. Don't you realize Sidra? The student-athletes at NIU are practically celebrities! I 
mean did you see that red carpet? 
SIDRA: Sure Nick, the red carpet journalist was my coach! This is about as close as we get 

to being "celebrities." Here are our celebrity look alikes. 

Music: 

SCREEN: Celebrity look alike pictures 

SIDRA: And back to what we are here for! 

NKK;, The nominees for the Huskie heart award are ... 
SCREEN: Huskie Heart nominees pictures and names 
SIDRA: Antone (Ann-tonn) Christian, Men's Basketball 
NICK: Tyler Loos, Football 
SIDRA: Danny Pulliam, Women's Basketball 
NICK: Lauren Zielinski (Zuh-lin-skee), Volleyball 
SIDRA: And the winner of the Huskie heart award is ... 
.NlC.K;, (announces winner) 

LIGHTS: Spotlight focuses on winners as VOG reads accomplishments 

Music: 

(Winner come up to stage and accepts award from Sidra and Nick - stay on stage until VOG is 

done reading the accomplishments) 

Ÿ (reads winner's accomplishments) 
STAGE LE 
JĤJŸŊĤHĴĴJĦĦJĒĒĴĴĦHĴĴĴĦHHHĴĴĦĦÎHĴGJŲŸŅĒŲMĚare on standby[or resentation o[The Victors CUll­
(Courtney walks on STAGE RIGHT) 
COURTNEY: The Victors Cup is an ongoing, inter sport competition that runs through the 
entire academic year. The competition takes into account academic accomplishments, 
athletic success, and student-athlete engagement on campus and in the community. 
Presenting the nominees for the 2014 Victor's Cup are Taylor Ellett of Women's Golf and 
Jared Torrence of Wrestling. 
Music; 
MICROPHONE (PODIUM): IARED 
MICROPHONE 1: TAYLOR 
fARED: Hey Taylor, I know we are supposed to announce the winners for the Victor's Cup 
and all, I just have this compelling feeling to do something else first. 
TAYLOR: Jared, are you thinking what I'm thinking? 
then we are thinking the same thought...A song. 
Music: Somebody to love (Glee version) 0:00-1:30 
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TAYLOR AND JARED SING "Somebody to Love" (Glee version) 
Can anybody find me somebody to love? 
Each morning I get up I die a little 
Can barely stand on my feet 
Take a look in the mirror and cry 
Lord whatyou're doing to me 
I have spent all myyears in believing you 
But I just can't get no relief, Lord! 
Somebody, somebody 
Can anybody find me somebody to love? 
I work hard every day ofmy life 
I work till I ache my bones 
At the end I take home my hard earned pay all on my own ­
Iget down on my knees 
And I start to pray 
Till the tears run down from my eyes 
Lord - somebody - somebody 
Can anybody find me - somebody to love? 
JARED: The nominees for the male 2014 Victors Cup award are ... 
SCREEN; Male Victors Cup nominees' pictures and sports 
TAYLOR: Baseball 
JARED: Football 
TAYLOR; Men's Soccer 
JARED: Wrestling 
TAYLOR: And this year's male Victors Cup winner is ... 
LIGHTS; Spotlight focuses on winners as VOG reads accomplishments 
Musicj 
(Winner come up to stage and accepts award from Taylor and Jared - stay on stage until VOG 

is done reading the accomplishments) 

Ÿ (reads winner's accomplishments) 

exit STAGE 
TAYLOR: And now the nominees for the 2014 women's Victors Cup are ... 
SCREENj Female Victors Cup nominees' pictures and sports 
JARED: Women's Golf 
TAYLOR: Softball 
IARED; Women's Soccer 
TAYLOR: Volleyball 
JARED: And this year's female Victors Cup winner is .. . 
TAYLOR: (announces winner) 
LIGHTS: Spotlight focuses on winners as VOG reads accomplishments 
Music; 
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(Winner come up to stage and accepts award from Taylor and Jared - stay on stage until VOG 

is done reading the accomplishments) 

ljared & Taylor exit STAGE LEFT with guitar and mic stand) 

Ÿ (reads winner's accomplishments) 
STAGE 
(Parker walks on STAGE RIGHT) 
PARKER: Up next are our nominees for Mr. and Ms. Victor E. Huskie. These individuals 
exemplify what it means to be a Huskie; excelling in the classroom, in competition, and in 
life. Here to present the awards for Mr. and Ms. Victor E. Huskie are Alicia Johnson from 
Women's Basketball and the 2013 recipient of the Mr. Victor E. Huskie award, Shane 
"Rosie" Rosenberry (Rose-EN-berry) from Wrestling. 
(Parker exits on STAGE RIGHT) 
MICROPHONE (PODIUM): ALICIA AND SHANE 

ALICIA: So Shane, I've heard you're a pretty talented flutist. 

SHANE: Alicia, do you believe everything you hear? 

ALICIA: Well no, not really. So you're saying it's not true? 

SHANE: I didn't say that. 

ALICIA: So it is true? Too bad you didn't bring your flute to play for everyone tonight. I'm 

sure everyone would have enjoyed it! 

(Shane reaches into his sleeve and pulls out his flute) 

SHANE: It's your lucky day. I was two time all freshman band in high school ::pause:: I don't 

ere without this thi 
(Shane is warming up) 
SHANE: Alright EXTRA ONE, give me a slow cha cha on the drums and EXTRA TWO, let's 
take that guitar for a quick walk in low C. 
Music: Anchorman-jazz flute song 
ALICIA: Shane! I think everyone has had enough. How about we present the awards for Mr. 
and Ms. Victor E. Huskie now? 
SHANE: Sorry, you're right. 
ALICIA: The nominees for the 2014 Mr. Victor E. Huskie are: 
SCREEN: Mr. Victor E. Huskie nominees' pictures and sports 
SHANE: Jonah Hill I mean Eli Anderson, Baseball 
ALICIA: Dusty Page, Men's Soccer 
SHANE: Jared Torrence, Wrestling 
ALICIA: Jared Volk, Football 
SHANE: And this year's Mr. Victor E. Huskie is ... 
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Music: 

LIGHTS: Spotlight focuses on winner as VOG reads accomplishments 

(Winner come up to stage and accepts award from Alicia and Shane - stay on stage until VOG 

is done reading the accomplishments) 

Ÿ (reads winner's accomplishments) 
MICROPHONE (PODIUM): MR. VICTOR E HUSKJE 
MR. VICTOR E HUSKJE SPEECH 
SHANE: And the nominees for the 2014 Ms. Victor E. Huskie are: 
SCREEN; Ms. Victor E. Huskie nominees' pictures and sports 
ALICIA: Kim Gotlund, Gymnastics 
SHANE: Courtney Ksiazek (Si-Zek), Women's Soccer 
ALICIA: Shelby Miller, Softball 
SHANE: Justine Schepler, Volleyball 
ALICIA: And this years' Ms. Victor E. Huskie is ... 
SHANE: (announces winner) 
LIGHTS: Spotlight focuses on winner as VOG reads accomplishments 
Music; 
(Winners come up to stage and accept awards from Alicia and Shane - stay on stage until 
VOG is done reading the accomplishments) 
Ÿ (reads winner's accomplishments) 
MICROPHONE (PODIUM): MS. VICTOR E HUSKIE 
MS. VICTOR E HUSKIE SPEECH 
STAGE 
MICROPHONE: SAM 

Ÿ Thank you SAAC for helping make the 2014 Victors a huge SUCCESS. 

COURTNEY: Thank you to everyone who came out this evening to celebrate the athletic, 

academic, and community successes of our Huskie student-athletes. We have one more 

treat for you, the 2014 highlight video! 

VIDEO: ÑÙŸUŨÙŸUWĚVideo (NEED SOUND FROM COMPUTER) 

PARKER: We hope you enjoyed yourselves and thanks again for coming! 

SAM: Thank you and goodnight! 

(HOSTS exit STAGE LEFT and out the doors ofthe Theater) 
Music: 
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Marianne Kroening 
3522 Hays Court + South Bend, IN 46614 
(574) 220-4364 + mekroening@gmail.com 
EDUCATION: 
Ball State University - Muncie, IN May 2014 
Bachelor of Science and Honors College Diploma in Sport Administration Minor in Foundations of Business 
Ball State University Australia Centre - Lennox Head, NSW Spring 2013 
Study Abroad Program 
EMPLOYMENT: 
Northern Illinois University (NIU) - Compliance & Life Skills Intern - DeKalb, IL (January 2014-Present) 
• Aided in the assessment and management of initial eligibility certifications of student-athletes 
• Organized end-of-year awards ceremony, The Victors, for NIU student-athletes 
• Assisted in educational efforts for the athletic department 
• Collaborated with a team of interns to update monthly compliance newsletter 
• Acted as liaison between head coaches and Student-Athlete Academic Support Services for 
team travel rosters 
Ball State University (BSU) - Compliance Volunteer - Muncie, IN (Fall 2012 & Summer 2013) 
• Filed and categorized paperwork for BSU student-athletes 
• Acquired greater knowledge of the Athletics Compliance Office 
Cedar Fair Entertainment Company - Cedar Point Ride Attendant - Sandusky, OH (Summer 2012) 
• Prepared safe daily operation of various rides 
• Maintained a clean environment for guests 
• Presented solutions to guest issues 
S.A.F.E. Management - Security -Indianapolis, IN (Super Bowl XLVI) 
• Provided security and customer service for Super Bowl XLVI and affiliated events 
• Obtained Super Bowl XLVI professional security and customer service training 
University of Notre Dame - Building Services - Notre Dame, IN (Summers of 2010 & 2011) 
• Prepped conference facilities 
• Refurbished/repaired dormitories 
EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCE: 
Chase Charlie Races - SPTA 402 Event Management Project - Student Executive Director (Fall 2012) 
• Managed all pre- and post-race phases of the 5k I Mile Mania I Kiddie 100 
• Directed class progression to final goal 
o Recorded the largest attendance in race history to date 
o Created a financially successful event 
• Supervised race day operations 
Fort Wayne Tin Caps - SPTA 290 Sport Sales Project (Spring 2012) 
• Completed sales and product training with Ticket Sales Office staff 
• Served and facilitated as Account Executive and contacted 250 targeted prospects 
• Maintained detailed records for Customer Database Management System 
Ball State University - Alpha Chi Omega Sorority (September 2010-Present) 
• Vice President Facility Operations (2012) - Managed sorority property and assets 
• Chi Connections Chairperson (2011) - Acted as liaison between older sisters and new members 
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RELEVANT ACTIVITIES: 
• 	 Indiana Association for Health, Physical Education, Recreation and Dance (IAHPERD) 
Conference - November 2012 
o 	 Presented information on Chase Charlie Races 
o 	 Toured NCAA Headquarters and lucas Oil Stadium 
• 	 2012 NACDA & Affiliates Convention Week - National Association for Athletics Compliance­
June 2012 
o 	 Attended keynote events and specialty break-out sessions 
o 	 Networked with compliance professionals 
• 	 Yorktown High School Football Program - Fall 2011 
o 	 Collected tickets and recorded attendance 
o 	 Ensured a safe environment for student-athletes 
• 	 BSU Men's Volleyball- 2010 & 2011 Seasons 
o 	 Supported student-athletes and activities 
o 	 Assisted with half-time entertainment 
• 	 Cardinal leadership and Service Seminar - August 2010 
o 	 Participated in leadership and diversity training 
o 	 Served as a volunteer for a community service project at a food bank 
AWARDS: 
• 	 Presidential Scholarship recipient 
• 	 Five-time Dean's list award winner 
KILLS/CERTIFICATIONS: 
• 	 Proficient in Microsoft Office Suite, including Word, PowerPoint, and Project Gallery 
• 	 Proficient with Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, linkedln, Pinterest 
• 	 Proficient in Adobe liveCycie and Eligibility Center 
• 	 Used JumpForward compliance software, lSDBi, and PeopleSoft in compliance operations 
• 	 Received Self-Contained Underwater Breathing Apparatus (SCUBA) Certification - March 2013 
• 	 Received CPR and First Aid Certification - February 2014 
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Marianne Kroening 
Final Reflection 
A. INTRODUCTION 
I was lucky enough to do my internship in the Huskie Athletic Compliance Office (HACO) at 
Northern Illinois University in DeKalb, Illinois. My site supervisor, Kiera Miller, was helpful and 
always willing to answer questions when I had them, and teach when I did not understand why 
certain facets of the office had to be handled in the way that we handled them. 
In my first couple of months as a student in the Sport Administration program, I got close with 
Dr. David Pierce, and we talked many times about where I saw myself in the future and what 
steps I planned to take to get there. When I told him that I was interested in working in athletic 
compliance, he told me he would keep an eye out for opportunities for internships. It was a few 
weeks later that I received an email from Dr.' Pierce with an attachment for the National 
Association for Athletics Compliance (NAAC) Convention which would be hosted in Dallas, Texas 
that year. In the email, Dr. Pierce told me that if I was serious about pursuing a career in 
compliance, this would be a great way to start out my networking efforts. 
A few short months later, I was on a plane to Dallas Fort Worth and awaiting the experience of 
a lifetime. While sitting in the crowd at the Keynote Speaker session, I networked and met 
professionals from allover the country and from places that host climates much warmer than 
DeKalb, Illinois. However, during dinner that first night, I spoke with the President of NAAC, 
Christian Spears, who I made an immediate connection with, and when I contacted him a few 
months down the line was as excited as I was to establish an internship for myself with the 
HACO. 
For months leading up to my move to DeKalb, I worried about whether this internship would be 
one where I retrieved coffee for the full-time employees. I worried if I was going to get good 
experience, if I was going to learn. I stressed myself out over little things. So, when I arrived in 
DeKalb, and we had two snow days in a row, my stress levels continued to rise. I was a wreck. 
But when I stepped foot in the office for my first day and I met everyone, I quickly learned that 
this was an office where people came to learn about the industry. 
One of the first things that Kiera told me was, "And maybe I am biased, but this is the best 
office. We strive to set the bar, and we do just that. We are going to work you, but you are 
going to leave in April better for it." I never would have imagined back in January how true that 
would be. 
My internship has been unique and sporadic day by day. I have found myself in anti-hazing 
meetings, facilities meetings, and helping to run Huskie How-To's. Every day in the office has 
been different, exciting, and intimidating. I wake up every morning wondering what new things 
that I will be learning in the office that day, and I never leave the office having not learned 
anything that day. Without a shadow of a doubt, this internship has been a great growing and 
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learning experience for me. Had I landed somewhere else, maybe I would have enjoyed it as 
much as I enjoy it here, but I doubt I would have learned as much as I have learned in the past 
three months. I choose to be in the office everyday because I know how much I learn. If I am 
gone, I know that I am missing valuable lessons, and projects that could teach me a lot will be 
assigned to different people. That is not something that I want. 
B. LEARNING IMPLICATIONS 
I have learned a lot about myself in the past three months, but none better than I work better 
in the morning than I do later in the day. I may not enjoy waking up early, but I have more 
productive days when I come in early and get work done. I enjoy having my evenings to myself. 
I have also learned that I have all the tools necessary to thrive in this business. I have the 
determination to do well, and I have the resources to get me started. I have had to learn to let 
go and trust the professionals around me to help put me in the best position possible. I may 
find that I get a job in an area I never thought I would even consider, but that I will find my way 
to where I belong as long as I trust the people around me. 
Being in the office everyday has given me the experience that I feel is necessary in any starting 
professional. I know how a collegiate athletic office runs, not only from a compliance 
standpoint, but marketing and facilities as well. Sitting in on meetings with Brett and Kiera has 
helped me to gain a well-rounded experience at Northern Illinois. 
Sport management as a profession is cut throat in some aspects, but if you get in with good 
people, you have a good chance of being successful. It might take you weeks or even months to 
get that first job, but being at NIU has taught me that working for free here while applying will 
be more helpful than going back home and finding just any job. The experience that I am 
gaining is going to be what leads me to where I need to be. 
A skill that I have learned but not yet perfected in this industry is forecasting. On any given day, 
I am given jobs by Kiera or Brett. It is my hope to that someday soon I learn what needs to be 
done each day without someone telling me. Kiera has told me many times that forecasting is a 
skill that comes with time and experience in the industry, so I am trying to not focus too much 
on that. 
Throughout the whole internship, my attention to detail has been tested, and a few times I 
have done tasks quickly and made minor errors. Overall, I have fine-tuned that skill, and 
learned that it does not matter how quickly a task gets done. It matters if it gets done right the 
first time. 
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This internship has affected me in many ways. In many cases, I have gone outside of my 
comfort zone, but had someone I have known there to help me along the way. In this instance, I 
left for a place where I knew no one and nothing about the city. It was up to me to forge my 
own path and do my own thing. I was stressed out more than I have ever been before, but I did 
it with as much courage as I could muster. I do believe that I thrived in this internship, and I 
came out of it with people in the industry who are doing everything that they can to make me 
successful. In this industry, it is all about who you know, and what they are willing to do to help 
you. If I can give back to some 22-year-old sometime in the future half as much as this office 
has given me, then I will consider that a success. 
C. CRITIQUE 
Coming into this internship, I was nervous about the people I would be working with, whether 
or not I would be good at what I was doing, and how I would adjust to life in DeKalb, Illinois. I 
was unsure how my four months at NIU was going to go, but I did not anticipate it going as well 
as it did. The people I worked with were patient, kind, and helpful. I have had many times 
where I was unsure of what I was doing, but everyone here made a point to help me in my 
times of need. I caught on fast to how the office was run, and learned at a relatively fast pace. 
Life in DeKalb compares a bit to life in Muncie, but I would be lying if I said DeKalb was a nicer 
city. I was not anticipating an apocalyptic winter in a town that is known for its wind tunnels, 
but I survived the coldest winter since I have been alive. 
Volunteering in an office like Ball State's, I was expecting to not see the coaches very often or 
have a good relationship with them. Northern Illinois has done a number on their athletic 
department. We attempt to gain the trust of the coaches so that they feel comfortable coming 
to us with any issues. Being in the same conference as Ball State, I expected the atmosphere of 
the office to be similar, but it is not - good, bad, or indifferent. 
The Huskie Athletic Compliance Office has surpassed all expectations that I had. I walked into 
an office full of friendly faces every day. I felt comfortable asking questions when need be. 
Northern Illinois strives to be the best internship site that they can be, and they succeed. They 
do not just hold your hand through the whole process. When Kiera or Brett gives me an 
assignment, they expect me to figure it out for myself. That was a little bit intimidating at first, 
but it made my learning experience so much better than I could have imagined. 
I expected to be doing different things every day, but I never anticipated it to be like this. In this 
athletic department, and I hope in every athletic department, we work together to get things 
done. If we need help from Marketing, we get help from Marketing. If ticket sales needs help 
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stuffing envelopes, they get help from compliance, facilities, etc. This is an all for one type of 
office, and I appreciate that kind of camaraderie. 
There are some days where I do not feel like my presence is needed in the office, but those are 
the days that I am learning the most. If I was not in the office, then other people would not 
have to spend time teaching me how to do things. However, in teaching me, they created less 
work for themselves, because I was able to step up and do projects that they would have 
normally had to spend time on. 
I feel that I contributed the most to the Victors Award Show, because I spent a couple hours 
each day working on the script, making cue cards, sitting in meetings, putting up posters in the 
DeKalbjSycamore area, etc. For the show, I will be sitting in the back with Media Services and 
working the PowerPoint and teleprompter, because I am the one in this office that knows the 
script better than anyone else. To say that about anything as an intern is exciting, and I felt like I 
was able to help the office get things done. 
I honestly do not have any complaints about this internship. I have enjoyed every aspect of the 
job from the people to the kind of work I am in charge of. I suppose if I had to change one 
aspect of my internship, it would be that I would be able to know what needs to be done each 
day. I do not like asking for things to do. I would just prefer to know my tasks for the day, and 
not have to bother people by asking for tasks. 
To any person who is interested in collegiate athletics, and more specifically compliance, 
Northern Illinois is the place that you want to get your experience with. Under the supervision 
of Kiera, I know that wherever I end up, it will be a good place. She is looking out for me, and as 
long as I trust that I will end up where I need to be, then I am going to be fine. 
I may find that I'm working in an area of the country that I am not fond of, but if I work hard 
enough, I know I can get to a spot that I will enjoy. It is how the industry works, and if I have the 
right people on my side, I shouldn't have any issues. 
Northern Illinois is the kind of place where you come to learn. Many students have gotten 
internships where their main tasks are getting coffee or food for someone else, but at Northern 
Illinois, I know that whatever task they assign me is going to help me in the long run. I would 
absolutely recommend the HACO to up and coming students, and I would recommend going in 
and learning a lot from Kiera, because she has a lot to teach you, and if you take advantage of 
it, you're going to do fine . 
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